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Abstract

The inspiration of this work is a novel engine concept, in which the combustion process
is performed homogeneously in a porous reactor. This engine concept has high potential
to achieve an ultra-low emission level and increase the engine efficiency. Homogeneous
combustion in porous reactors has already proven near-zero exhaust emissions under
steady-state conditions. However, under engine-relevant conditions, this technology
has rarely been investigated. For an internal combustion engine application, the time
scale of mixture formation and combustion process is crucial. Thus, its investigation is
the main objective of the present research. Fluid mechanical and thermodynamic con-
ditions in porous reactors differ considerably from conventional, free volume systems.
Therefore, these processes were investigated fundamentally as well as all associated
thermodynamical and process models. This is the first reported attempt to investigate
these processes in porous reactors under engine-relevant conditions.
The investigation on mixture formation in porous reactors showed that the multi-

jet-splitting effect leads to a quick three-dimensional distribution of the fuel in space.
Furthermore, in case of a hot porous reactor, the liquid fuel is vaporised very quickly.
The heat release process is investigated in different porous reactors and under free
volume conditions (no reactor applied), as reference case. It is shown, that in case of
porous reactors the pressure and temperature changes during the heat release process
are clearly lowered as compared to free volume conditions. This is an effect of heat
transfer and heat accumulation in the reactor’s solid phase, which also affects the reac-
tion rates. The results show that at low initial temperatures and/or low initial pressures
the reaction rate is higher in porous reactors. However, at high initial temperatures
and pressures the reaction rate is reduced in porous reactors as compared to the free
volume case. This has the favourable effect of accelerating the combustion process at
low loads and to prevent high mechanical stresses at high loads.
The present investigation in addition shows that the time scales of mixture formation

and combustion process in porous reactors can be in the order of a few milliseconds
only. This is similar to the free volume case or even shorter. Additionally, it is shown
that the heat release rates are high enough for engine application. However, in contrast
to free volume conditions, the heat release rate in case of porous reactors does not
further increase at high loads. The results indicate a possible extension of homogeneous
combustion to a full range of engine load and rotational speed when performed in porous
reactors.
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1 Introduction

Current and future requirements for clean and efficient engines are a big challenge for
engine designers. For conventional engine types still crucial problems and conflicts
remain, even though many developments have already been made. Common internal
combustion (IC) engines for application in vehicles or off-road applications can generally
be categorised into either gasoline (Otto) or diesel engines. In both types a trade-off
between exhaust emissions and emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2)1 is the main concern.
In conventional gasoline engines that run the Otto-cycle, a premixed homogeneous

air-fuel mixture is locally ignited by a spark plug. Thus, this kind of engine is also
named spark ignited engine (SI engine). Mixture formation may be started either prior
to cylinder inlet, e.g. by a carburettor or a manifold fuel injection or by an early direct
fuel injection into the cylinder. After ignition, the reaction zone of the combustion pro-
cess is reduced to a narrow flame front, propagating through the premixed mixture, see
fig. 1.1. This causes very high temperatures locally, according to a nearly stoichiometric
mixture composition.
Gasoline engine emissions mostly consist of unburned hydrocarbons (HC), nitrous

oxides (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO). The composition depends on the air excess
ratio (λ), see fig. 1.1. To meet emission demands, toxic emissions can be reduced
by exhaust after-treatment using a catalytic converter. Today, however, besides very
strict emissions regulations (e.g. EURO 5/6) demands on lowering CO2-emissions, are
becoming increasingly important (see information of the EU (2012)).
The power of a conventional gasoline engine is controlled by the supplied amount of

mixture. This is realised by controlling the amount of inlet air (e.g. using a throttle
or a variable valve control) and a controlled supply of fuel, while the resulting mixture
composition is kept constant. This kind of load control is called “quantitative” load
control. The fuel consumption of gasoline engines remain on high levels compared to
similar diesel engines, especially at part load conditions. This is caused by the throttled
intake system and the engine operation with stoichiometric mixture composition. With
increasing throttle, the engine efficiency decreases due to higher throttle and pumping
losses as well as a wider offset from the best operation point.
In order to raise efficiency and to lower CO2-emissions at part load (low and medium),

lean engine operation is found to be suitable by realisation of a non-throttled operation.
1CO2-emissions are directly related to fuel consumption and both decrease with increasing engine
efficiency. One litre gasoline fuel consumption results in 2.302 kg CO2 (Department of Energy and
Climate Change, 2013).
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1 Introduction

Flame front

Burned gases

Local ignition

Homogeneous 
fresh mixture

Piston

Figure 1.1: Spark-ignition combustion process with a narrow reaction zone (flame front)
(left) and corresponding exhaust emissions over equivalence ratio (not in
scale) (Heywood, 1988)

However, the ignition limit of air-fuel mixtures requires special mixture formation and
ignition conditions for a lean engine operation. To realise both lean operation and reli-
able ignition, the mixture cannot be mixed homogeneously as in conventional gasoline
engines. Therefore, the mixture is stratified inside the combustion volume, providing
a globally lean and locally stoichiometric mixture close to the spark plug. However,
conventional catalytic converters cannot handle the exhaust emissions of such combus-
tion mode. Conventional three-way catalytic converters are capable of cleaning the
exhaust gases of burned stoichiometric mixture (λ = 1), accepting low tolerances only.
Thus, a special exhaust after-treatment system is required for non-stoichiometric mix-
tures, treating nitrous oxide emissions separately from CO- and HC-emissions. Any
additional exhaust after-treatment systems will lead to extended pressure loss in the
exhaust system, while the after-treatment systems themselves will demand additional
fuel for operating correctly. This will also have a negative impact on fuel consumption.
In summary, conventional gasoline engines (Otto-cycle) with a three-way catalytic

converter are able to emit relatively clean exhaust gases (provided the converter is hot).
Furthermore, conventional gasoline engines have a higher fuel consumption due to the
throttled intake, which is yet crucial for controlling the engine load. On the contrary,
non-throttled gasoline engines, controlling the load by stratifying a global lean mixture
at low to medium load, require a special exhaust system to keep emissions low. This
special exhaust after-treatment will lead to additional fuel consumption without benefit
to the driver.
For the future, the conventional gasoline engine has no potential to resolve the conflict

of exhaust- and CO2-emissions, as long as mixture is ignited locally and combustion
process is limited to a narrow flame front with very high temperatures.
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Hot air
(compressed)

Direct fuel
injection

Piston

Fuel spray

Diffusion 
controlled 
reaction zone

Figure 1.2: Diesel combustion process with non-homogeneous mixture and combustion
(left) and corresponding formation of emissions in two-phase combustion
process (right) (Heywood, 1988)

Conventional diesel engines have a similar conflict between fuel consumption and
exhaust emissions (considering nitrous oxides and particulate matters). Diesel engines,
however, consume less fuel than comparable gasoline engines although being commonly
known as soot producing. A diesel engine will compress air to high pressure and tem-
perature and then inject the fuel close to the pistons top dead centre (TDC), see fig. 1.2.
The mixture locally ignites and burns simultaneously, even though the mixture form-
ation has not been completed. Due to its strong non-homogeneity, the air excess ratio
(λ) varies locally from very lean (λ ≈ ∞) to very rich (λ ≈ 0). In comparison to
gasoline engines, diesel engines have lower fuel consumption caused by the qualitative
load control (non-throttled intake system). The ignition timing is controlled by the
timing of injection. As a consequence, the combustion process in a diesel engine cannot
be separated from the fuel injection and mixture formation processes as they all over-
lap and partly perform simultaneously. Two characteristic combustion phases can be
observed: a premixed part and a mixing controlled part (Heywood, 1988), see fig. 1.2.
The premixed part of combustion occurs at the very beginning of the combustion pro-
cess. Here, the already formed mixture ignites at the fuel spray edges, due to the
high compression temperatures. This phase of combustion is characterised by a rapid
heat release rate (high pressure gradients). Thereafter, combustion is controlled by the
mixture formation process, partly during ongoing injection (mixing controlled combus-
tion). Fig. 1.2 also shows the formation of emissions during each combustion phase.
The future potential of diesel engines is very limited due to the two-phase combustion
process leading to hazardous emissions, especially NOx and particulate matters.

3



1 Introduction

The requirements for future internal combustion engines are the reduction of CO2-
emissions as well as the reduction (elimination) of toxic exhaust components. Unfortu-
nately, both requirements are in trade-off as shown above. For example, CO2-emissions
can be reduced by the maximisation of engine efficiency η. The efficiency of an en-
gine cycle increases by raising its maximum cycle temperature. However, raising the
temperature will automatically lead to higher formation of toxic exhaust components,
especially nitrous oxides (NOx).
In order to meet the demands of reducing exhaust emissions, combinations of primary

(in-cylinder) and secondary (exhaust after-treatment) measures are used. However,
even with modern technologies, toxic exhaust emissions and CO2-emissions remain in
conflict. Any activity in cleaning the exhaust gases will no doubt lead to an increase
in CO2-emissions. More and more filters or catalytic converters in the exhaust system
will raise the pressure losses in the system, which will lead to higher pumping losses.
Hence, this will lower the cycle efficiency while CO2-emissions will again rise. On the
other hand, exhaust after-treatment often require fuel themselves, e.g. for the cleaning
process of particulate filters. A raise of exhaust gas temperature may be required for
the after-treatment systems and therefore fuel is additionally injected into the exhaust
gases. Any of such activities will result in higher fuel consumption, equalling CO2-
emissions.

The alternative to exhaust after-treatment and to resolve the issue of exhaust- and
CO2-emissions are primary measures to improve in-cylinder process conditions. Many
researchers as well as manufacturers all over the world find that homogeneous combus-
tion has great potential to solve the trade-off between exhaust emissions and fuel con-
sumption. Thereby, a homogeneous air-fuel mixture is ignited simultaneously through-
out the entire combustion chamber volume. The following combustion process is flame-
less in nature and again occurring homogeneously in the combustion chamber. This
kind of combustion allows the avoidance of pollutant formation during the combustion
process.
Exhaustive research has already been carried out over the last decades. Various

concepts and technologies can be summarised as “controlled auto-ignition” (CAI) and
“homogeneous charge compression ignition” (HCCI). CAI is commonly used for en-
gines fired with gasoline, while HCCI is commonly used for engines using diesel as fuel.
Unfortunately, all these conceptual ideas are still limited in practice. While the pre-
mixed mixture must be ignited simultaneously in volume, the ignition process must be
self-ignition in character. This requires the control of ignition timing and heat release
rates for variable mixture compositions (load) and engine rotational speeds. As a con-
sequence, complex cycle-to-cycle control of ignition and combustion may be required.
However, the range of homogeneous combustion over engine rotational speeds and loads

4



1 Introduction

is still very limited. This kind of combustion process, its features, current state of the
art and limitations are further described in chapter 3.

This research deals with a different kind of engine concept for realising homogeneous
combustion with lowest exhaust emissions and a high cycle efficiency. Furthermore,
this concept has high potential for realising homogeneous combustion over a wide to
the full range of engine loads and rotational speeds. In contrary to all other engine
concepts for homogeneous combustion, mixture formation and combustion takes place
inside a porous medium (PM). This concept is also called PM-engine concept (Durst
and Weclas, 2001b). Under steady-state and ambient pressure conditions, homogeneous
combustion in porous reactors has already proven near-zero emission levels and high
capability on power modulation (Trimis and Durst, 1996). Furthermore, a high power
density, low combustion noise and extended lean burn range characterise this special
kind of flameless combustion.
The PM-engine concept was firstly introduced by Durst and Weclas (1999). It showed

promising engine behaviour with low exhaust emission levels and a reduced engine
combustion noise during initial experimental investigation on a test engine. However,
besides the promising results, a number of open questions remain. It is still unknown
how fast mixture formation process occurs in the PM-volume under engine conditions
and how the structure of the porous reactor may affect this process. Furthermore, the
ignition delay and the time scale of the heat release process are unknown for a wide
range of initial pressures and temperatures2. Finally, the porous reactor is supposed
to accumulate heat from combustion and to recuperate it, e.g. for fuel vaporisation
process. It is unknown how much and especially how fast heat is taken from combustion
process, depending on the porous reactor structure, material and mass (heat capacity).
During subsequent research, initial experimental investigation on fuel distribution

in porous media was performed by Weclas et al. (2003) and Weclas (2006). Besides
this initial investigations, mostly numerical analysis have been performed and pub-
lished. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of further basic experimental investigation
on combustion and correlated processes as performed in porous reactors under engine-
relevant conditions. This work aims to give an original contribution to knowledge in
regard to the theoretical and experimental investigation on these particular processes.
This investigation focusses on the thermodynamic behaviour of porous reactors under
engine-like conditions. Chapter 4 will give further insight to the PM-technology and
the PM-engine concept. In chapter 5, three models are introduced and described, which
are later used for the analysis of the experimental results. The first model concerns
the PM-engine cycle, the second describes the thermodynamic behaviour of a porous

2The initial pressure and temperature define the thermodynamic conditions at the moment when fuel
injection begins.
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1 Introduction

combustion reactor and the third is a phenomenological model of the heat release pro-
cess. Chapter 6 describes the experimental set-up used for the investigation of fuel
distribution and combustion process in porous reactors.
Results of experimental investigation on fuel distribution and its vaporisation sup-

ported by porous media are presented in chapter 7. Unique experimental results of
the combustion process in different porous reactors and under free volume conditions
(without PM) are presented in chapter 8. Here, the initial conditions are varied over a
wide range of initial pressure and temperature. Chapter 9 then validates the theoret-
ical assumptions and investigations of chapter 5 with the obtained experimental results.
This original validation of the developed model leads to an important contribution to
knowledge. It regards the rating and applicability of homogeneous combustion in por-
ous reactors to internal combustion engines. Finally, chapter 10 summarises the original
results from the theoretical and experimental investigation. It also formulates future
research needs and tasks for a further development of the PM-engine concept.

6



2 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this research concerns a new combustion technology and its applicability to
internal combustion engines. It has the potential to realise near-zero emission level and
a high cycle efficiency. This concept differs from conventional concepts and those being
in development as the combustion process is performed in porous reactors. It is known
that such kind of combustion can lead to near-zero emissions without exhaust after-
treatment. However, this technology has not been investigated experimentally except
under steady-state conditions. This investigation aims to show that this combustion
technology is also applicable under transient conditions such as in internal combustion
engines with direct fuel injection. Most of these processes have not been investigated
under transient conditions, making experimental analysis necessary, not least for de-
velopment of numerical models. The behaviour of processes in porous reactors can be
very complex and completely different from those in free volume, i.e. without porous
reactors.
To verify the applicability of such combustion process to IC-engines, the aim of

this work is to give a basic overview on process behaviour as performed in porous
reactors. This is realised by fundamental and original experimental investigations,
simulating engine-like conditions. Prior to the development of the PM-engine concept,
this work introduces these very special processes in porous reactors and gives a first
and original insight into the most important. These are direct fuel injection into the
PM including fuel distribution and fuel vaporisation as well as the ignition process with
the following low- and high-temperature oxidation processes. Each individual process
has strong impact on the whole chain where the quality of combustion process depends
on prior processes and so do the exhaust emissions. Thus, there is a need to separate
individual processes from each other in order to find their pure behaviour and their,
so far, unclear contribution. As a reference case, conventional diesel injection and
combustion without porous reactors is investigated under similar conditions to allow a
comparison to be made. A special focus is set on the fuel injection, fuel distribution
and the fuel vaporisation process as well as on low- and high-temperature oxidation
processes inside porous reactors.
While this work describes the nature of individual processes as performed in PM-

reactors, fundamental and very often original findings were obtained. The results
principally give experimental information that has hitherto been undiscovered. The
conducted research, on the one hand increased the knowledge and understanding of

7



2 Aims and Objectives

processes in PM-reactors. However, it also raised scientific questions and tasks which
require further investigations.
The research objectives considered in this work can be summarised as follows:

1. Selected aspects of diesel spray interaction with porous structures and fuel dis-
tribution in space (reactor volume). The following aspects are of special interest:

• Mechanism of “multi-jet-splitting”
• Diesel jet distribution in reactor volume
• The “distribution nozzle” concept
• Fuel vaporisation by interaction with hot porous structures.

2. Selected aspects of low- and high-temperature oxidation processes in PM-reactors
under engine-like conditions:

• Basic nature of heat release in PM-reactors as compared to free volume
combustion
• Influence of initial pressure and temperature on low- and high-temperature
oxidation processes in PM-reactors and the time scale of the processes
• Influence of the PM-reactor’s structure and its heat capacity on heat release
process.

The original contribution to knowledge that this research has made can be found
in the experimental results. They describe the low- and high-temperature oxidation
processes of transient combustion under pressure in porous reactors and compare to a
known reference case. This reference case is a conventional direct diesel injection com-
bustion process, investigated under the same conditions. The contribution to knowledge
can also be found in the thermodynamic model of a real porous combustion reactor.
This has been developed in this work and validated by using experimental results.

8



3 Homogeneous Combustion Process in Internal
Combustion Engines

For a further reduction of primary emissions of internal combustion engines, homogen-
eous combustion is commonly regarded to have the highest potential achieving this.
The crucial conflict between nitrous oxides (NOx) and particulate matter emissions,
existing in conventional IC-engines (especially diesel), can be solved by homogeneous
combustion. Moreover, homogeneous combustion has the potential to increase engine
efficiency and thus lower CO2-emissions. Despite research and development efforts, ho-
mogeneous combustion is still limited within parts of engine load and rotational speed.
Furthermore, the controlling of combustion stability, the change of load and rotational
speed and the transition between different combustion modes remains difficult. Further
process depending limitations prevent from a realisation of production engines, with
homogeneous combustion over a wide range of engine load and rotational speed.
This part of the work gives an introduction to the homogeneous combustion process,

its definition, an overview of existing concepts including their challenges. Furthermore,
it will introduce a different concept of internal combustion engine with homogeneous
combustion, performed in porous reactors. This different type of combustion technology
for an application to IC-engines will be set in focus in the present work.

3.1 Definition and potential of homogeneous combustion

Homogeneous combustion is defined as a simultaneous heat release process of a homo-
geneous air-fuel mixture. This process needs to be initiated by a volumetric ignition
throughout the entire combustion chamber volume, also called three-dimensional (3D)
ignition (Weclas, 2004). Due to the volumetric ignition and the simultaneous heat
release process, a homogeneous combustion is flameless (without flame front) and is
characterised by a homogeneous temperature field.
Several researches have already been done, ending up in various names to their com-

bustion systems1. Nevertheless, two main acronyms may be selected to name the new

1 Examples of various developed concepts: HiMICS - Homogeneous charge intelligent Multiple In-
jection Combustion System (Yokota et al., 1997); UNIBUS - UNIform BUckly combustion System
(Yanagihara et al., 1997); PCI - Premixed Compressed Ignited combustion (Tanabe et al., 2011);
PREDIC - PREmixed lean DIesel Combustion (Shimazaki et al., 1999); MULDIC - MULtiple stage
DIesel Combustion (Hashizume et al., 1998); MK Concept - Modulated Kinetics Concept (Kimura
et al., 2002); ARC - Activated Radical Combustion (Ishibashi, 2000); ATAC - Active Thermo-
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combustion processes (Duret, 2002; Jeuland and Montagne, 2006; Zhao, 2007):

• “Controlled auto-ignition (CAI)” commonly used for gasoline engines running
under homogeneous combustion.

• “Homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI)” specifying diesel and other
compression ignition (CI) engines.

Homogeneous combustion offers great potential to meet future demands on lowering
exhaust gas components without exhaust aftertreatment – the formation of emissions
is avoided during combustion process. Zhao (2007) made the following statement:

“CAI/HCCI combustion represents for the first time a combustion techno-
logy that can simultaneously reduce both NOx and particulate emissions
from a diesel engine and has the capability of achieving simultaneous re-
duction in fuel consumption and NOx emissions from a gasoline engine.”

What Zhao describes is also illustrated in fig. 3.1. Herein, NOx and soot formation
are presented as a function of local air excess ratio and flame temperature. Further-
more, the range of both conventional diesel combustion and of HCCI combustion are
highlighted. The purpose of HCCI is obvious: in contrary to conventional diesel com-
bustion, HCCI is located in an area where neither NOx nor soot emissions can be
formed. Conventional diesel combustion spreads over areas of soot and NOx-formation
due to the non-homogeneous mixture distribution and combustion process. The great
potential of homogeneous combustion is the possible location way from NOx and soot
formation regions.
The potential of lowering both NOx and soot emissions by homogeneous combustion

shall be explained in the following subsections. A description of emission formation
criteria of the most important engine exhaust emissions is given herein.

3.1.1 Role of homogeneous combustion for low exhaust emissions

As described before, homogeneous combustion has the capability to reduce exhaust
components drastically, especially nitrous oxides and soot. For a better understanding
why homogeneous combustion has this potential, the formation criteria of the main ex-
haust emissions components shall be given first. The dominant components are nitrous
oxides (NOx), hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO) and particulate matters,
especially soot.

Atmospheric Combustion (Onishi et al., 1979); CIHC - Compression-Ignited Homogeneous Charge
(Najt and Foster, 1983); TS - Toyota-Soken (Noguchi et al., 1979); HCLI - Homogeneous Charge
Late Injection (Chmela et al., 2005); HPLI - Highly Premixed Late Injection (Chmela et al., 2005);
LTC - Low Temperature Combustion (Carlucci et al., 2014); PCCI - Premixed Charge Compression
Ignition (van Alstine et al., 2013); pHCCI - Partly Homogeneous Combustion Compression Ignition
(Lee et al., 2010)
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Figure 3.1: NOx and soot formation as a function of local air excess ratio and flame
temperature, adapted from Kitamura et al. (2002) andWimmer et al. (2006)

Nitrous oxides

Nitrous oxides emissions mainly consist of nitrous monoxide NO and nitrous dioxide
NO2, commonly combined to nitrous oxides “NOx”. In general, formation of NOx

is based on three mechanisms (Pundir, 2007). First, thermal NOx-formation dur-
ing which atmospheric nitrogen oxidises at high temperatures behind the flame front
(temperature-dependent). Secondly, nitrous oxides formed by the oxidation of fuel-
bound nitrogen at relatively low temperatures (fuel NOx). However, due to the very
low content of nitrogen in diesel and gasoline fuel (less than 0.1%) fuel NOx-formation
may be neglegted in contribution to the absolute engine NOx-emissions. Finally, ni-
trous oxides are caused by prompt NOx-formation in the flame by the reaction of
intermediate species. The amount of prompt NOx varies from 5 - 10% under stoichi-
metric laminar flame conditions. Thermal NOx is the major source of nitrous oxides
emissions in IC-engines. Heywood (1988) describes the NO-formation rate as function
of temperature, exponentially increasing at temperatures higher than 2000 K.
NOx may cause various irritations when interacting with the respiratory tract, from

asthmatic attacks to even acute bronchitis. Furthermore, nitrous oxides lead to form-
ation of Ozone in combination with ultraviolet radiation. This may result in photo-
chemical smog in combination with hydrocarbons, also emitted by internal combustion
engines (Pundir, 2007).

Hydrocarbons

Incomplete combustion of hydrocarbon fuels leads to hydrocarbon emissions. The com-
position of hydrocarbons in the exhaust gas reaches from partly oxidised fractions
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of various combustion states to completely unburned components of the original fuel
(Basshuysen, 2011). These components and their derivatives that readily vaporise, are
termed as volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (Pundir, 2007).
VOCs reacting with nitrous oxides in combination with sunlight will form oxidants

and photochemical smog. VOCs consist of hydrocarbons with very different reactivity:
some are very non-reactive while others are highly photo-chemically active (Pundir,
2007).

Carbon monoxide

Carbon monoxide emissions are a result of incomplete combustion due to a lack of oxy-
gen and/or a cooled down reaction. The combustion of hydrocarbons can be separated
into two main sections. The first can be regarded as a conversion of hydrocarbons
to CO and the second is a rapid conversion of CO to CO2 (Sitkei, 1964). While the
main amount of oxygen is required for the second step, the first step may also occur
with small amounts of oxygen only. In case of rich mixtures, the lack of oxygen will
lead to CO-emissions which then cannot be fully converted into CO2. Also, in the late
expansion stroke, the conversion from CO into CO2 can be “frozen” by decreasing gas
temperature.
CO is a highly toxic and odourless gas. Its affinity to blood haemoglobin is far higher

than that of oxygen. Thus, blood looses its capability to transport oxygen to the cells,
especially to the nervous system and brain, when contaminated with CO. Depending
on exposure time and concentration, carbon monoxide causes symptoms from headache
over unconsciousness even to death (Pundir, 2007).

Particulate matter and soot

“Particulate matter” generally covers all kind of fine solid and liquid (aerosol) compon-
ents of both organic and inorganic compounds. Particulate matter caused by combus-
tion of hydrocarbons, can be separated into dry soot (carbon black) and other organic
compounds. The composition depends on engine design, mixture formation system
and operation conditions. Particulate matter can be produced from fuel as well as
from lubricants. In the following, a focus is set on soot formation during combustion
process, being strongly dependent on the mixture formation process. Soot formation
basically needs two conditions: fuel rich mixture regions and high temperatures, see
fig. 3.1. Under these conditions, the formation of soot starts with incomplete combus-
tion and pyrolysis of fuel. The formed precursor molecules continuously rise in size by
nucleation to soot nuclei and enlarge to primary particles. A further increase of size
leads to aggregates by coagulation and surface growth (Pundir, 2007). After leaving the
combustion chamber, the soot particles act as tracer for other now condensing exhaust
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components like oil and unburned fuel (Mollenhauer, 2002). Yet, primary soot particles
remain small in the scale of sub-nanometres to hundreds of nanometres. 90% of the
mass of diesel engine particulate matter emissions is smaller than 2.5 µm, being the
reason why they are regarded as problematic (Pundir, 2007). Particles less than 2.5 µm
take long time to settle (several days) and those smaller than 1 µm may reach deep
into lungs. The hazardous behaviour of particulate matters arises from two effects:
deep in the lung they reduce its performance adversely and other air pollutants can
be conglomerated on the primary particulates. “Carcinogens like polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH) when absorbed on soot particles can be carried to lungs and cause
cancer” (Pundir, 2007).
If a combustion technique aims to reduce each particular exhaust emission compon-

ent drastically, corresponding requirements need to be fulfilled. Table 3.1 gives a brief
summary of the main exhaust emission components and their requirement for elimina-
tion.

Table 3.1: Exhaust components and their requirements for elimination

Component Requirement for elimination (close to zero)

Soot premixed charge and λ ≥ 1
Nitrous oxides NOx Tcomb < TNOx

Carbon monoxide CO preferably premixed and λ ≥ 1
Hydrocarbons HC preferably premixed and λ ≥ 1

The potential of homogeneous combustion to reduce engine emissions, especially
soot and NOx, is the reason for the great effort in research and development of various
institutions. The reduction of soot emissions during a homogeneous combustion process
is mainly contributed to the homogenised mixture. The reduction of NO-emissions may
be affected by a reduced combustion temperature. Conventional SI and CI engines with
a non-homogeneous combustion of the mixture cause NO-formation in local regions
exceeding temperatures of 2000 K. However, the volumetric ignition of lean/diluted
mixtures can keep combustion temperature below thermal NOx-formation (approx.
1800 K (Zhao, 2007)).
HCCI combustion has proven its potential to drastically lower NOx as well as soot

emissions. Nevertheless, it needs to be considered that the dilution of the mixture
and the cooling of the combustion support the formation of CO- and HC-emissions.
Furthermore, HCCI is only applicable at low load conditions due to high reaction rates
and thus pressure gradients at high loads. The necessary conditions for realisation of
homogeneous combustion shall be given in the following subsection. Additionally, it is
explained why there is no HCCI production engine available yet, realising a wide range
of engine load and rotational speeds.
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3.1.2 Required conditions for homogeneous combustion

The absence of an HCCI production engine proves that there are still problems in real-
ising the HCCI concept. For a homogeneous combustion process under any operational
conditions the following challenges must be resolved:

1. Homogeneity of the charge
2. Control of ignition timing
3. Control of heat release rate (dp/dα, pmax)
4. Control of combustion duration
5. Lowering of combustion temperature for low NOx (especially at λ < 2)
6. Controlled operation at variable loads (λ) and variable engine rotational speed

As defined before, homogeneous combustion is an auto-ignited combustion of a pre-
mixed air-fuel mixture. Thus, a premixed homogeneous mixture prior to ignition is the
first crucial condition to be met. While the formation of a homogeneous mixture re-
quires time, one possible solution to meet this demand is separating mixture formation
from ignition. Therefore, the fuel needs to be supplied very early to the cylinder. This
can be realised by either manifold injection (like conventional SI engines) or by early
direct injection well before the pistons top dead centre (TDC). Another possibility for
the formation of a homogeneous mixture, especially for a late injection strategy, can
be the acceleration of necessary mixture formation processes. Fuel injection, distribu-
tion, vaporisation and mixing with air needs to be completed prior to the ignition of
the charge. It needs to be considered that the formation of a premixed mixture way
before the ignition timing results in a difficult control of the ignition timing, when a
volumetric self-ignition is considered. The acceleration of mixture formation processes
has the advantage of keeping control over ignition timing by controlling the start of
fuel injection.
The second condition for homogeneous combustion is the volumetric and simultan-

eous ignition of the charge. The self-ignition process can only be realised by the fol-
lowing selected methods (Durst et al., 2002):

• Thermal self-ignition: e.g. compression ignition
• Controlled auto-ignition: e.g. low-temperature chemical ignition
• 3D-thermal-self-ignition in PM: 3D-porous structure of a high temperature

The ignition timing is a key process for the homogeneous combustion process when
applied to internal combustion engines. The heat release process can only be efficient
in a very narrow range of the engine cycle, limited to the period around the TDC of
compression. Misfire or delayed ignition will lead to engine malfunction and drastically
increased exhaust emissions - especially HC and CO. A too early ignition may cause
high NOx-emissions, high pressure gradients and furthermore, even engine damage.
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Essential is the necessity of ignition control over all engine rotational speeds and loads,
having different requirements on ignition timing. In general, igniting a homogeneous
mixture by compression may result in a homogeneous combustion, but may also lead to
very high pressure gradients and peak pressures at higher loads. Hence, the operational
range of homogeneous combustion in internal combustion engines is still limited, when
considering the conventional HCCI approach (Weinrotter et al., 2005).
Using thermal self-ignition in a 3D-porous structure, leads to a homogeneous com-

bustion in the pore volume of an open cell structure (over 80% open porosity). For
the thermal self-ignition, the temperature of the porous structure needs to be higher
than the ignition temperature of the charge. The large number of hot spots of the hot
structure walls allows simultaneous ignition of the charge.
It is important for a proper engine performance to control the heat release rate dQ/dt

and thus the rate of cylinder pressure change dp/dt including the maximum pressure
pmax. This is because pressure gradients have strong influence on engine smoothness,
lifetime (knocking, mechanical stresses) and acoustics (noise). The heat release rate
needs to be controlled at all engine rotational speeds and all engine loads. The engine
rotational speed defines the time window of the combustion process and thus affects
the pressure gradients, while the engine load influences the amount of released heat and
the maximum pressure. For a homogeneous combustion process at high and full loads,
the heat release rate needs to be limited, while at low loads is a need to accelerate the
heat release process.
Controlling the heat release duration is also important. Regarding an IC-engine

application, the duration of combustion must be in a proper time scale near TDC of
compression even at various engine loads and rotational speeds. Also, it needs to be
considered that the range of combustion duration is limited due to the shorter time
available for heat release with increasing engine rotational speed. On the other hand,
a short combustion duration may correlate with high heat release rates. Thus, above
described requirements again need to be considered.
To achieve homogeneous combustion with drastically reduced NOx-emissions, one

task needs to be fulfilled. It is necessary to reduce and to control the maximum com-
bustion temperature Tmax below the temperature of thermal NOx-formation. NOx-
emissions in engines are mainly caused by thermal NOx-formation at temperatures
over 1800 K - 2000 K (Heywood, 1988; Zhao, 2007). If temperature peaks are elimin-
ated and the temperature is kept below the temperature of thermal NOx-formation,
the engines NOx-emissions will be drastically lowered. The task is to keep temperat-
ure low even for high engine loads and engine rotational speeds. However, combustion
temperature must be high enough to allow complete oxidation of CO and HC.
As indicated, almost all above described requirements for homogeneous combustion

are interrelated. This makes a realisation of such complex combustion in an IC-engine
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difficult. No current combustion system allows to realise all above described require-
ments. However, a realisation of such an internal combustion engine, permitting to
control all demands, would lead to a near-zero emission engine. Furthermore, it would
have a high cycle efficiency and a full reduction of particulate matters, HC and CO and
drastically reduced NOx-emissions.

3.2 Engine concepts with homogeneous combustion

The current state of the art of different engine concepts for realising homogeneous
combustion is presented in the following section. Generally, two main groups of engine
concepts can be found. Engine concepts for homogeneous diesel combustion, commonly
known as HCCI, and homogeneous gasoline combustion, commonly known as CAI. The
various attempts for realising homogeneous combustion are briefly introduced.

3.2.1 Homogeneous diesel combustion

The main motivation for development of homogeneous diesel combustion is to reduce
engine emissions, especially particulate matter and NOx. However, the engine efficiency
shall remain similar to conventional diesel engine. Developing homogeneous diesel
combustion mainly focuses on mixture formation and homogenisation (Zhao, 2003).
A homogeneous mixture is the first crucial necessity for a homogeneous combustion
process. In contrast to conventional diesel conditions, the mixture homogenisation
needs to be completed prior to the ignition timing. For its realisation, three methods
can be differentiated:

• Premixed HCCI: mixing of fuel and air prior to the supply to the cylinder (external
mixture formation)
• HCCI with early direct fuel injection into the cylinder (internal mixture forma-
tion)
• HCCI with late direct fuel injection (internal mixture formation)

However, to realise these concepts and homogeneous diesel combustion, the following
characteristics of diesel fuel are critical:

• The vaporisation of fuel requires high temperatures of 170 ◦C to 350 ◦C (Pis-
chinger et al., 2009)
• Only 25% are vaporised at 250 ◦C (Pischinger et al., 2009)
• The ignition temperature of diesel is in the range of 250 ◦C (see also presented
results in chapter 8.1)

Thus, on the one hand, high temperatures are necessary to vaporise the fuel completely.
On the other hand, the temperature should not exceed the ignition temperature prior
to proper ignition timing near TDC.
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The above introduced three strategies of homogeneous diesel combustion shall be
described closer in the following.

Premixed HCCI

In premixed HCCI concepts, the fuel is mixed with air prior to the cylinder supply
(Dec, 2003; Wimmer et al., 2006). It is possible to find conditions allowing both well
homogenised mixture and homogeneous combustion after compression ignition. How-
ever, the injection of fuel into the inlet manifold requires high intake temperatures to
avoid wall wetting. Furthermore, the compression ratio needs to be lowered in compar-
ison to conventional diesel engine to avoid self-ignition too early prior to TDC. Besides
a range of proper performance, the dilution of engine lubricants from the diesel fuel
and especially the difficult ignition control are the remaining problems of this concept
(Wimmer et al., 2006).

HCCI with early direct fuel injection

In these concepts, the fuel is supplied directly to the engine cylinder at an early stage
of the engine cycle. The early injection of the fuel shall provide a relatively long
time for fuel vaporisation and mixture homogenisation. However again, diluting engine
lubricants of diesel fuel remain problematic. The fuel injection onto the cylinder walls
is unavoidable when using conventional diesel injectors. These are necessary for the
transition between HCCI and conventional operation. Additionally, the ignition timing
is a sensitive parameter. Mixture formation and combustion are still separated from
each other and no trigger is available to initiate the ignition.
In the literature a concept is described, allowing a combination of conventional diesel

combustion mode and a highly premixed combustion mode (HPC): the NADI concept
(NADI: narrow angle direct injection) (Gatellier et al., 2006). Here, a high-pressure
fuel injection with less cylinder wetting is realised by narrow cone angles of the nozzle
between 50◦ and 100◦ (conventional: ∼150◦). At part load, this engine concept uses a so
called highly premixed combustion (HPC) and at high loads a conventional diesel com-
bustion is realised. However, according to the definition of homogeneous combustion
process (see section 3.1), HPC is no homogeneous combustion. The mixture is not dis-
tributed completely homogeneously in the combustion chamber volume. Consequently,
the combustion process and the resulting temperature field are not homogeneous.

HCCI with late direct fuel injection

HCCI concepts with late direct fuel injection strategy supply fuel after TDC. This
concept is known in literature as MK (modulated kinetics) system (Kimura et al.,
2002) as well as HPLI (highly premixed late injection), e.g. by Wimmer et al. (2006).
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With this strategy, ignition timing can be controlled by injection timing similar as
conventional diesel engine operation. However, it is obvious that late injection strategy
allows only little time for mixture formation, similar to conventional diesel conditions.
Thus, as homogeneous mixture cannot be ensured, this concept should only be regarded
as “pseudo-HCCI”, as described in literature.

3.2.2 Homogeneous gasoline combustion

The development of homogeneous combustion is of special interest for gasoline engines.
It promises a qualitative load control (non-throttled operation) with low NOx-level
(Bückler et al., 2005). Especially at part load, a realisation of such a concept would
raise engine efficiency and lower CO2-emissions. Homogeneous combustion of gasoline
in engines is commonly known as CAI (controlled auto-ignition). In contrast to diesel
fuel, gasoline is less ignitable and under conventional combustion mode, self-ignition
(knocking) is avoided. However, for homogeneous combustion volumetric self-ignition
is crucial and thus, CAI engine concepts require a controlled self-ignition of gasoline.
Possible engine modifications to realise controlled self-ignition conditions are an in-
creased compression ratio or preheating of combustion air. However, hot exhaust gas
recirculation is the more popular approach. Various principles of exhaust gas recir-
culation (EGR) are known in the literature. In general, three groups can be formed
(Spicher.2007):

• External gas recirculation: the exhaust gas is led from the exhaust via a recircu-
lation pipe to the intake manifold.
• Exhaust gas re-breathing (EGRB): previously expelled exhaust gases are reintro-
duced to the combustion chamber/cylinder. Re-breathing is possible from either
exhaust or intake port.
• Residual gas trapping: in this case, the exhaust valve closes before all exhaust
gases are expelled to the exhaust system, thus, residual gas remains in the cylin-
der.

In case of external gas recirculation, the exhaust gases are cooled down rapidly, thus,
it is also known as cold EGR. In many modern production engines cold EGR is already
applied, however, not in order to realise CAI but to lower NOx-formation and throttle
losses. Cold exhaust gases are chemically inert and dilute the charge without effect on
the air excess ratio. Furthermore, they increase the heat capacity of the intake gases
by increased contents of CO2 and water vapour.
In the other cases, hot EGR may be realised, while the recirculated gases may contain

active chemical radicals. Results of basic investigation on how the latter strategies affect
CAI combustion are presented by Thirouard and Cherel (2006). It has been found
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that exhaust recirculation strategies, in combination with direct fuel injection, are key
factors for controlling CAI. Thus, main research and development on homogeneous
gasoline combustion focuses on variable valve control for exhaust gas recirculation.
Hence, fully variable valve systems are a common tool for development (Yeom et al.,
2007).
Progress on research and development in CAI combustion technology allows CAI

even at very low loads (engine idle); by combining residual gas trapping with gasoline
direct injection. Creating chemical radicals by properly controlled injection timing
enables accelerated ignition of the mixture. Furthermore, spark plug ignition may
support stable ignition timing (Wang et al., 2006; Persson et al., 2007). However, in
the latter case, the combustion process is not homogeneous as defined in section 3.1.
The CAI combustion technology is still limited to low loads and a combination of CAI
with conventional SI combustion mode is necessary to utilise a full engine performance.
Consequently, a transition between combustion modes must be performed. However,
it still remains a challenge that switching of combustion modes will not be realised by
the driver.

As shown in this short overview, there is no combustion system known that really
operates with homogeneous combustion conditions, especially when considering a wide
range of engine operational conditions.

3.2.3 Need for new concepts

Even though efforts in research and development on HCCI and CAI engine concepts
can be found in literature, a number of tough challenges remain. Consequently, no
production engine is available yet which realises homogeneous combustion over a wide
range of engine load and rotational speed. Controlling the self-ignition timing still
remains difficult, especially over a wide range of varying load and rotational speed.
Furthermore, the engine power density is limited by the heat release rates and the
maximum peak pressure (Machrafi, 2010; Weinrotter et al., 2005). As many challenges
could not be resolved after decades of investigation, alternative engine concepts should
be considered. Thus, there is still a need for new concepts being capable of realising all
requirements as described in section 3.1. One promising concept is homogeneous com-
bustion performed in a porous reactor (PM-engine). The following chapter describes
the PM-engine concept in detail and introduces the PM-technology.
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The investigation on the applicability of homogeneous combustion in porous reactors
to internal combustion engines is the main focus of the present work. The work con-
centrates on the application of porous media to in-cylinder processes, but does not
consider the application of this technology to exhaust after-treatment systems. This
chapter aims at introducing this special engine concept, wherein the mixture formation,
ignition and combustion are performed in a porous reactor volume only. For a better
understanding, an introduction to the PM-technology is given first. The definition and
characterisation of porous media is given as well as examples of available structures
and materials. The special features of porous media, being of interest when applied to
IC-engines, are highlighted and underline the potential for an IC-engine application.
However, the idea of PM-application to engines in order to support various processes is
not unique and one of first patents dated from 1918. However, the concept considered
in this thesis requires that the fuel injection, mixture formation and heat release are
completely performed in the PM-volume. Further concepts are also described in this
chapter. Especially the PM-engine concept as considered in this work, which has great
potential to allow homogeneous combustion with drastically lowered exhaust emissions.

4.1 Introduction to PM-Technology

The PM-technology as applied to IC-engines means the use of open cell and three
dimensional highly porous media for supporting particular engine-relevant processes.
This includes the support of mixture formation and control of combustion process. This
section introduces the PM-technology by giving a definition of porous media and an
overview of available structures and materials. Furthermore, selected features of porous
media for supporting engine processes are described herein.

4.1.1 Definition of open cell, highly porous media

In the engine concept described in section 4.3, porous media are applied. They are
characterised by an open cell (no closed pores throughout the entire volume) and highly
porous structure. The structures used for the current investigation provide a porosity
of higher than 90%. In contrast, a honeycomb structure (e.g., known from catalytic
converters) is not a porous medium by definition, even with a similar ratio of free and
solid volume. It has no connection between individual channels.
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Figure 4.1: A ceramic (SiC) foam structure as a sample of an open-cell highly porous
medium

The pore size is macroscopic in the range of up to several millimetres, also specified
as pore density in pores per inch (ppi), especially for foam structures. A sample of a
porous medium as a ceramic foam is shown in fig. 4.1.
In this work and the corresponding literature, porous media are termed as porous

reactors when chemical processes (e.g. combustion process) occur inside its volume. In
this context, porous reactors are also termed as combustion reactors.

4.1.2 Overview of available structures and materials

Various materials and structures may be selected for applying to PM combustion tech-
nology. Materials are mainly ceramic oxides (e.g. Al2O3, ZrO2) and non-oxides (e.g.
SiC) as well as high-temperature resistant metal alloys. The structures suitable for
engine application are most commonly foam structures, see fig. 4.1. However, netting
structures may also be used for ceramic porous media production. Foam structures
may vary in porosity, pore size and surface properties (roughness, micro-porosity) of
the pore junctions (walls). The foam structures being suitable for the present investig-
ation have a pore size of several millimetres. However, due to the production process,
a maximum of pore size is in the range of three to four millimetres. Respectively the
minimum pore density is 8 ppi.
Metal structures, besides from foam structures, can also be designed as wire pack-

ing structures. They have a completely different pore structure than foams and it is
possible to design a wire packing with much greater pore size than foam structures.
Furthermore, the production process of wire packing structures allows a variation of
pore density throughout the entire structure volume if necessary. Due to the different
pore structure, a wire packing is not characterised by the pore density (such as foam
structures). It is characterised by the wire diameter and the packing density (mass of
wire per volume). Figure 4.2 shows examples of structures with various materials and
structures.
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Figure 4.2: Samples of various porous structures with different kind of materials; first
line: metal and ceramic foams (SiC and ZrO2) with various pore sizes;
bottom line: metal foams under the microscope (14 and 70 times magnified)
and a wire packing structure

Figure 4.3: Macro-cellular ceramic structure; left: computer design; centre and right:
completed structure

The flexibility in varying the structure of foam based PM is limited. A variation
of pore size of a foam structure for a special application is only possible by a com-
bination/stack of single layers with different pore sizes. For wire packing structures a
variation of density throughout a single part is possible, however, in a limited range
only. Very new structures are macro-cellular structures manufactured by 3D-printing
and various treatments. For example, such a structure used in the present investigation
consists of 600 vertical struts and was fabricated by indirect three-dimensional printing
of a SiC powder. Its great advantage compared to foam or wire packing structures is the
possibility to be designed freely in shape by the use of computer-aided design (CAD).
Fig. 4.3 shows both the CAD-model and the manufactured macro-cellular reactor.
Further information on the structure development and early tests also correlating to
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this work are primarily described by Schlier et al. (2011) and Cypris et al. (2012a,b).
The limit in structure design is mostly the thickness of the ligaments. One millimetre
is the lower limit by today’s technology.

4.1.3 Selection of important features of PM as applied to IC-engines

In order to influence in-cylinder processes like fuel distribution, fuel vaporisation, mix-
ture homogenisation, ignition and heat accumulation of the combustion process inside
the pore volume, the following features of porous media are important and need to be
considered for the application of porous media to IC-engines, (Weclas, 2005):

Large heat capacity: Ceramics or metals are proper materials for porous reactors ap-
plied to IC-engines. Due to their mass, the structure has far higher heat capa-
city than the air trapped in the PM-volume (in the order of 102 . . . 104), even if
porosity exceeds 90% . The large heat capacity is responsible for the heat accu-
mulation and for the reduction of combustion temperature when the combustion
is performed in the reactor pore volume.

Large specific surface area: Due to the open cells and depending on the selected pore
size, porous structures have a specific surface area in a range from 102 m2/m3

to 104 m2/m3. This feature is crucial for the thermodynamic behaviour of the
engine concept, especially for the heat transfer between fluid and solid phase of
the reactor. The heat transfer lowers the combustion temperature and provides
heat for the fuel vaporisation process.

High thermal stability: For the application to an IC-engine, the thermal stability is
very important. During the engine cycle, the porous structure is in contact with
both hot combustion gases and fresh air. Besides, cold start conditions with a
rapid heating-up need to be fulfilled. Many ceramics are suitable for this feature.

Excellent heat transfer characteristics: The very effective heat transfer is one of the
most important features of porous reactors applied to IC-engines, having great
influence on the thermodynamics during engine processes. Besides heat transfer
via convection, porous reactors provide heat transfer by heat radiation of the large
hot inner surface, thus making heat transfer abilities of porous reactors excellent.

Mechanical resistance: Mechanical resistance is an important feature for the realisa-
tion of a real engine. During engine life cycle the porous structure has to be
stable, avoiding fragments destroying other engine parts. Also, high acceleration
to the porous media needs to be tolerated, especially when mounted in the pis-
ton. Finally, as fuel is injected directly into the porous reactor with high injection
pressures and thus high jet velocities, the stress has to be tolerated by the pore
junctions.
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4 Porous Media Application to IC-Engines

By using such presented features of porous media, it is possible to have crucial
influence on engine processes. The most important support of PM to engine processes
can be summarised as follows (Weclas, 2004):

Fuel injection: Direct fuel injection into the porous medium volume supports the fuel
distribution in the PM-volume. The spray interacts with the pore junctions and
is split up multiple times during its propagation through the PM-volume. Dis-
tribution of fuel in space is crucial for a homogeneous mixture, especially if the
available time window is as limited as in IC-engines.

Fuel vaporisation: The interaction of fuel spray with a hot porous medium results,
besides distribution of the spray in the PM-volume, in a very quick vaporisation
of the fuel. The combination of the huge heat capacity of the PM (compared to
air) with its large specific surface area, allowing excellent heat transfer, leads to
a fast and complete vaporisation of the fuel.

Mixing and homogenisation of the charge: A high porosity and the open-cell struc-
ture of considered porous media allow low resistance for air and fuel flow (spray
or vapour) inside the PM into any direction. Additionally, due to the multiple
interactions with the pore junctions, the components mix very effectively and a
homogenisation of the charge can be achieved.

Volumetric ignition in entire volume: In case of hot PM, when used as combustion
reactor, the high temperature of the reactor allows a volumetric ignition of the air-
fuel mixture trapped in the pore volume. Due to the homogeneous temperature
field, the ignition may occur simultaneously at multiple points in the entire reactor
volume.

Heat release at controlled temperature level: If the porous medium acts as a com-
bustion reactor and a high-temperature oxidation process is performed in PM-
reactor volume, the heat release process may be performed at a controlled tem-
perature level. Due to the porous reactor’s heat capacity and the excellent heat
transfer, the temperature peaks are reduced and the temperature level can be kept
below thermal NOx-formation temperature. Hitherto, this is the only known
combustion system allowing such conditions for homogeneous combustion and
controlling the combustion temperature almost independently from the engine
load and rotational speed.

Heat recuperation to next cycle: When using the PM as a reactor, the released en-
ergy is partly accumulated in the PM’s solid phase. This heat can be utilised
in the next cycle for fuel vaporisation or preheating of combustion air, being
important for mixture formation. Also, as described before, the heat can be
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used for the volumetric ignition of the air-fuel mixture. Recuperating heat to
engine-relevant processes is one of special features of the PM-engine concept. As
a consequence, the thermodynamic behaviour of a PM-engine differs drastically
to that of conventional engines.

4.2 Overview of different concepts, applying porous media to
IC-engines

The application of porous media to IC-engines in order to utilise their special features is
not a novel idea. Over the last 100 years various different concepts have been developed
and are described in this section. However, concepts applying porous media for exhaust
after-treatment tasks are not considered here. Nevertheless, not all of them were aiming
to realise homogeneous combustion by the application of porous media. However, they
were all aimed to use porous media to support individual engine processes (e.g. mixture
formation) by the special porous media features, as described before. Weclas (2005,
2010) gave a good overview of relevant concepts and patents where porous media are
applied to influence and support in-cylinder processes. The various concepts have been
classified as:

1. Application supporting fuel distribution and fuel vaporisation

2. Application supporting ignition and combustion catalytically

3. Application supporting ignition and combustion non-catalytically

4. Application supporting heat recuperation without influencing other processes

Fig. 4.4 gives an overview of the most important concepts describing the use of porous
media for a better distribution and vaporisation of the fuel in IC-engines. The concepts
differ in the position of the porous media with respect to the combustion chamber. A
PM-application prior to the combustion chamber in the intake manifold is described in
the concepts of Scherenberg (1973), Schladitz and Hutzenhaupt (1973) and Bernecker
(1978). The invention of Gladigow and Schaetzing (1995), however, describes a more
general application to vaporise the fuel, which could be used for any engine, not only
an IC-engine. An internal use of porous media in order to distribute and/or vaporise
the fuel directly inside the combustion chamber is described in the inventions of Lake
(1915), Leissner (1917) and Müller (1974).
Quite a different invention is described by Weclas (1998): here, the porous medium

is suggested to be mounted inside an additional chamber (similar to a pre-chamber), in
front of the exhaust valve. The heat of the exhaust gases is accumulated in the porous
media and utilised for fuel vaporisation and mixture formation.
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Lake (1915), “Internal-Combustion engine”,  
US 1,275,083

Leissner (1917), “Internal  Combustion engine”,  
US 1,260,408

Scherenberg (1973), “Einrichtung zur
Kraftstoffaufbereitung bei fremdgezündeten

Brennkraftmaschinen”,  DE 2,306,362
Müller (1974), “Kolben-Brennkraftmaschine”,  

DE 24,16,804

Schladitz (1973), “Verfahren und Vorrichtung 
zum Verdampfung von flüssigen Brennstoffen”,  

DE 23,24,185
Bernecker (1978), “Carburetor”, US 4,103,658

Gladigow, Schaetzing (1995), “Fuel atomization
device”, US 4,103,658

Weclas (1998), “Verfahren zur Erzeugung eines 
Flüssigbrennstoff-/Luftgemischs zum Betrieb 
einer Wärmekraftmaschine”, DE198,13,891

Figure 4.4: Concepts for supporting fuel distribution, vaporisation and charge homo-
genisation by application of porous media
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Pfefferle (1972), “Apparatus and method”,  
US.3,932,011 

Haslet (1976), “I.C. Engines”, US 4,092,967 
 

Siewert (1983), “Catalytic late direct injection 
spark ignition engine”, US 4,480,613 

Figure 4.5: Overview of concepts using porous media in order to support ignition and
combustion process catalytically

Porous media are not only used for supporting fuel distribution and vaporisation, but
also for supporting the ignition and combustion process in an IC-engine. The following
inventions, presented in fig. 4.5, use the porous media’s large specific surface area with a
catalytic coat. The concept of Pfefferle (1972) describes an internal combustion engine
with a porous medium inside the combustion chamber. This shall allow ignition even
at lean operation mode (to reduce NOx) and reduce the emissions of HC and CO when
passing the catalytic surface area.
Haslett (1976) also uses a catalytically coated porous medium in his invention. It

is described that the piston contains a recess to which a mesh or similar construction
is applied and overlies the recess. When injecting the fuel at top dead centre into
the recess it has contact and passes through the catalytically coated mesh leading to
ignition of the fuel. The invention aims to reduce HC-emissions and to support ignition
of lean mixtures.
Siewert (1983) places a porous medium with a catalytic coat inside the combustion

chamber in proximity of a gasoline direct injection system and close to the spark plug.
It is described that the PM should support the engine stratified combustion mode.
On the one hand, the porous media should support the fuel distribution and ignition
process. On the other hand, the catalytic layer should support combustion of initially
unburned hydrocarbons in order to lower HC-emissions.
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The following inventions propose to apply porous media as a combustion reactor
without any catalytic coat. In contrast to previously described concepts, which use the
catalytic coating of high specific surface area, the following inventions use the porous
media volume and a high temperature for a thermal ignition and combustion process.
The most relevant concepts are presented in fig. 4.6. The first invention that supports
the ignition and combustion process by porous media without catalytic coat was made
by Firey (1982). His concept applies a porous burner to the combustion chamber of an
IC-engine. Not the entire chamber is filled with the porous medium (reactor), but only
a ring of porous structure is positioned above the pistons top dead centre. The fuel is
injected onto the surface of the structure while the piston moves up. Thus, the fuel is
forced into the PM by the compressed air so that ignition and combustion occur inside
the structure. Nevertheless, due to rich air-fuel mixture, the combustion needs to be
completed in the free space of the ring centre.
A concept where mixture formation, ignition and combustion are performed com-

pletely inside a porous medium (reactor) is described by Durst and Weclas (1997). In
this concept, a porous medium is applied to the combustion chamber of an IC-engine,
in that way that at TDC of the piston the complete combustion chamber is filled by
the PM: the pore volume equals the compression volume of the engine. The fuel is
injected directly into the PM-volume and processes like mixture formation, ignition
and combustion occur inside the porous medium. This concept will also be described
more closely in section 4.3.
A similar concept is described by Pott (1998), where porous material is applied to

the piston, while the main combustion chamber remains in a free space above the pis-
ton. The invention aims to lower combustion temperature by heat exchange between
flame and porous material in order to lower NOx-emissions. Nevertheless, the com-
bustion process mainly occurs outside the porous material making the success of NOx-
reduction questionable (still, a flame front is present – compare description of engine
NOx-formation in section 3.1.1).
Hoffschmidt et al. (1999) described an invention, which is again similar to the previous

concepts. Their invention applies a porous medium to the combustion chamber of an
IC-engine, while the porous medium contains channels in order to distribute the fuel
inside. They described the combustion process occurring inside the PM-volume and
indicated that it leads to a reduction of pressure gradients and emissions. To support
the reduction of emissions, the porous material may be coated catalytically, if necessary.
The concept drawing in fig. 4.6 shows that the porous material does not fill out the
complete combustion chamber. This makes the description of complete combustion
(with correlated positive effects) inside the PM questionable.
Finally, Weclas (2001) presents a further invention in the field of non-catalytic sup-

port of combustion by a porous medium. In his invention a porous medium is applied
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Firey (1982), “Porous Burner Diesel Engine”, 
US.4,381,745 

Durst, Weclas (1997), “Verfahren und 
Vorrichtung zur Umwandlung von Wärme in 

Arbeit”,  DE 197,53,407 
Pott (1998), “Verbrennungsmotor”, 

DE.198,57,071 

Hoffschmidt (1999), “Verbrennungsmotor”,  
DE.199,00,231 

Weclas (2001), “Verfahren zum Verbrennen von 
Brennstoff und Brennraum”, DE 101,35,062 

Figure 4.6: Overview of concepts describing the use of porous media for supporting
ignition and combustion process non-catalytically

to the piston, shaped as a ring, separating the combustion chamber (reduced to the
piston bowl) into three zones:

• An inner zone with direct access to the cylinder volume and where fuel is directly
injected
• A second zone, characterised by the porous medium volume and in which the fuel
spray of the inner zone is distributed
• A third zone lies beyond the porous medium, creating a hollow space without
direct contact to the cylinder volume

The combustion is described as being split into two stages in order to realise both good
conditions for ignition and a lowered emission level.
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The presented concepts are only weakly developed and often no further information
in literature can be found. An experimental or at least a theoretical validation of
the suggested concepts is rarely published. In general, there is a lack of experimental
data concerning the influence of porous media on engine processes like fuel distribution
and vaporisation as well as ignition and combustion. The concepts presented, which are
aiming at allowing drastic reduction of emissions by realising homogeneous combustion,
are of special interest in this work. They are described in more details in the following
section. Unique experimental results concerning the influence and effect of porous
media to engine processes are presented in chapters 7 and 8.

4.3 Engine concepts with combustion in porous reactors

In general, the PM-engine concept introduced by Durst and Weclas (2001b) is based
on the reciprocating piston engine principle, the same as in conventional diesel or gas-
oline engines. In contrast to diesel and gasoline engines, the following processes are
performed inside a porous medium (defined in section 4.1.1): fuel injection, fuel va-
porisation, mixture formation, homogenisation of the mixture, volumetric self-ignition
and homogeneous combustion with controlled temperature level. Moreover, heat recu-
peration to the next engine cycle is another important feature supported by a porous
reactor application.
For the application of a porous reactor to an IC-engine relating to the PM-engine

concept, three different positions are possible:

• Inside the cylinder head (steady PM)
• Inside the cylinder, below cylinder head (steady PM)
• Inside the piston (moving PM)

Nevertheless, the main difference of the PM-engine concepts can be found in their
design, also influencing the thermodynamic behaviour. It may be separated in engine
concept with:

Permanent contact of PM to the cylinder: during all engine strokes the porous me-
dium has contact to the working gas in the cylinder. At TDC of compression
the compression volume equals the PM-volume only. This concept is also called
“open-chamber” concept.

Periodic contact of PM to the cylinder: the porous medium has only contact to the
working gas at certain engine strokes, controlled by an additional valve. This
concept is also called “closed-chamber” concept.

This difference between these two concepts makes it obvious that the closed-chamber
concept is only possible if the porous medium is applied to the cylinder head1. The

1An application to the piston might also be thinkable, but would be technically most demanding.
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open-chamber concept could be suitable for all three mounting positions: cylinder head,
cylinder and piston. Due to the lower complexity in design (no additional valve and
its control), the open-chamber concept is more practicable than the closed-chamber
concept. Nevertheless, both concepts shall be described more closely in this chapter.

4.3.1 Closed-chamber PM-engine

One PM-engine concept comes with a separate PM-chamber, being periodically in
contact with the working gas, controlled by an additional valve, see fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Principle of the closed-chamber PM-engine cycle (Durst and Weclas, 2001b)

This cycle has also been described in detail by Durst and Weclas (2001a,b); Durst
et al. (2002) and Weclas (2005). In the closed-chamber concept, some exhaust gases,
with only a very little amount of oxygen, are trapped at the end of the expansion
stroke by the closing additional valve. With the trapped gases, a large amount of heat
is accumulated in the porous reactor. Fuel is injected directly into the closed chamber.
Here, a long time is available for fuel distribution and vaporisation in the PM-volume
during the exhaust, intake and compression stroke of the engine. All processes are pos-
itively supported by the heat accumulated in the PM. Furthermore, due to the very low
amount of oxygen in the PM-chamber, only few pre-ignition reactions are performed.
However, the reactivity of the vapour is very high due to formed chemical radicals. The
ignition is controlled by the valve opening timing. At the late compression stroke, the
additional valve towards the PM-chamber opens and the compressed air quickly flows
into the low-pressure PM-chamber. The air mixes very quickly with the fuel vapours
formed in the PM-chamber before and a homogeneous mixture is formed quickly prior
to the self-ignition of the charge. All conditions for a homogeneous combustion are ful-
filled at the TDC of compression, when the mixture ignites simultaneously throughout
the PM-volume (see requirements for homogeneous combustion in section 3.1). Ho-
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mogeneous combustion is performed in the PM only and the combustion temperature
is controlled by the PM’s heat capacity. Throughout the expansion stroke, the valve
remains opened and releases the exhaust gases of combustion into the cylinder. Due to
the huge heat capacity of the PM (compared to the gas), the working gas remains hot
over the relatively long period of expansion. This is also caused by the excellent heat
transfer behaviour of the PM. At the late expansion stroke, the additional valve closes
again and the cycle starts from the beginning. From the thermodynamic point of view,
this concept allows the realisation of nearly adiabatic intake and compression strokes,
as compared to the open-chamber concept.
One other advantage of this concept is the relatively long time window available

for the fuel to vaporise and to distribute in the PM-volume. During this period, an
ignition is avoided due to the lack of oxygen (air). In addition, there is the possibility
of controlling the ignition timing by actuating of the additional valve. By opening the
valve, compressed air flows into the PM-volume very fast and mixes quickly with the
fuel vapour leading to a homogeneous mixture prior to self-ignition.
The closed-chamber PM-engine concept has a number of advantages from the ther-

modynamic point of view. But it is more complex to realise than the open-chamber
PM-engine concept, due to the additional valve required for controlling the processes as
described above. The open-chamber PM-engine concept works without the additional
valve and is simpler in design. However, the processes have to perform in a different
manner as in the closed-chamber PM-engine concept. This is described below.

4.3.2 Open-chamber PM-engine

A second PM-engine concept is the open-chamber concept. Here, the porous reactor has
permanent contact to the working gas, also described by Durst and Weclas (2001a,b);
Durst et al. (2002) and Weclas (2005). Furthermore, in this concept no additional valve
is necessary to be applied. The porous reactor may be mounted in the cylinder head,
as well as in the cylinder or the piston. The principle of the open-chamber PM-engine
and a PM-reactor mounted in cylinder head is shown in fig. 4.8.
After the expansion stroke some exhaust gases are kept in the PM-volume and heat

from the combustion process is accumulated in the porous reactor’s solid phase. During
the intake stroke, fresh air flows into the cylinder and is only weakly affected by the
hot PM because there is only little contact of air and PM. During the compression
stroke, the air is consequently pressed into the PM-volume and will be heated up (non-
adiabatic compression). Just prior to TDC of the piston, fuel is injected directly into
the PM. Here, it distributes quickly in the PM-volume, while the heat accumulated
by the PM supports the vaporisation of the fuel. Due to the acceleration of these
processes by the PM an almost homogeneous mixture is formed very quickly, prior to
self-ignition of the charge in the entire PM-volume (3D-ignition). At the TDC of the
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Figure 4.8: Principle of the PM-engine cycle with open PM-chamber (Durst andWeclas,
2001b)

piston again all necessary conditions for a homogeneous combustion (see section 3.1) are
fulfilled. The homogeneous mixture ignites simultaneously throughout the PM-volume
and the ignition is controlled by the injection timing, similar to conventional diesel
engines. Due to the large heat capacity of the PM, the homogeneous combustion process
is performed under a controlled temperature level. As a consequence, the primary
emissions of combustion may drastically be lowered as compared to a conventional
non-homogeneous combustion process. During the expansion stroke, exhaust gases
leave the porous reactor at an almost constant temperature according to the reactor’s
large heat capacity. After expansion, the cycle continues as described before.
The advantage of this concept is the variability in mounting the porous reactor

between the cylinder head and the piston and that no additional valve is required.
In general, this concept is simpler compared to the closed-chamber concept. Ignition
control is realised by the injection timing, similar to conventional diesel engines. Thus,
direct injection systems (e.g. a common-rail injection system) can be used. The disad-
vantage of this concept, however, is the permanent contact of the PM to the working
gas, with heat supply to the air during compression as a consequence. This will result
in higher work consumption during compression, compared to conventional engines and
the closed-chamber PM-engine concept. Nevertheless, the simple design of this concept
has higher potential for a first realisation in a real internal combustion engine.

4.3.3 Potential of PM-engine concept

The main difference between both described concepts of a PM-engine is the additional
valve, allowing a different way of mixture formation. Nevertheless, both concepts aim
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to allow homogeneous combustion in porous reactors as applied to internal combustion
engines. Thus, both have great potential to lower exhaust emissions as compared to a
conventional engine. Furthermore, both may realise a wider operating range than other
engine concepts, which are also aiming to realise homogeneous combustion (compare
section 3.2).
The general conditions relevant for the reduction of particular exhaust component

are given in section 3.1.1 and are briefly summarised in table 4.1. The potential of
homogeneous combustion in porous reactors (when applied to IC-engines) to reduce
exhaust emissions drastically is explained below.

Table 4.1: Exhaust components and their requirements for elimination

Component Requirement for elimination (close to zero)

Soot premixed charge and λ ≥ 1
Nitrous oxides NOx Tcomb < TNOx

Carbon monoxide CO preferably premixed and λ ≥ 1
Hydrocarbons HC preferably premixed and λ ≥ 1

For the reduction of soot emissions, fuel rich mixtures need to be avoided, including
the entire charge as well as locally rich regions. Thus, the charge has to be homo-
geneously mixed and stoichiometric or lean. Lowering nitrous oxides (NOx) requires a
reduction of the combustion temperature below the temperature of increasing thermal
NOx-formation (TNOx). As described in section 3.1.1, thermal NOx are the main source
for NOx-emissions in IC-engines. Most engine concepts for homogeneous combustion
without porous reactor application try to solve this requirement by the dilution of the
charge and lean mixtures. However, this can lead to misfire or incomplete combustion.
When the combustion process occurs in porous reactors, the maximum local gas tem-
perature is reduced. This is caused by the heat transfer to the PM’s solid phase and the
large heat capacity of the PM in comparison to the gas trapped inside. The temperature
field is homogeneous and local temperature peaks are eliminated. In parallel, the tem-
perature of the porous reactor is high enough to completely oxidise HC and CO, even
when operating with lean mixtures. Under steady-state and ambient pressure condi-
tions a combustion of lean mixtures up to λ ≈ 2.3 is stable (Durst and Weclas, 2001b).
As described before, the HC and CO emissions mostly result from an incomplete com-
bustion process. Especially these emissions increase at HCCI engine concepts when the
combustion is cooled down (for NOx-reduction) and the chain reaction breaks up (com-
pare section 3.2 and Zhao (2007)). Furthermore, the limitation of engine load at HCCI
engine concepts can be solved by realising the PM-engine concept. Under steady-state
conditions a maximum power density higher than 30 MW/m3 can be realised during
stable homogeneous combustion in porous reactors (Trimis and Durst, 1996).
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Some further aspects should also be considered. Due to the effective heat transfer
between the gas and the solid phase and the heat accumulation in the porous reactor,
the pressure gradients in the cylinder can drastically be lowered. This leads to a
reduced combustion noise and lower mechanical stress. A large range of dynamic power
modulation under steady-state conditions (Pmax : Pmin > 20 : 1) allows the expectation
of proper dynamics of the process in an engine application under stable homogeneous
combustion. Nevertheless, many topics to be investigated remain prior to an engine
realisation. The major research tasks are highlighted in the following subsection.

4.3.4 Open questions for application of PM-reactor to IC-engine

Durst and Weclas (2001a,b) and Durst et al. (2002) reported on the realisation of
a real engine application with the open-chamber PM-engine concept. Therefore, a
conventional one-cylinder diesel engine was modified to run as a PM-engine (open-
chamber concept), see fig. 4.9.

Intake Exhaust
Intake 
valve

Cylinder 
head

Porous 
reactor

Exhaust 
valve

Figure 4.9: Image of a realised engine application of the open-chamber PM-engine
concept by Durst et al. (2002); left: front edge of the engine; right: bottom
view of the cylinder head with the PM-insert

A PM-insert was mounted into the cylinder head of this engine. The fuel supply was
realised by a common-rail direct injection system, which injected fuel directly into the
PM-insert. Even though the engine modifications were not perfect (e.g. only manual
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management of the common-rail injection system and a very low compression pressure
caused by leaking valve seats), the engine ran very well (Durst and Weclas, 2001b). The
measured parameters showed the PM-engine performance with the following features
as compared to the basic engine:

• Lowered NOx-emissions by factor 10
• Lowered CO-emissions by factor 5
• Drastically reduced soot emissions even at stoichiometric mixtures
• Very low combustion noise

Despite first results underlining the potential and applicability of porous reactors to IC-
engines, there were also technical problems. The used SiC-ceramic foam structure was
not high enough in quality (fragile). Furthermore, if the temperature of the PM was too
low to realise proper ignition and combustion, only pre-ignition reactions occured inside
the structure. As a consequence, the high-temperature oxidation then was delayed
and moved to the free cylinder volume, which is not in accordance to the PM-engine
principle (Weclas, 2005).
The first attempt to realise the PM-engine concept shows, besides still existing chal-

lenges, that the application of a direct late injection strategy is very suitable. This
allows keeping control effectively over ignition timing, while the time slot of ignition
delay seems sufficient for forming a homogeneous mixture. The latter is indicated by
the low soot emissions of the first engine test. For a further practical validation of the
PM-engine concept, the open-chamber concept with a direct diesel injection system is
considered to be the most suitable configuration. Still, very little information on engine
processes in porous reactors is available in literature, especially on time scale and rate
of these processes.
For the development of the PM-engine concept, further research topics need to be

investigated. It is necessary to investigate on mixture formation and mixture homo-
genisation as well as on low-and high-temperature oxidation processes under pressure
inside the PM-reactor. The transition between both combustion regimes is another
important aspect necessary to be investigated. Therefore, this work supports existing
knowledge by intense studies and investigations related to the processes in porous re-
actors. As an important condition for the realisation of homogeneous combustion, the
mixture formation and fuel vaporisation process in porous media must be investigated.
The contribution of this work is a basic theoretical and original experimental investig-
ation of engine related processes, performed in different porous reactors. A focus is set
on fuel injection into PM, spray interaction with PM, thermal ignition as well as low-
and high-temperature oxidation in the reactor volume.
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5 Model of Heat Release and Heat Recuperation in
Porous Reactors

The previous chapter introduced an internal combustion engine to which a novel com-
bustion technology is applied: homogeneous combustion in porous reactors. Due to the
homogeneous combustion, near-zero emission levels may be achieved. Furthermore,
the engine concept has great potential to expand the operational range over the entire
range of the engine load and rotational speed. Nevertheless, a number of open questions
remain, being subject to further investigation. The aim of this work is to investigate
particular important processes of the engine concept theoretically and experimentally.
Two aspects are of special interest: the thermodynamic behaviour of a combustion-
reactor system on one hand, and the time scale of the processes performed inside the
PM-reactor on the other hand. Thereto, modelling of both thermodynamic behaviour
and heat release process is necessary. In this chapter, both models will be described in
detail after the description of the PM-engine cycle.

5.1 Model of engine cycle with heat recuperation and
combustion in PM

The thermodynamics of an engine with homogeneous combustion in a porous reactor
highly differ from conventional engines. Depending on the PM-engine concept described
in chapter 4.3, the thermodynamic behaviour also varies between the individual con-
cepts. Furthermore, it is different to conventional compression ignition or spark igni-
tion engines. In this section, a thermodynamic comparison between the different engine
cycles is presented. This comparison is based on the analysis performed by Durst and
Weclas (2001a,b) and Durst et al. (2002). Due to its heat capacity, the porous reactor
changes the thermodynamic behaviour compared to a conventional engine. For this
reason the combustion system is split into two sub-systems, the porous reactor volume
and the working gas inside the cylinder. The following different PM-engine concepts
are considered:

• Ideal PM-engine (heat is transferred into PM or gas at certain instants of time
and the process is infinitely fast)
• Closed-chamber PM-engine concept (periodic contact to working gas)
• Open-chamber PM-engine concept (permanent contact to working gas)
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For thermodynamic investigation it is assumed that:

• Coupling/decoupling of sub-systems is infinitely fast (ideal PM-engine cycle)
• Heat capacity of PM is far higher compared to the working gas
• Temperature remains constant during heat exchange (process close to TDC of

compression), due to the heat capacity
• Compression and expansion processes are adiabatic

For a better understanding, the ideal PM-engine working principle is presented
briefly. As described before, the combustion systems contain two sub-systems: the
porous reactor (heat capacitor) and the working gas in the cylinder. For an ideal PM-
engine cycle, the two sub-systems can be coupled to and decoupled from the working
gas immediately, see fig. 5.1. As it can be seen, in case of an ideal PM-engine it is
considered that the PM is only coupled to the working gas during the end of com-
pression stroke and the heat release process. Only during these processes, heat can be
transferred between the working gas and the PM. During the other engine strokes, the
PM is decoupled from the working gas.

Figure 5.1: Thermodynamic model of sub-systems in an ideal PM-engine (Durst and
Weclas, 2001b)

In fig. 5.2 the following thermodynamic cycles with similar minimum and maximum
cycle temperatures are compared:

• Ideal PM-engine cycle
• Open-chamber PM-engine cycle
• Closed-chamber PM-engine cycle
• Carnot cycle
• Conventional Otto engine cycle (CV)
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of Carnot, conventional engine (CV) and various PM-engine
cycles operating between the same low and high temperatures (from Durst
and Weclas (2001b))

The Carnot cycle represents the best thermodynamic cycle with two isentropic and
two isothermal changes in state and the maximum limit in efficiency. For this compar-
ison, it is used as a reference cycle (a-b-c-d-a).
The thermodynamic cycle of an ideal conventional Otto process (CV) follows an adia-

batic compression from point 1 to point 2 only, due to the limit of the same maximum
temperature (considered for all cases). The maximum temperature is then reached in
point 3 after an isochoric heat supply (2-3). The following expansion ends in point 4,
where the pressure is higher than at the cycle beginning. The heat is rejected under
constant volume conditions between points 4-1. Thus, the work won in the cycle is
characterised by the area 1-2-3-4-1.
Regarding the ideal PM-engine cycle (1-a-3”-4’-1) during adiabatic compression, the

porous reactor system is decoupled from the working gas. Thus, adiabatic compression
follows the same line as the Carnot cycle compression (1-a). By the end of compression
the working gas has the same temperature as the PM sub-system (heat capacitor in
fig. 5.2) and both sub-systems are then coupled immediately. Due to the large heat
capacity of the PM, the temperature remains constant during heat supply to the PM-
sub-system and the coupled cylinder system (a-3”). After the heat supply, both systems
are decoupled again and the expansion is adiabatic between points 3”-4’. The heat
rejection occurs similar to the CV-engine cycle and follows the extended line 4’-1. In
comparison to the conventional engine, the ideal PM-engine has a potential gain of
work, corresponding to the areas 2-a-3-2 and 3-3”-4’-4-3.
In contrast to the ideal PM-engine, in the engine concept with periodic contact of the

PM-volume to cylinder working gas, the thermal coupling of both sub-systems does not
occur immediately. Thus, the adiabatic compression ends in point 2’, when the valve
opens and heat is transferred from the PM-sub-system to the working gas, streaming
into the PM-chamber (2’-3’). During the heat release the temperature of the PM and
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the expanding working gas remains constant due to the huge heat capacity of the PM
in comparison to the working gas. Thus, the state changes isothermally between 3’-3”.
The following changes in state are similar to the ideal PM-engine cycle.
Finally, regarding the PM-engine concept with permanent contact between PM- and

cylinder-sub-system, the working gas has always contact to the PM-chamber. However,
the heat transfer from the PM to the gas is low at the beginning of compression. By the
end of compression the entire working gas is pressed into the PM-volume and has the
same temperature as the PM. The PM’s temperature remains constant due to the PM’s
huge heat capacity as compared to the gas. The compression cannot be considered as
adiabatic due to the heat exchange. Hence, a polytropic compression is considered
(2”-3’).
Comparing the presented PM-engine concept cycles to the cycle of the conventional

engine (CV), shows an increase in cycle area, correlating with a gain in work. Con-
sequently, a realisation of a PM-engine has potential not only to lower exhaust emissions
drastically, but also to raise engine efficiency. This increase of efficiency is possible by
gaining more work out of the same amount of supplied chemical energy of fuel (trans-
ferred to heat by combustion). An investigation of efficiency is presented in the following
as described by Durst and Weclas (2001a,b); Durst et al. (2002) and Liu et al. (2009).

In general, the efficiency η of a thermal machine (engine) between a maximum tem-
perature Tmax and a minimum cycle temperature T0 is defined as follows:

η = W

qin
= 1− qout

qin
(5.1)

whileW is the net work done by the system, qin the specific heat supplied to the system
and qout the specific heat rejected from the system. As commonly known, the efficiency
of the Carnot cycle is the highest efficiency a thermal machine could ever reach. It is
defined as follows:

ηCarnot = 1− qout

qin
= 1− T0

Tmax
(5.2)

The efficiency of thermal engines depends on the way heat is supplied and rejected.
For the considered engine types, the different thermodynamic changes in state shall
be described, starting off with the different ways of heat supply. For the conventional
(CV, Otto) engine cycle (1-2-3-4-1), heat is supplied under isochoric conditions (per
unit mass of working fluid):

qin(CV ) = cv(T3 − T2) (5.3)
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Herein, cv is the specific heat at constant volume and T2 and T3 are the temperatures
at point 2 respectively at point 3 (in fig. 5.2).
In case of the ideal PM-engine (1-a-3”-4’-1), the heat is supplied under isothermal

conditions
qin(P M,ideal) = RT3 ln

(
V3′′

Va

)
(5.4)

R is the gas constant and V is the volume in points 3” and a.
For the PM-engine concept with periodic contact of the PM-volume to the work-

ing gas (1-2’-3’-3”-4’-1), the heat supply is split up under isochoric and isothermal
conditions:

qin(P M,periodic) = cv(T3′ − T2′) +RT3 ln
(
V3′′

V3′

)
(5.5)

In case of the PM-engine concept with permanent contact of the PM to the work-
ing gas (1-2”-3’-3”-4’-1), heat is applied to the gas under polytropic and isothermal
conditions:

qin(P M,permanent) = c(T3′ − T2′′) +RT3 ln
(
V3′′

V3′

)
(5.6)

Herein, c takes a polytropic value and depends on the path followed between 2” and 3’.

Next step is the description of the heat rejection from the cycles (per unit mass of
working fluid). During the conventional engine cycle (1-2-3-4-1), the specific heat is
rejected under isochoric conditions, as it has been supplied:

qout(CV ) = cv(T4 − T1) (5.7)

The heat rejection from all described PM-engine cycles occurs between points 4’ and
1, also under isochoric conditions:

qout(P M) = cv(T4′ − T1) (5.8)

Finally, thermal efficiencies for the considered cycles can be formulated. Beginning
with the conventional engine cycle (1-2-3-4-1), the efficiency is:

ηCV = 1− qout

qin
= 1− cv(T4 − T1)

cv(T3 − T2) (5.9)

The efficiency of the ideal PM-engine (1-a-3”-4’-1) is expressed as follows:

ηP M,ideal = 1− qout

qin
= 1− cv(T4′ − T1)

RT3 ln
(

V3′′
Va

) (5.10)
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The efficiency of PM-engine cycle with periodic contact is:

ηP M,periodic = 1− qout

qin
= 1− cv(T4′ − T1)

cv(T3′ − T2′) +RT3 ln
(

V3′′
V3′

) (5.11)

Finally, the efficiency of the PM-engine cycle with permanent contact of both sub-
systems (PM and working gas) can be described as follows:

ηP M,permanent = 1− qout

qin
= 1− cv(T4′ − T1)

c(T3′ − T2′′) +RT3 ln
(

V3′′
V3′

) (5.12)

5.2 Thermodynamic behaviour of real combustion reactor

In prior sections, engine concepts with combustion in porous reactors were introduced
and their thermodynamic cycles were described. The presence of a porous reactor
changes the thermodynamic behaviour of the cycle due to heat transfer between the
gas and the porous reactor’s solid phase and the heat accumulation in the PM’s solid
phase. The latter is characterised by its heat capacity as well as its large specific surface
area. This effect is also described by Park and Kaviany (2002), using a porous medium
for heat recuperation in a piston engine concept in order to increase the cycle efficiency.
Numerical simulations, carried out to describe a transient heat release process in porous
reactors (considering the PM-engine concept), normally use simplified assumptions.
However, these cannot properly describe the behaviour of a real porous combustion
reactor yet.
For a better understanding of real combustion reactor behaviour, the reactor’s ther-

modynamic behaviour is originally investigated in this section (Weclas et al. (2012b)
and Weclas and Cypris (2013)). Three systems are compared to identify their differ-
ences and to analyse the behaviour of a real porous reactor. For all investigated systems
no heat losses to the wall were assumed. The considered systems are (fig. 5.3):

1. The free volume system (FV), i.e. no porous reactor is applied to the system.
This system equals the combustion chamber of a conventional engine. By the
moment of fuel injection, the system comprises mass of air only, trapped in the
chamber volume. This case is considered as a reference case.

2. The ideal porous reactor (IR), considering the same assumptions as for the cycle
descriptions. At any instant of time, the gas temperature equals the porous
reactor temperature TG(IR) = TP M . By the moment of fuel injection, the system
comprises mass of air trapped in the porous reactor pore volume and the mass of
the porous reactor solid phase mP M .
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3. The real porous reactor system (RR), which comprises mass of the porous re-
actor’s solid phase mP M and mass of air, trapped in the pore volume. In contrast
to the ideal reactor, the temperatures of gas and PM material do not equal after
fuel injection TG(RR) 6= TP M .

The main parameters of the considered systems are described in table 5.1.

mfuel 

TG(FV) 
pG(FV) 
mG(FV) 

TA-IB(FV) 
mA(FV) 
pA-IB(FV) 

Free volume (FV)  Ideal porous reactor (IR) Real porous reactor (RR) 

TG(IR) 
pG(IR) 
mG(IR) 

TA-IB(IR) 
mA(IR) 
pA-IB(IR) 

mPM TPM 

TG(RR) 
pG(RR) 
mG(RR) 

TA-IB(RR) 
mA(IR) 
pA-IB(RR) 

mPM TPM 

a)             b)    c) 
mfuel mfuel 

Figure 5.3: Model of considered systems without heat losses through the system walls
(description in text): free volume system (a), ideal porous reactor (b), and
real porous reactor (c)

Table 5.1: Definition of parameters for investigation of reactor thermodynamics

Parameter FV IR RR

Mass of air prior to injection begins (“IB”) mA(F V ) mA(IR) mA(RR)
Mass of gas after combustion mG(F V ) mG(IR) mG(RR)
Mass of porous reactor – mP M mP M

Temperature of porous reactor prior to “IB” – TP M−IB TP M−IB

Temperature of porous reactor after “IB” – TP M TP M

Temperature of air prior to “IB” TA−IB(F V ) TA−IB(IR) TA−IB(RR)
Pressure of air prior to “IB” pA−IB(F V ) pA−IB(IR) pA−IB(RR)
Temperature of gas after “IB” TG(F V ) TG(IR) TG(RR)
Pressure of gas after “IB” pG(F V ) pG(IR) pG(RR)

For simplification reasons, the systems are considered as closed chambers with con-
stant volume, i.e. no piston movement is considered. This can be neglected as the
relevant heat release processes in a real engine occur close to TDC where the piston
moves very little. As heat losses to the walls are neglected, any heat release in the cham-
ber leads to an increase of temperature and in consequence, to an increase of pressure.
Fuel is injected directly into the considered systems. Due to the combustion process,
the composition of the gas in the considered systems changes. Prior to injection, the
system contains combustion air only (index A for air mass, pressure and temperature),
while after combustion it contains the exhaust gases (index G for gas mass, pressure
and temperature).
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One scope of the presented research is to investigate the thermodynamic properties
of the real combustion reactor as corresponding to the injection conditions like a diesel
engine. This investigation includes the comparison to the free volume process. The
following thermodynamic investigations have been performed as presented by Weclas
et al. (2012b).
Fuel injection with mass mfuel to the system at the thermodynamic initial conditions

when injection begins (IB), represents an amount of supplied energy Ein:

Ein = mfuel ·Hu (5.13)

Where Hu is the heating value of injected fuel. The energy supplied by the fuel is
converted into heat by combustion:

Qin = ηc ·mfuel ·Hu (5.14)

Where ηc is the efficiency of energy conversion. For the analysis it is assumed that the
energy conversion efficiency is the same for all considered systems for the same amount
of injected fuel.

The free volume system is considered first, with no heat losses to the walls. Here,
the heat supplied to the system results in an increasing internal energy ∆UG(F V ) of the
gas trapped in this volume:

Qin = ∆UG(F V ). (5.15)

When the internal energy increases, a change in gas temperature ∆TG(F V ) and pressure
∆pG(F V ) is recognised consequentially:

∆TG(F V ) = TG(F V ) − TA−IB(F V ) (5.16a)

∆pG(F V ) = pG(F V ) − pA−IB(F V ) (5.16b)

Where TA−IB(F V ) and pA−IB(F V ) is the temperature respectively the pressure of the
combustion air at initial conditions prior to injection begin. The change in system
pressure ∆pG(F V ) is measurable by a pressure transducer applied to the system (as
realised in the experimental investigations presented in this work).

When considering a system containing a porous reactor, the system mass is split up
into the reactor mass and the mass of air/gas trapped in the reactor’s pore volume.
Thus, the supplied heat Qin is split up and leads to a change of internal energy of both
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gas and solid phase of the reactor:

Qin = ∆UG(P M) + ∆UP M (5.17)

Where ∆UG(P M) is the change in internal energy of the gas trapped in the porous
reactor after fuel injection begins and ∆UP M is the internal energy change of the
porous reactor’s solid phase. The changes in internal energy of the gas or the porous
reactor correspond to their temperature changes (TG(P M) and TP M ).
In case of an ideal reactor (“IR”, fig. 5.3 (b)), it is assumed that the gas and reactor

temperatures are the same at any instant of time after energy supply:

∆TG(IR) = ∆TP M (5.18)

As described before, due to the reactor’s huge mass and heat capacity, the reactor
temperature changes only slightly when heat is released. Following the assumption in
equation 5.18, the gas temperature in an ideal reactor also changes very slightly. For
almost constant gas temperature, the pressure changes in the ideal reactor volume,
resulting from the heat release process are, hence, very small:

∆pG(IR) ∼ 0 (5.19)

Under real reactor conditions (fig. 5.3 (c)), the temperature of gas trapped in the re-
actor volume does not immediately equal the reactor temperature (∆TG(RR) 6= ∆TP M ).
Thus, the system’s change of internal energy can be expressed as:

Qin = mG(RR) · cvG ·∆TG(RR) +mP M · cvP M ·∆TP M (5.20)

∆TG(RR) = Qin −mP M · cvP M ·∆TP M

mG(RR) · cvG
=⇒ ∆pG(RR) (5.21)

The heat capacities cvG of the gas and cvP M of the reactor’s solid phase are considered
as mean values of those at initial and final temperatures.

By the presented assumptions and analysis, it is possible to express the expected
change in temperature and pressure of the three different systems as follows:

∆TG(F V ) > ∆TG(RR) >> ∆TG(IR) (5.22a)

∆pG(F V ) > ∆pG(RR) >> ∆pG(IR) (5.22b)

For a real reactor, the change in temperature may also be expressed as:

∆TG(RR) = ∆TG(F V ) −K ·∆TP M (5.23)
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The factor K depends on reactor’s heat capacity and heat transfer between gas and
the reactor’s solid phase.
When considering systems that contain porous reactors, the thermodynamic beha-

viour is different to a free volume system. This is caused by the heat transfer to the
porous reactor’s solid phase with its huge mass and heat capacity, compared to the gas
trapped in the pore volume.
The following analysis gives insight into the amount of heat transferred to the gas

and to the porous reactor, based on the maximum temperature after energy (fuel) is
supplied. For this analysis, it was assumed that the energy conversion rate in a porous
reactor is constant and the same as for the free volume system. Furthermore, in this
analysis, a real reactor behaviour is considered, as described above.
For the free volume system, the increase of internal energy, based on the maximum

combustion temperature, is expressed as:

∆UG(F V ) = UG(Tmax) − UG(TIB) (5.24)

with
UG(Tmax) = mG(F V ) · cvG ·TG(F V ) (5.25)

and
UG(TIB) = mA(F V ) · cvA ·TA−IB(F V ) (5.26)

Where cvG is the specific heat capacity of the combustion gas and cvA is the specific
heat capacity of the trapped air when injection begins. In order to formulate a relation
between the supplied energy and the change of internal energy of the gas (for free
volume conditions), the efficiency of heat conversion ηc is defined. It is based on the
maximum temperature of the heat release process and defined as follows:

ηc(F V ) =
∆UG(F V )
Ein

(5.27)

ηc(F V ) =
mG(F V ) · cvG ·TG(F V ) −mA(F V ) · cvA ·TA−IB(F V )

mfuel ·Hu
· 100% (5.28)

with (considering diesel fuel)

mG = mfuel · (1 + 14.5 ·λ) (5.29)

In the following, a system is considered to which a porous reactor is applied. As
compared to the trapped gas inside the pore volume, the reactor solid phase has much
greater mass and heat capacity. In this case, the energy supplied to the system is
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converted into heat and further into internal energy. But in contrast to the free volume
system, heat is also transferred to the porous reactor’s solid phase, leading to a change
of its internal energy. Assuming that in both cases (free volume and porous reactor)
the same amount of energy (supplied by the fuel) is converted into heat,

Qin(F V ) = Qin(P M) (5.30)

the ratio of transferred heat from gas to the reactor’s solid phase ηc(P M) can be ex-
pressed as follows (based on Tmax):

ηc(P M) = ∆UP M

Qin
· 100% (5.31)

and
ηc(P M) =

∆UG(F V ) −∆UG(P M)
∆UG(F V )

· 100% (5.32)

Conclusively, it has to be noted that the mixture formation and combustion process
differs highly between both cases (free volume and porous reactor). A comparison is
only possible under simplified assumptions, as given above. However, with the results
of the experimental investigation, as performed in this work, an initial insight shall
be given to these complex processes in porous reactors. Besides combustion analysis
in different porous reactors, the fuel distribution and the fuel vaporisation supporting
behaviour of porous media are also investigated. The experimental investigation of
combustion considers different porous media, in order to analyse the influence of the
reactor parameters on the heat release process and the corresponding heat transfer.
The investigated porous media are different foam structures with different pore size as
well as an alternative structure. They mostly vary in their pore size, pore structure
and heat capacity. The next section introduces a phenomenological model of the heat
release process under constant volume conditions. This model is later used to analyse
the measurements.

5.3 Model of heat release process in constant volume
combustion chamber

One of the aims of this work was to analyse the combustion process in porous reactors in
order to verify its applicability to internal combustion engines. For such a verification,
it is also necessary to compare the heat release process in porous reactors to a known
reference case under similar test-rig-specific conditions. As described in chapter 4.3, a
late injection strategy is preferred for an internal combustion engine with combustion
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Figure 5.4: Multi-step ignition process from Sitkei (1964) with cool- and blue-flame
reaction prior to high-temperature oxidation process

in a porous reactor to keep control of the ignition timing (open-chamber concept).
Thus, the used reference case is free volume diesel injection and combustion, i.e. the
combustion chamber contains no porous reactor. Each case is first investigated and
separately described and then compared to each other.
In the open-chamber PM-engine concept the major heat is released close to the

top dead centre (TDC), similar to a diesel engine. Thus, isochoric conditions during
heat release (by combustion of fuel) can be considered for the model described in this
section. Under isochoric conditions heat release leads to an increase of gas pressure
in the combustion chamber. Moreover, under those conditions the measured pressure
allows a calculation of the released heat.
Sitkei (1964) described the ignition and combustion of hydrocarbons in a range of ini-

tial pressure and temperature, i.e. initial conditions prior to ignition. In summary, the
combustion of hydrocarbons generally ends up with the oxidation of carbon monoxide.
It has been generated in previous chemical reactions, also known as cool- and blue-
flame reactions. Furthermore, hydrocarbon combustion is separated into a multi-step
and a single-step oxidation process, depending on initial pressure and temperature.
The multi-step oxidation is generally considered as a three-step-process, starting off
with cool-flame reactions followed by blue-flame reactions (both can be summarised to
low-temperature oxidation processes). Finally, the process leads to the oxidation of CO
(high-temperature oxidation), see fig. 5.4.
During cool- and blue-flame reactions, hydrocarbon fuel chemically reacts and is

split up into various fractions, e.g. formaldehyde, HCO, CO, OH, etc. Formaldehyde
is mainly produced during the cool-flame reaction, while the blue-flame reaction is
characterised by the formation of CO. In contrast to a multi-step oxidation the single-
step oxidation does not show the individual steps of cool- and blue-flame reactions, as
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indicated in fig. 5.4. The single-step oxidation is described as a result of continuously
ongoing chain reactions through formaldehyde, again leading to oxidation of CO (Sitkei,
1964).
Nevertheless, neither at a single- nor at a multi-step oxidation, a clear separation or

identification of cool- and blue-flames was possible. Further investigations were needed
to confirm the described behaviour. Ohta and Furutani (1991) investigated the pro-
cess spectroscopically to identify each particular combustion regime during compression
ignition in a rapid compression machine. Various analysers were used to identify char-
acteristic chemical species or wavelength of emitted light, related to particular chem-
ical reactions (chemiluminescence). For example, pale blue light emission characterises
low-temperature pre-ignition processes (cool- and blue-flame reactions) and red light
emissions characterises the high-temperature oxidation. The result is shown in fig. 5.5,
clearly separating cool- and blue-flame reactions as well as high-temperature oxidation
from each other.

cool-flame 

blue-flame 

hot flame 
τ0 τCF τBF 

p 

t 

Figure 5.5: Identification of individual combustion regimes during a multi-step oxida-
tion process by Ohta and Furutani (1991)

The conditions for each combustion regime are summarised by Ohta and Furutani
(1991):

Cool-flame reaction is characterised by a blue light emission, no red light emission and
no HCO band emission

Blue-flame is identified when blue light emission in combination with HCO band emis-
sion is recognised, but no emission of red light

High-temperature oxidation occurs when all three characteristic parameters, i.e. blue
and red light in combination with HCO band emission are measured
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The separation of hydrocarbon self-ignition into two regimes, low-temperature pre-
ignition reactions and high-temperature oxidation, is commonly used (also compare to
Tanaka et al. (2003)). Furthermore, pre-ignition processes are commonly split up into
cool- and blue-flame reactions, even though both are difficult to separate.

Based on the results presented above and on the conducted experimental investig-
ations in the present work, a phenomenological model is used and described in the
following. This model describes an overall oxidation process of hydrocarbon fuels and
can principally be applied to both free volume and PM-reactor combustion conditions.
Fig. 5.6 shows the pressure history and pressure gradient history model and defines
required values for the analysis. The model has also been published by Weclas et al.
(2010).
The entire process is analysed as a transient process from time “zero”, defined as

a trigger signal for diesel injector (injection begin1). At this point (point “IB”), the
thermodynamic conditions in the combustion chamber are characterised by an initial
chamber pressure pIB and an initial chamber temperature TIB. Due to the known
chamber volume, initial pressure and temperature, a known mass of air is trapped
inside the combustion chamber.
Starting from this point, the process is analysed by the chamber pressure changes

in time and corresponding pressure gradients. Depending on the test conditions, it is
often very difficult to select (recognise) individual processes. Furthermore, it is complex
to formulate criteria for transition from one process to another (e.g. from cool- to blue-
flame reactions).
In general, the process consists of four characteristic phases:

1. The process begins with the initial phase concerning the start of injection and
the vaporisation process until reaching the minimum chamber pressure (period
between points IB and A in fig. 5.6).

2. The second phase describes cool-flame reactions (period between points A and
C).

3. The third phase is related to the blue-flame reactions (period between points C
and TI).

4. The fourth and last phase correlates with the high-temperature oxidation (meas-
ured from the point of thermal ignition TI).

1 The injection begin does not exactly correlate to the trigger signal sent to the injector, for electrical
reasons of the actuator and the hydraulic coupling of actuator and injector-needle. Nevertheless,
the trigger signal is used as time “zero” and as reference for “injection begin”, as it can clearly be
defined and measured.
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Figure 5.6: Model of a multi-step ignition and oxidation process; top: pressure history;
bottom: pressure gradient history
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The following characteristic parameters, as shown in fig. 5.6, are considered in this
model:

1. Duration τ (time window) of individual combustion regimes:

• τv: duration of the initial phase concerning the start of injection and the
vaporisation process (measured from point of injection begin IB to the min-
imum pressure at point A)
• τCF : duration of cool-flame reactions (measured from the point of minimum
pressure A to the transition into blue-flame reactions at point C). τCF is
split up into a part of negative relative pressure τ1 and a part of positive
relative pressure τ2 of cool-flame pressure history
• τBF : duration of blue-flame reactions (measured from point C to the point
of thermal ignition TI)
• τcomb: total combustion duration; τ3 is the combustion duration defined by
the duration of the high-temperature oxidation process (measured from the
point of thermal ignition TI to the maximum of combustion pressure)
• τtotal: total ignition delay, consisting of two parts: chemical part τch and

physical part τphys, which are existing simultaneously and inseparably

2. Mean slope of individual regimes sl is described by the average pressure changes in
time (in bar/ms), characterising the average reaction rate of oxidation processes:

• slCF : average slope of cool-flame reactions
• slBF : average slope of blue-flame reactions
• slcomb: average slope of high-temperature oxidation

3. Characteristic time t (time delay) of particular phases of the process, measured
from the time “zero” (injection begins at point IB). These characteristic instants
of time are measured by location of points B, C and TI with respect to the “zero”
time-line:

• tCF : characteristic time of cool-flame reactions (assuming the main part of
the cool-flames starting from point B)
• tBF : characteristic time of blue-flame reactions
• tcomb: characteristic time of high-temperature oxidation regime

These characteristic times may also be expressed as follows:

tcomb = τtotal = τv + τCF + τBF

4. Pressure changes ∆p after fuel injection begins:

• ∆pv: negative pressure change in the chamber down to a minimum pressure,
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resulting from the initial vaporisation of the injected fuel, being the difference
between minimum chamber pressure and the initial pressure line
• ∆pCF : pressure increase in the chamber, resulting from the main part of
cool-flame reactions, being the difference between maximum chamber pres-
sure during the cool-flame reactions and the initial pressure line
• ∆pBF : pressure increase in the chamber, resulting from the blue-flame reac-
tions, being the difference between maximum chamber pressure during the
blue-flame reactions and the final pressure of cool-flame reactions
• ∆pcomb: pressure increase in the chamber, resulting from the high-temper-
ature oxidation, being the difference between maximum chamber pressure
and the final pressure of blue-flame reactions (point of thermal ignition TI)

Additionally to the described pressure history model, a corresponding pressure gradi-
ent history model is used (see also fig. 5.6). The pressure gradient as the derivation of
pressure history represents the heat release rate under isochoric conditions.

dQ

dt
∼ dp

dt
(5.33)

Similar to the pressure history, in the pressure gradient history individual combustion
regimes are recognisable. Therewith, an additional investigation of individual process
dynamics is possible. The above described average slopes (sl) represent average pressure
gradients of each particular combustion regime.
In correlation to Sitkei (1964), the used model of heat release includes a multi-step

oxidation process as well as a single-step oxidation process. The latter one is described
as a continuously ongoing chain reaction without a clear separation of low- and high-
temperature reactions as they occur simultaneously. The presented model in fig. 5.6
represents the case of a multi-step oxidation considering three combustion regimes.
Based on the results obtained in this thesis, fig. 5.7 shows two additional descriptions
for the heat release process. On top, a single-step distribution for the pressure history
and pressure gradient history is shown and in the middle, a multi-step oxidation process
with two recognisable combustion regimes. On the bottom, a multi-step oxidation with
three combustion regimes is presented as already known from fig. 5.6.
Three combustion regimes recognisable in pressure history correspond to a bi-modal

distribution of pressure gradient history distribution. For a multi-step oxidation with
two recognisable combustion regimes in pressure history, the pressure gradient history
shows a single-modal distribution characterised by an initial step prior to the main rate
increase. The investigation of pressure gradient history distribution supports identific-
ation of individual combustion regimes, being more sensitive on transition from single-
to bi-modal distribution.
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Figure 5.7: Simplified model of heat release (left: pressure history; right: pressure gradi-
ents) considering single-step oxidation (a), multi-step oxidation with two
combustion regimes (b) and multi-step oxidation with three combustion
regimes (c)
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The presented model is used in order to support the investigation and the analysis
of the heat release process in a free volume combustion chamber and in a combustion
chamber containing porous reactors. The model consists of pressure history and cor-
responding pressure gradient history, having different sensitivity to particular parts of
the heat release process. In order to characterise the heat release process, the model
includes specific descriptions for single- and multi-step oxidation processes. In general,
only one recognised combustion regime is defined to correlate to the high-temperature
oxidation (dominating over low-temperature regimes). A multi-step oxidation with
two slopes is regarded as a heat release process with only the cool-flame and the high-
temperature oxidation regime being recognisable. Finally, all three particular processes,
from cool-flame over blue-flame to the high-temperature oxidation regime, are recognis-
able in case of a multi-step oxidation with three slopes. All cases have the vaporisation
process at the very beginning of the process in common.
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This work aims to investigate engine-relevant processes performed inside porous re-
actors. These processes are direct fuel injection, fuel distribution, fuel vaporisation,
mixture formation (homogeneous), ignition as well as low- and high-temperature oxid-
ation processes. Furthermore, these processes are yet not fully explored, as performed
in porous reactors. Therefore, background investigations on individual processes un-
der engine-related but simplified conditions are required. It is also often necessary to
isolate individual processes for analysis and description of their nature and behaviour.
For the investigation on individual processes, two engine simulators have been built
up to obtain a simplified set-up. Both have the ability to simulate conditions similar
to a real engine, but with a higher flexibility in setting specific test conditions. Thus,
it is possible to separate individual processes from others in order to investigate their
particular behaviour. The research and development objectives indicated the need to
simulate two significantly different engine conditions:

• Conditions allowing a detailed investigation on direct fuel injection in porous re-
actors, interaction of diesel spray with porous structure, homogenisation of the
charge in PM-structure as well as fuel vaporisation.
Due to the high complexity of these processes, limited optical access into porous
reactors, variable test conditions (depending on particular investigated process),
the “engine simulator” has been designed as an ambient pressure injection cham-
ber. This allows a wide range of test conditions and application of different
visualisation techniques.
• Conditions allowing the investigation on ignition and combustion processes in
PM-reactors under engine-like conditions.
For this purpose, a high-temperature, high-pressure combustion chamber with low
heat losses and with a constant volume has been designed. It allows simulating
real engine conditions in the moment of compression’s TDC. This time period
is critical for the ignition and heat release process as performed under constant
volume conditions in a PM-reactor.

Both engine simulators are described in detail in the following sections.
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6.1 Engine simulator for investigation of mixture formation
and spray distribution process

As described earlier, for the realisation of homogeneous combustion, the formation of
a homogeneous mixture prior to the ignition timing is a crucial requirement. Thus,
for a late injection strategy, which is required for controlling of ignition timing, the
fuel injection process and related further processes need a close investigation. A spe-
cial focus needs to be set on spray interaction with porous media and the correlated
self-homogenisation process. In a real engine, a number of processes are performed
simultaneously and influence each other. This makes the investigation of each indi-
vidual process difficult or even impossible. In section 4.3, the late direct fuel injection
was found very suitable for the PM-engine operation (open-chamber concept). It keeps
control on ignition timing, while mixture homogenisation is supposed to be accelerated
in porous reactors.

For the investigation of such a high-pressure direct injection process, a special engine
simulating system has been built up, see also (Weclas and Cypris, 2010, 2012b). The
system, which is illustrated in a simplified and schematical way in fig. 6.1, contained
a conventional common-rail high-pressure direct diesel injection system. A feed pump
was taking filtered fuel from a tank and was integrated in the high-pressure pump as
well as a flow limitation valve (not shown in fig. 6.1). The pump was driven by an
electric motor at constant rotational speed. A pressure reservoir – the common-rail
(CR) – was connected to the high-pressure pump by a high-pressure pipe. One single
injector was applied to the common-rail, injecting the fuel into a transparent chamber
at ambient conditions triggered by the control system. The injection pressure was
regulated by a control valve in the common-rail. The pressure remains nearly constant
during the injection process as the amount of injected fuel was small, compared to the
amount of fuel inside the common-rail. The fuel return flow from the common-rail and
the injector passed a heat exchanger (cooler) and returned to the fuel tank as well as
the fuel which was previously injected into the injection chamber.
The engine simulation system allowed highly varying injection parameters such as

injection pressure, injection duration, injection profile and multiple injection. Also,
different conditions for optical investigation were able to be set. The injection pressure
in the common-rail system could vary from 130 bar to 1600 bar. The duration of
injection was electronically set by the controlling system (up to 4000 µs). Also, multiple
injections could be realised – up to eight injections per cycle, depending on the type of
injector. Both injector types, solenoid and piezo actuators, could be mounted on the
test rig and were controlled by the system. This allowed a variation of the nozzles and
their geometry, e.g. diameter and number of holes.
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Figure 6.1: Injection test rig simplified and schematical with hydraulic circuit and elec-
tronic control of imaging
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In order to investigate the fuel injection process, two different kinds of imaging sys-
tems were applied to the test rig and synchronised to the injector trigger signal:

• A CCD-camera (CCD: charge-coupled device) was used with a flashlight-illumi-
nation (stroboscope), which has been synchronised to the fuel injection, see also
fig. 6.1. By phase shifting the camera to the injection signal, it was possible to
take single, high-resolution pictures at various moments of the injection process.
• A high-speed camera, recording the injection process with a number of images
during a single injection, was also applied to the test rig.

Both techniques complemented each other: the stroboscopic illuminated CCD-camera
took images with very high resolution, but was sensitive to statistical variations of
several injections. The high-speed camera was able to record single injections (no
statistical variations), but due to its imaging speed the final resolution of images was
low in comparison. The images taken by the cameras were analysed by a software which
was able to filter the sprays from the image background. Parameters like ‘projected
spray area’, ‘centre of area’, ‘spray angle’, ‘penetration length’ and ‘spray outline’ could
be investigated. Additionally, the velocity of the spray was calculated by the use of
the parameters ‘spray length’ and corresponding imaging time. In order to reduce
influencing parameters, the position of the camera and the illumination were kept
constant during a measurement routine, in which various conditions were compared.
Also, the camera adjustments (focal length, aperture, sharpness) were not varied.
The main interest hereby was to investigate the injection process when fuel is injected

directly into a porous medium. Thus, the injection chamber also allowed the application
of various porous media. However, the optical investigation of fuel distribution directly
inside porous media still remains difficult, because the structure is not transparent.
This consequently limits the inside view to a few pores’ depth. Nevertheless, three
possibilities could be found in order to gather information about fuel distribution inside
a PM (see also fig. 6.2 and Weclas et al. (2012a); Weclas and Cypris (2012b)):

1. Thin structure parallel to spray symmetry-axis with a few pores only and back-
light illumination providing possibility of a view through the PM-structure, see
fig. 6.2 (a).

2. Thin structure perpendicular to spray symmetry-axis with a few pores only and
view of distribution of jets/spray leaving the porous structure, see fig. 6.2 (b).

3. “Semi-transparent” configuration: combination of a glass plate and a porous me-
dium. The glass plate was mounted in front of the PM (as seen from the camera)
and the fuel was injected into the PM close to the glass plate, see fig. 6.2 (c).
Hence, the fuel distribution between the glass plate and the PM could be invest-
igated.
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Figure 6.2: Different methods for investigation of fuel distribution in a PM. Thin struc-
ture with back-light illumination (a), thin structure and view on leaving
jets (b), semi-transparent configuration with view through a glass plate (c)
(Weclas et al., 2012a)

Moreover, for the investigation on fuel vaporisation (additionally to the fuel distribu-
tion), the porous structures inside the chamber could be heated up (to max. 500 ◦C).
In that case, the chamber was filled with nitrogen to avoid ignition of the fuel vapours.
This above described engine simulation system was especially designed for a detailed

investigation on direct fuel injection in porous reactors. The obtained results were used
for the description of correlated processes, such as fuel distribution in PM-volume and
mixture homogenisation. However, this system was not designed to investigate the
ignition and combustion process. Therefore, another engine simulator has been built
up and is described in the following section.
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6.2 Engine simulator for investigation of low- and
high-temperature oxidation processes

For a detailed investigation on low- and high-temperature oxidation processes under
engine-like conditions, a special high-pressure, high-temperature, constant volume and
well insulated combustion chamber has been built up. It was equipped with a diesel
common-rail injection system and designed to realise a high flexibility in setting of test
conditions, see fig. 6.3 (Weclas et al., 2010, 2012b; Weclas and Cypris, 2012a).
Generally, the heat release process in IC-engines (by combustion of fuel) needs to be

performed close to TDC. Considering a conventional diesel engine or the open-chamber
PM-engine concept (see section 5.1) with a late injection strategy, also fuel injection
and mixture formation needs to be performed close to TDC. Here, the cylinder volume
changes only slightly due to the little piston movement. Hence, all processes of interest
in this work (fuel injection, fuel distribution, mixture formation, ignition and combus-
tion) occur in a volume that only slightly changes in time. Thus, for simplification, a
reduced system with direct fuel injection and combustion under constant volume condi-
tions can also be considered. Such a reduced system was realised by a high-temperature,
high-pressure and constant volume combustion chamber in the present investigation.
Fig. 6.3 illustrates the limitation of the open-chamber PM-engine cycle to TDC and
thus, to constant volume conditions. Furthermore, fig. 6.3 shows the engine simulator
used in the present investigation for the simulation of such conditions. This engine sim-
ulator allows an investigation of the heat release process under both conditions – with
and without an application of a porous reactor – and therefore allows a comparison of
both conditions.
Fig. 6.4 shows details of the chamber design in a cross-section display of the CAD-

model. The stainless steel high-pressure chamber is split into two parts in order to
allow application of different porous reactors and their exchange. A thermocouple
and a pressure transducer were applied to the chamber in order to measure the inner
temperature and pressure. Both the thermocouple and the pressure transducer were
necessary for setting the initial conditions. Furthermore, the pressure transducer allows
a sensitive measurement of the pressure changes after the fuel injection trigger with a
high time resolution (∼ 2.5 µs). Further components were applied to the chamber head:

• CR fuel injector with CR fuel supply system (the fuel used for experiments was
conventional diesel fuel)
• Injector water cooling system for preventing from thermal overload when applied
to the hot combustion chamber
• Air supply system with pressure cylinder, pressure adjustment, controlled supply
valve and high-pressure shut-off valve
• Exhaust system with shut-off valve and suction system
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Figure 6.3: PM-engine concept with injection and combustion close to TDC (a), re-
duced to a constant volume system (b) realised for simulation in a combus-
tion chamber system (c) – the engine simulator

Inside the pressure chamber, a ZrO2-cover was installed for primary heat insulation
(especially heat radiation). Its inner diameter of 60 mm and inner height of 26 mm
defined the “effective” combustion chamber volume. An electric heating system was
applied to the combustion chamber, being electrically contacted through electrodes
of conventional spark plugs. For special investigations, an additional spark plug was
installed at the centre of the chamber bottom, but was not used for the present in-
vestigation. For reduced heat losses, the pressure chamber was mounted into a heat
insulation chamber, which was filled with insulation material (not displayed in fig. 6.4
for better illustration). The following features characterise the combustion chamber
used in the present investigation:

• Free setting of initial chamber temperature in the range from 20 ◦C to 700 ◦C

• Free setting of the initial chamber pressure in the range from 1 bar to 20 bar

• Different CR injectors could be used1 and variable injection parameters could be
applied (injection pressure, duration, multiple injection etc.)

• The amount of supplied air (or gas) could be varied for controlling air excess
ratio λ

• Various porous reactors could be applied

1Most of experiments have been performed using a 7-hole piezo actuated injector with a hole diameter
of 143 µm and a spray angle of 158◦.
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Figure 6.4: Details of the combustion chamber design with its major components

For the engine simulator operation, further sub-systems were applied, as shown in
fig. 6.5. This includes: the injection system2, the measurement system for measuring
the chamber pressure and temperature as well as further variables necessary for system
control. Additionally, a system control was applied in order to set the initial test
conditions and for controlling the injection process and its timing.
During the combustion process, the chamber is considered as a closed system with

constant volume. According to the first law of thermodynamics, for a constant volume
and adiabatic system, the changes in the internal energy du/dt directly correspond to
the heat release rate in the chamber dQ/dt. During a short period of ignition and
combustion, the combustion chamber is considered as a system without heat losses to
the wall3. Consequently, any measured changes in the chamber pressure correspond
directly to the released (respectively consumed) heat in the chamber (∆Q ∼ ∆U ∼
∆T ⇒ ∆p).
Thus, measurement of the pressure history (after injection begins) allows the analyses

of the corresponding amount of heat release and temperature changes in the chamber.
In analogy, the investigation of pressure gradient (dp/dt) changes, also allows an ana-
lysis of the heat release rate (dQ/dt). The chamber temperature and pressure at the
moment of fuel injection corresponds to the TDC of compression in an IC-engine.

2The injection system applied to the combustion chamber was similar to the injection system used in
the engine simulator for investigation of mixture formation and spray distribution, as described in
section 6.1.

3The heat losses to the wall at initial conditions prior to injection begin were negligible as compared
to the heat supply by the combustion of the fuel.
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1: electric motor; 2: high-pressure pump; 3: pressure sensor; 4: filter; 5: fuel supply pump (low-pressure);
6: fuel tank; 7: power supply; 8: rail pressure control valve; 9: common rail; 10: rail pressure sensor; 
11: CR injector; 12: fuel cooling; 13: cooling system of fuel injector (pump, water tank, connectors); 

14: pressure valve; 15: synthetic air; 16: exhaust system; 17: power supply; 18: heating element; 
19: piezo pressure transducer; 20: cooling system of pressure transducer (pump, water tank, connectors);  

21: charge amplifier; 22: thermocouples; 23: controlling computer
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Figure 6.5: Overview of the measurement and control system applied to the combustion
chamber

Regarding the free volume chamber (conventional diesel conditions), the initial con-
ditions at the moment when fuel injection begins are characterised by the gas (air)
temperature and pressure. In contrary, in case of PM-reactor application in addition
to the gas temperature, the temperature of the reactor describes the initial conditions.
In both cases, the initial temperature was controlled by electric heating of the system
as shown in fig. 6.6.
For each experiment, the initial conditions (prior to fuel injection) of the chamber

were preset. The initial pressure was set by the air-supply system, while the initial tem-
perature was set independently from the pressure by electric heating. The measurement
started with the trigger for fuel injection to the chamber. Fig. 6.7 schematically shows
the measurement routine of the experiments for the free volume combustion chamber
(top) and the porous reactor (bottom). Depending on the scheduled initial conditions,
a specific mass of air needed to be supplied to the chamber in order to meet the neces-
sary demands on initial chamber pressure and air excess ratio (λ). At first, a calculated
mass of synthetic air was supplied to the chamber and thus produced a corresponding
chamber pressure p1. After closing the supply valve, the system was heated electrically.
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Figure 6.6: Open combustion chamber with heating system and a porous reactor ap-
plied to the chamber

The system may contain air only as well as a porous reactor with air trapped in the
pore volume. Heating up the system changed both temperature and pressure of the
trapped air (constant volume). The heating of the chamber occurred slowly (in the
order of minutes) and after reaching the set-point, the temperature was kept constant.
At thermal equilibrium, the heating system was switched off to avoid hot spots on the
walls and to allow a uniform temperature distribution inside the chamber. In order
to investigate the pure process of diesel spray combustion, no air movement in terms
of swirl or squish was applied to the system. If a porous reactor was applied to the
system, no air movement could be generated inside the reactor volume in any way.
After heating and after a certain time, the temperature distribution inside the cham-

ber could be assumed to be homogeneous. In case of a reactor application, it was
additionally considered that both phases of the PM (solid and gas phase) have the
same temperature. Due to the chamber’s low heat losses through the walls, this tem-
perature remained almost constant. Furthermore, this temperature represented the
initial temperature TIB at the moment when fuel injection begins and the correspond-
ing initial pressure was pIB. The process started when the injection begins (IB). This is
defined as time “zero” for the investigated process. From that instant of time, a number
of processes ran inside the chamber as described by the model in section 5.3. Prior to
injection beginning, the measurement routine was similar under both configurations,
free volume and porous reactor. However, after injection begins the measured pressure
history under PM-conditions resulted from a superposition of heat release/consumption
(Qv, QCF , QBF , Qcomb) of the gas phase and heat transfer from/to the reactors solid
phase (QP M−trans), see fig. 6.7. After the end of the measurement, the chamber was
exhausted and the routine was started from the beginning. However, the phase of heat-
ing up the system could be shorter, depending on the accumulated heat in the porous
reactor or the chamber itself.
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Figure 6.7: Measurement routine for free volume (top) and porous reactor conditions
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Comparing diesel injection in a free volume chamber and in a chamber filled with
porous reactor, the conditions for spray formation penetration and distribution are sig-
nificantly different. In case of injecting diesel into a reactor, the spray interaction with
the solid phase of the porous structure is a major effect that must first be investigated
and well understood. This process is described and investigated in the next chapter.
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One major requirement for a homogeneous combustion process is the homogenisation
of the cylinder charge. A number of possible techniques are known for mixture homo-
genisation, especially when an early injection strategy is considered. However, in case
of a self-ignition process, which is required for homogeneous combustion, an applica-
tion of early injection may result in uncontrolled ignition timing. If a porous reactor
is applied to the combustion chamber, new effects characterise the mixture formation
and its homogenisation in the PM-volume. These effects correlate to the diesel spray
interaction with the porous structure. Hence, principles of diesel spray interaction with
porous structures are investigated and presented in this chapter. This includes both
research results already presented by others and original contribution to this topic by
the present work. At first, an introduction to spray interaction with porous media
and fuel distribution in PM-volume is given. Then, two principles of fuel distribution
supported by porous media are described: initial distribution and step-by-step distri-
bution. Furthermore, a new technology is presented and investigated originally in this
work - the distribution nozzle. The major findings of this technology and the effect of
fuel vaporisation supported by porous media are presented herein.

7.1 Spray interaction with PM and multi-jet-splitting

In the following, the interaction of a high-velocity fuel spray (jet) with a porous struc-
ture is described with models of the spray interaction process. These models are also
presented in this section. Due to engine related conditions, a high-pressure injection
system (e.g. a common-rail system) is considered for producing the high-velocity fuel
spray. The spray’s interaction with either a solid wall or a highly porous medium leads
to clearly different impingement processes, as shown in fig. 7.1.
In case of a solid wall, the fuel spray develops into a free-jet in the space between the

nozzle and the wall and then impinges onto the wall. This leads to a deflection of the
jet, spreading to the sides and partly being reflected to the opposite of its primary flow
direction. In contrary to the spray interaction with a solid wall, the spray interaction
with a porous medium behaves in a different way. In case of fuel injection onto highly
porous media with a pore size in the order of millimetres (as considered in this thesis),
much of the fuel jet will penetrate into the PM-volume (pores). The amount of deflected
spray is reduced, see also fig. 7.2.
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Figure 7.1: Interaction of a high velocity fuel jet with a solid wall and a highly porous
medium (Weclas, 2006)
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Figure 7.2: Fuel injection onto a porous structure in a time slot of 500 µs with injection
pressure of 1200 bar (Weclas, 2006; Weclas et al., 2012a; Weclas and Cypris,
2012b)

This example shows that the primary jet is split up by the porous structure and the
fuel spray is distributed in all directions when leaving the PM. This can be explained by
the spray interacting with the solid pore junctions inside the PM-volume. Depending
on the structure and geometry of the PM, the spray may then leave the PM-volume
showing the result of the interaction process.
For a better understanding of this effect, a detailed investigation of the process inside

a porous medium would be necessary. However, the PM-structure is very complex and
irregular. A direct optical access is only possible a few pores deep, making such an
investigation very difficult. For this reason and for simplification, the pore junctions
of a real PM can be simulated by single (cylindrical) obstacles onto which the fuel is
injected. In this configuration, a direct optical access to the interaction process of a
fuel jet and (simplified) pore junction is possible.
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Figure 7.3: Fuel injection onto a single obstacle in a time slot of 1.8 ms at injection
pressure of 400 bar (Weclas and Faltermeier, 2007; Weclas et al., 2012a;
Weclas and Cypris, 2012b)
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Figure 7.4: Fuel injection onto five single obstacles in a time slot of 1.8 ms at injection
pressure of 800 bar (Weclas and Faltermeier, 2007; Weclas et al., 2012a;
Weclas and Cypris, 2012b)

In fig. 7.3, an example of a high velocity fuel jet interaction with a single obstacle
and in fig. 7.4 with five obstacles is displayed. As it can be seen, when the fuel jet
hits the first obstacle it is split up, leading to a formation of secondary jets, which
then propagate further into new directions. In the following, these secondary jets
can hit further obstacles and are again split up. As a result of such process, even after
interaction with only five obstacles, a reduced penetration length and a drastic increase
in radial distribution of the fuel spray can be recognised. Weclas (2006) reported
further different configurations and showed that the distribution of the fuel spray mainly
depends on the following parameters: thickness of the obstacles, distance between the
obstacles and the nozzle, jet velocity (injection pressure) and relative position of the
obstacles to each other, see also (Weclas and Cypris, 2012b). This relative position is
even more important than just the number of obstacles. The investigation of fuel jet
interaction with single obstacles showed, in a simplified manner, that the fuel jet is
split up when hitting an obstacle. A number of obstacles will split up the fuel multiple
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times. In case of real porous media, the pore junctions can be considered as numerous,
randomly distributed obstacles. Consequently, a fuel jet injected onto a PM will also
be split up multiple times. Hence, the interaction process of a high velocity fuel jet (or
other liquid) with a porous structure is defined as “multi-jet-splitting” (Weclas, 2006;
Weclas and Faltermeier, 2007; Weclas et al., 2012a; Weclas and Cypris, 2012b).

7.2 Fuel spray distribution in PM-volume

One of the most important conditions for a homogeneous combustion is the homogen-
isation of the charge, prior to self-ignition timing. This condition is also relevant for
the PM-engine concept, while a late injection strategy has been found to be suitable for
keeping control over ignition timing. During a short time period, a mixture needs to be
formed quickly and the distribution of the fuel spray inside the porous reactor plays a
key role in mixture formation. Unfortunately, porous media allow only limited optical
access into the structure in the range of a few pores deep. Depending on the pore size,
the optical access is limited to a few millimetres. Nevertheless, experiments have been
performed by using a method allowing visualisation of inner PM processes. For these
tests, a glass plate was mounted in front of a PM, while fuel is injected into the edge
of these components (Weclas, 2006, 2008; Weclas et al., 2012a), see also fig. 7.5.
The influence of pore density on the distribution and penetration of fuel jets is

recognisable in the presented images, even by a two-dimensional view on the process
only. As it can be seen in case of large pores, the radial distribution of the spray is
limited, while the fuel penetrates throughout the PM close to the free-jet-axis. The
higher the pore density, the lower the axial penetration and the higher is the radial fuel
distribution.

Glass (in front) 

PM (behind) 

Diesel Injector 

Fuel spray 

Distribution 
(schematically) 

Glass 

PM 

Diesel Injector 

Fuel spray Distribution 
(schematically) 

Figure 7.5: Set-up for experiments with jet impingement between PM and glass and
examples of fuel distribution for various pore densities (pinj = 1200 bar,
timg = 2.5 ms) (Weclas, 2006; Weclas et al., 2012a)
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7 Fuel Distribution and Mixture Formation

Another possibility of investigating the fuel distribution process, affected by porous
media, is to analyse fuel distribution after it leaves the PM-volume. Thereto, the porous
medium needs to be thin enough to allow fuel spray leaving the PM. Such investigation
was performed by Weclas (2006, 2008) as well as by Shahangian and Ghojel (2010).
This investigation technique allows the analysis of injection pressure influence on the
spray distribution angle of the spray leaving the PM. Shahangian and Ghojel (2010)
found that the higher the injection pressure, the wider is the angle of secondary jets
leaving the PM-plate. However, the angle remains almost constant during the entire
injection process. Furthermore, the increased distribution of the spray, affected by the
PM, can be noticed by an increase of the projected spray area on the images. The
increased distribution also depends on the injection pressure (in detail described by
Weclas (2006); Weclas and Faltermeier (2007); Weclas (2008) as well as Weclas et al.
(2012a)).
In addition to this basic research, in this work, a further attempt has been to the

show fuel distribution under even more realistic conditions. Thereto, the diameter of
the porous medium is selected to be similar to a real engine piston bowl diameter. The
porous medium is designed as a thick ring surrounding the nozzle, which is in this case
a conventional multi-hole nozzle of a common-rail diesel injector. Similar to a previous
investigation the fuel is sprayed into the edge between the PM and a glass plate, thus
allowing a good visualisation of the fuel distribution process. Different configurations
are investigated and compared. On the one hand, the free-jet configuration is investig-
ated without any PM applied. In this case, the original spray development directions
of a multi-hole nozzle are visible. On the other hand, in case of PM-application, in
general two different configurations have to be separated:

1. A thin ring of a high density PM (small pores, many pores per inch) surrounding
the multi-hole nozzle, while the rest of the considered chamber remains empty.

2. A low density PM (large pores, few pores per inch) fills the complete chamber
and only some space for the injector is kept clear.

In the first case, the fuel jets are destroyed very quickly at an early stage of injec-
tion process. Due to the strong interaction with the PM-structure, they are quickly
distributed in the chamber outside the PM. The process in this configuration is defined
as “initial distribution”, as the distribution process is limited to a thin region close to
the nozzle. After this initial interaction the spray spreads in the free volume without
any further PM-interaction. In the second case, the porous structure fills out the entire
chamber volume and the injected fuel jet is split up step-by-step on its way through
the PM-volume. Hence, the process in this configuration is defined as “step-by-step
distribution”. As a result, both techniques allow improved distribution of the fuel,
as compared to a free volume system, i.e. direct fuel injection without any porous
structure applied to the chamber, see fig. 7.6.
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Step-by-step distribution Initial distributionFree-jet distribution

1500 µs

6000 µs

1200 µs 1200 µs

6000 µs

Nozzle

Fuel jets

Low-density PM High-density
PM

6000 µs

Figure 7.6: Free-jet distribution (left); “Step-by-step distribution” (middle); “Initial
distribution” (right)

The significant improvements of diesel spray interaction with a porous structure can
be summarised as follows:

1. Reduced penetration length
2. Increased radial distribution
3. Reduced jet velocity after interaction with PM
4. Promoted three-dimensional distribution of the fuel spray
5. Promoted fuel vaporisation in case of hot PM and simultaneous mixing with air

inside the structure

The concept of “initial distribution” with a thin PM-ring of high pore density around
the multi-hole nozzle shows great potential for supporting and accelerating the mixture
homogenisation process. It could support current HCCI engine concepts by providing
a homogeneous mixture and control over ignition timing (by injection timing) for a
late injection strategy. This topic also needs to be investigated further, as no related
literature is available yet. The combination of a thin porous ring, as a distribution
element, with a conventional injection nozzle is defined as “distribution nozzle” (Weclas
and Cypris, 2010, 2012b; Weclas et al., 2012a). This concept and its influence on an
improved fuel distribution and vaporisation is further described in the next section.
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7 Fuel Distribution and Mixture Formation

7.3 The distribution nozzle concept

The initial distribution concept combines a thin ring of a porous medium with a con-
ventional multi-hole diesel injector, see fig. 7.7. The remaining combustion chamber
may be either a porous reactor or a free volume, the latter being further considered
for this topic. This concept will allow a quick mixture formation and homogenisation.
For the realisation of homogeneous diesel combustion (compare section 3.2), the dis-
tribution nozzle concept could be a possible solution. It provides a controlled ignition
timing on one hand, while it supports the avoidance of lubricant dilution on the other
hand. Of course, its fuel distribution behaviour could well be used for the PM-engine
concept (as indicated in the previous section).
Again, as no information on this topic is available in literature, further research needs

to be done. Therefore, different kinds of distribution elements are investigated: foam
structures with differing pore size and ring strength as well as wire packing structures,
pressed into ring shape. The parameters of the wire based structures are the wire
diameter dw and the structure density specified by its mass mw at constant geometry.
Their inner diameter is similar to the selected foam structures. Examples of various
distribution elements consisting of different kind of structure are shown in fig. 7.8.

Figure 7.7: Combination of a conventional multi-hole diesel injector with a porous ring
(distribution element)

Figure 7.8: Examples of different distribution elements; left: metal foam rings with
different inner diameter; right: wire packing ring structure

Depending on the structure parameters, the quality of the fuel distribution process
may vary strongly as indicated in fig. 7.9. The fuel distributions of two different distri-
bution nozzles are presented: one element distributing the fuel very well and another
one mostly blocking the fuel with its too dense structure.
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3.5 ms2.5 ms1.5 ms0.5 ms

mw = 3.0 g, dw = 0.20 mm

3.5 ms2.5 ms1.5 ms0.5 ms

mw = 1.5 g, dw = 0.12 mm

Figure 7.9: Spray distribution over time after injection begin of two distribution ele-
ments differing in wire diameter dw and mass mw; injection pressure
pinj = 900 bar

For describing the quality of spray distribution, supported by porous media, the
projected area of the spray in the images is used as an important parameter. It also
allows a comparison to the free diesel injection process. Fig. 7.10 shows the image
processing routine determining the values of the projected area from the images (see
also Weclas and Cypris (2012b)).

Figure 7.10: Image processing routine for spray image analysis

Firstly, in order to eliminate background reflections, a calibration image, taken
without any spray being visible, is subtracted from the image to be analysed. This
analysed image can be a single or an average image of several photographies from the
same operation point to reduce statistical variations. After subtraction, the resulted
image is reduced to a virtual combustion chamber with constant diameter and the
nozzle in the centre. Next, a threshold value is used to highlight the bright spray from
the background1. The spray is presented as completely white, while the background
is fully black. In a last step, small spots resulting from remaining background reflec-
tion are rejected. The projected area value may now be determined by the number of
white pixels and multiplication of single pixel area, which is found by image calibration.

1 For the presented experiments the threshold value was experimentally chosen and kept constant
as well as the illumination and the camera parameters in order to eliminate their influence on the
analysis.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of projected areas of the free-jet (FJ) and four different distri-
bution elements (wire packings with different wire diameter dw and mass
mw) at two different injection pressures

Therefore, a referential length/diameter in the image is divided by the number of pixels
displaying this measure.
Fig. 7.11 compares the projected area of the spray distribution, resulting from the

spray interaction process with four different wire packing rings and additionally to the
free-jet distribution. Structures consisting of different wire diameters dw and different
mass mw at similar basic geometry allow a good comparison to each other. As it can
be seen in fig. 7.11, two rings have a larger projected areas of the fuel distribution
compared to the free-jet distribution, even at low injection pressure of pinj = 300 bar.
At the higher injection pressure, all investigated distribution elements lead to a higher
projected area of the fuel distribution than a free-jet. However, the free-jet reaches
its maximum at an earlier stage. This example also shows that a too high structure
density will lead to a poor distribution of the spray outside the PM. This is caused
by an excessive spray destruction and deceleration by the porous structure. Further
results are published by Weclas and Cypris (2010, 2012b) and Weclas et al. (2012a).
When applying a distribution nozzle concept to a real internal combustion engine,

it must be considered that the PM-temperature will increase during engine operation.
This temperature increase has influence on another very important process – the vapor-
isation of the fuel. This process is investigated and described in the following section.

7.4 Vaporisation process supported by porous media

For a homogeneous combustion, a homogeneous air-fuel mixture is necessary. However,
it must be noted that not only the distribution of the fuel in space is important, but the
fuel also needs to be in the gas phase. Thus, there is a need of evaporating liquid fuel
during the mixture formation. For vaporising liquid fuels, porous structures were found
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100°C 

4,0ms 0,8ms 1,2ms 1,6ms 2,0ms 

300°C 

Figure 7.12: Fuel distribution and vaporisation process supported by a distribution ele-
ment at two different temperatures; pinj = 600 bar; time measured after
injection trigger

to be very effective. Dröschel (1997) investigated the vaporisation of single droplets on
porous surfaces. Dröschel concluded that the heat transfer and the heat flow density
in porous structures are much higher as compared to compact surfaces. Furthermore,
Dröschel showed that the Leidenfrost temperature may be drastically increased, when
vaporisation is supported by porous structures.
In the present study, an application of porous media to the combustion chamber of

internal combustion engines in combination with a direct late fuel injection strategy is
considered. Such combination leads to a superposition of the fuel distribution process
(affected by multi-jet-splitting) and the vaporisation process. The vaporisation process
is affected by the hot PM and the heat transfer to the liquid fuel. The superposition
of fuel distribution and vaporisation can clearly be seen in fig. 7.12. The figure shows
images taken from an injection process using a distribution nozzle made of metal foam.
The improved distribution of the spray is recognisable at 100 ◦C, while the vaporisation
effect is still small at this low temperature. However, the effect increases at 300 ◦C and
as a result, the superposition of the distribution and vaporisation process can clearly
be recognised in the bottom line of fig. 7.12

Also, wire structures have been investigated under different structure temperatures.
The projected area growth over time has been investigated in detail. Fig. 7.13 shows an
example of a wire packing ring with wire diameter dw = 0.20 mm and mass mw = 2.0 g.
In this diagram, the projected areas of the distributed fuel are presented for various
ring temperatures and two different injection pressures pinj . For this kind of PM-ring,
the effect of vaporisation was to cause increased projected areas with increased ring
temperature at low injection pressures. In case of higher injection pressure, the projec-
ted area remained almost constant for all investigated temperatures and therefore, was
mainly caused by the fuel distribution effect. However, in all given PM-ring conditions,
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Figure 7.13: Fuel distribution projected area of a wire packing ring at various ring
temperatures and two different injection pressures
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Figure 7.14: Influence of ring structure parameters at ambient temperature and at
500 ◦C ring temperature

the value of maximum projected area exceeded the free-jet distribution. In fig. 7.14,
the fuel distribution projected area of various structures are compared at two different
temperatures. The influence of ring structure on projected area at ambient temperature
is higher than at high temperatures. However, the structure parameters still influence
the area growth rate, even at high temperatures. Further results of this effects have
also been published by Weclas and Cypris (2010, 2012b).

The presented investigation on fuel distribution, supported by porous media intro-
duces two different concepts: “step-by-step distribution” and “initial distribution”. In
the first case, the distribution process is performed in the entire volume of a highly
porous medium with low pore density (large pores). The fuel spray spreads through-
out the structure, with the pore junctions splitting it up into secondary jets. Due to
relatively large pores of the structure, the multi-jet-splitting is performed step-by-step
during the fuel’s propagation through the porous medium.
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In the second case, the “initial distribution”, the fuel distribution occurs in a narrow
zone (compared to the chamber’s absolute size), mainly close to the nozzle (distribution
element). After the initial distribution, the then well distributed fuel spreads either
through an empty combustion chamber (without further PM) or through a porous
reactor with low pore density. In the latter case, combining a distribution element
(initial distribution) with a combustion reactor would allow an optimisation of the
mixture formation and the combustion process. The distribution element could be
optimised for the fuel distribution and fuel vaporisation process. Independently of that,
the combustion reactor could be optimised for the combustion process. However, such
optimisation requires deeper understanding of heat release process in porous reactors
and the influence of reactor parameters, which need to be investigated first.
This thesis focuses on the heat release process in porous reactors in order to analyse

the applicability to internal combustion engines in general. Therefore, experimental
investigations have been performed with various porous reactors and as a reference
case, without any porous reactor. This allows direct comparison of the heat release
process under different conditions, but with the same test-system (engine simulator,
see section 6.2). The results of this experimental investigation are presented in the
following chapter.
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Reactors under Engine-like Conditions

The main target of this investigation is to verify the applicability of homogeneous
combustion in porous reactors to internal combustion engines. To realise this, the com-
bustion process in porous reactors is analysed and compared to a known reference case.
Especially the time scale of the mixture formation and the heat release processes play
an important role for the analysis. The reference case for the analysis is the combus-
tion of direct injected diesel fuel in a free volume combustion chamber (i.e. without
any porous reactor), similar to direct injection diesel engines. For analysis of both
conditions, an especially designed engine simulator, a high-pressure, high-temperature
combustion chamber with constant volume has been built up, see section 6.2. It sim-
ulates the thermodynamic conditions of an engine’s TDC of compression. This engine
simulator allows the application of porous reactors to the combustion chamber, without
any further changes on the system. So, the surrounding conditions (insulation, dead
volume, etc.) equal in both configurations. For the analysis of the heat release process,
a pressure transducer records the pressure history after injection begin. The pressure
history is then analysed by using a phenomenological model as described in section 5.3.
The model includes several process-describing parameters, such as the duration and
the rate of the high-temperature oxidation process. These parameters are taken into
account for the comparison of the different combustion system configurations (with and
without PM).

As a reference for research on combustion processes in porous reactors, first of all
the combustion of diesel spray is investigated in a wide range of initial pressures and
temperatures. The obtained results are used for comparison of related processes with
and without porous reactors applied to the combustion chamber. For all experiments,
no air motion (like swirl or squish) is applied. Hence, the test chamber allows the ana-
lysis of a pure effect of diesel sprays on low- and high-temperature oxidation processes.
Furthermore, the test chamber allows the analysis of the thermal auto-ignition process
when no porous reactor is applied.
In both configurations, with and without porous reactors, the heat release processes

in the chamber after fuel injection begins are investigated within a wide range of initial
pressure and temperature: initial pressure, pIB, from 1 bar to 20 bar and initial tem-
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perature, TIB, from 200 ◦C to 700 ◦C. The fuel injection pressure, pinj , is kept constant
at 600 bar for all investigations in both chamber configurations, free volume and porous
reactors. In the range of initial parameters, individual experiments with corresponding
recorded pressure histories are conducted during the following test series. The test
series are chosen by the criteria of constant energy supply (by mass of supplied fuel),
while other thermodynamic parameters are varied (see also fig. 8.1):

(a) At constant initial temperatures TIB for different initial chamber pressures pIB

and constant amount of injected fuel mfuel; range of initial temperatures: TIB =
200 ◦C . . . 600 ◦C

(b) At constant initial chamber pressures pIB for different initial temperatures TIB

and constant air excess ratio λ; temperature range: TIB = 200 ◦C . . . 600 ◦C;
pressure range: pIB = 5 bar . . . 20 bar

(c) At constant mass of injected fuel and constant air excess ratio λ, i.e. over initial
temperature range TIB = 200 ◦C . . . 600 ◦C the initial pressure needs to vary due
to constant mass of air trapped in the chamber.
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(a) TIB = const., mfuel = const., pIB = var.

(b) pIB = const., mfuel = const., TIB = var.

(c) λ = const., mfuel = const., TIB = var.

Figure 8.1: Overview of investigated range of initial pressure and temperature including
selected test series with constant initial temperature TIB (a), with constant
initial pressure pIB (b) and with constant air excess ratio λ (c)

First of all, in this chapter (section 8.1), the free volume heat release process is in-
vestigated and analysed. In section 8.2, the heat release process in porous reactors
is investigated and analysed by using one selected representative combustion reactor
configuration. Thereafter, the most important parameters, describing the process (char-
acteristic time, reaction rate and maximum temperature) of different porous reactors
are compared. This comparison results in analysing the influence of different porous
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reactor parameters (pore size, inner surface, heat capacity, structure, etc.) on the heat
release process (section 8.3). As an overview, the most important parameters are then
displayed over all investigated initial pressures and temperatures (section 8.4). The
selected parameters are the characteristic time tcomb, the number of recognisable com-
bustion regimes and the reaction rates of the high-temperature oxidation process. This
overview is given for all investigated porous reactors and the free volume reference case.

8.1 Combustion of diesel spray in free volume

For the comparison of the combustion process in porous reactors, the reference case in
the present study is the combustion of diesel spray in free volume. In this case, the
combustion chamber contains no porous reactor. When analysing the process under
free volume conditions, it must be considered that no air movement is applied to the
chamber. Hence, results may be different to those of real diesel engine combustion
process (with strong swirl and squish motion). The combustion of diesel spray in free
volume is investigated in numerous experiments along above described test series, see
fig. 8.1. The measured pressure histories are analysed using the heat release model
introduced in section 5.3. As also displayed in fig. 5.7, the heat release process may
be characterised by the number of recognisable combustion regimes. Furthermore, the
time delay and the average reaction rate of the high-temperature oxidation regime allow
a description of the heat release process dynamics and its time scale.
After the analysis of the free volume combustion conditions, five characteristic areas

can be highlighted in the range of investigated initial pressure and temperature. These
five characteristic regions are qualitatively displayed in fig. 8.2. As an example for each
characteristic region, selected pressure histories are displayed in fig. 8.3.
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Figure 8.2: Five characteristic areas in the range of investigated initial conditions pIB

and TIB
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TIB = 450°C; pIB = 3.5 bar; mfuel = 7.5 mg
λ = 1.5

TIB = 300°C; pIB = 10 bar; mfuel = 23.5 mg
λ = 1.5

TIB = 600°C; pIB = 10 bar; mfuel = 15.4 mg
λ = 1.5

TIB = 450°C; pIB = 10 bar; mfuel = 18.6 mg
λ = 1.5

TIB = 650°C; pIB = 19 bar; mfuel = 26.4 mg
λ = 1.5

Figure 8.3: Examples of pressure histories (a) and corresponding zoom to low pressure
changes (b) to recognise pre-ignition processes for each described charac-
teristic area (1). . . (5)
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These five characteristic areas (as shown in fig. 8.2 and 8.3) can be characterised as
follows:

1. At low initial pressures, even up to high initial temperatures (area 1 in fig. 8.2),
the heat release process is characterised by a very low reaction rate (mostly
< 1 bar/ms). The pressure histories clearly show three combustion regimes of
cool- and blue-flame reaction as well as the high-temperature oxidation regime
(see also in fig. 8.3 (1)).

2. The similar low reaction rates (mostly < 1 bar/ms) and very long time delays
(mostly > 20 ms) are recorded in a range of low initial temperature for all invest-
igated initial pressures. However, in this area (area 2 in fig. 8.2), the heat release
process is characterised clearly by only one recognisable combustion regime (see
also in fig. 8.3 (2)).

3. Area 3 in fig. 8.2 (low to medium initial pressures and medium to high initial tem-
peratures) shows three recognisable combustion regimes (fig. 8.3 (3)), similar to
area 1. However, the reaction rate is increased to a medium range of ∼ 5 bar/ms
and the time delay is shortened (< 10 ms).

4. A similar time delay (< 10 ms) is recognisable in the pressure histories of the
combustion processes in characteristic area 4 (fig. 8.2). However, the reaction
rate is lower (< 10 bar/ms) and only two combustion regimes can be recognised
(fig. 8.3 (4)), i.e. the low-temperature oxidation processes (cool- and blue-flame
reaction) cannot be separated (as described in section 5.3). This characteristic
area is located in the range of low to medium initial temperatures and medium
to high initial pressures.

5. Finally, at medium to high initial pressures and medium to high initial temperat-
ures (area 5 in fig. 8.2), the heat release processes are characterised by very short
time delays (< 2 ms) and very high reaction rates (> 20 bar/ms). Again, low-
temperature oxidation processes cannot be separated from each other. Hence,
only two combustion regimes are recognisable (fig. 8.3 (5)).

In this section, the process behaviour of free volume diesel combustion over a wide
range of initial pressure and temperature is investigated. Selected test series have been
defined in order to investigate the influence of initial pressure and temperature on the
heat release process. These test series are characterised as follows:

1. Influence of initial pressure on the heat release process at constant initial tem-
perature TIB = 400 ◦C and constant mass of injected fuel mfuel = 23.7 mg. The
initial pressure pIB is varied from pIB = 5 bar to pIB = 18 bar. Due to the test
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conditions, the air excess ratio cannot be constant in this test series and increases
with increased initial pressure (λ = f(pIB)).

2. Influence of initial pressure on the heat release process at higher constant initial
temperature TIB = 600 ◦C and constant mass of injected fuel mfuel = 23.7 mg.
The initial pressure is varied from pIB = 8 bar to pIB = 20 bar. Again, the air
excess ratio rises with initial pressure (λ = f(pIB)).

3. Influence of initial temperature on the heat release process at constant mass of
injected fuel mfuel = 26.4 mg and constant air excess ratio λ = 1.5. In this test
series, the initial temperature is varied from TIB = 300 ◦C to TIB = 700 ◦C. Due
to the test conditions, the initial pressure must increase with increased initial
temperature (pIB = f(TIB)).

4. Influence of initial temperature on the heat release process at lower constant mass
of injected fuel mfuel = 7.5 mg and constant air excess ratio λ = 1.5. The initial
temperature is varied from TIB = 300 ◦C to TIB = 700 ◦C and again, the initial
pressure depends on the initial temperature (pIB = f(TIB)).

5. Influence of initial temperature on the heat release process at constant initial
pressure pIB = 18 bar and constant mass of injected fuel mfuel = 23.7 mg. The
initial temperature is varied from TIB = 300 ◦C to TIB = 700 ◦C. Due to the test
conditions, the air excess ratio must rise with initial temperature (λ = f(TIB)).

8.1.1 Influence of initial pressure on heat release process at constant
initial temperature

In order to investigate the influence of initial pressure on the heat release process, the
following test series is defined by the following parameters: constant initial temperature
TIB = 400 ◦C, constant mass of injected fuel mfuel = 23.7 mg and various initial
pressures pIB. Due to the test conditions, the air excess ratio rises with initial pressure
λ = f(pIB). The pressure and temperature histories are shown in fig. 8.4.
As it can be seen in fig. 8.4, the pressure change in the combustion chamber rises

with pIB. Furthermore, the temperature history distribution shows a dependence of
maximum temperature1 on mixture composition (λ), see also fig. 8.5 (c). Moreover, as
it can be seen clearly, both histories show “irregular” distribution of curves with respect
to variations in the initial chamber pressure pIB. Especially at the lowest investigated
pressure pIB = 5 bar the process is highly delayed. At a very early stage (t ≤ 5 ms)

1The maximum temperature is calculated from the maximum pressure under isochoric conditions and
does not describe the maximum local combustion temperature.
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Figure 8.4: Pressure histories (a) and temperature histories (b) of test series at medium
initial temperature TIB = 400 ◦C and various initial pressures; mfuel =
23.7 mg

the process is in principal the same for all investigated pressures. It must be noted
that no air movement is applied to the chamber in order to allow a direct comparison
of porous reactor systems and the free volume case. Effects of the air excess ration on
the process delay may thus be lowered.
By a closer look at the characteristic time tcomb in fig. 8.5 (a), it can be seen that

the higher the chamber pressure is, the shorter is the characteristic time. However,
in a range from 14 bar to 18 bar, the delay is again longer. The investigation of the
average reaction rate2 (fig. 8.5 (b)) shows that the reaction rate is maximal within the
middle range of initial pressures and drops significantly in the pressure range from
12 bar to 16 bar. This indicates that the reaction rate does not gradually change with
the chamber pressure and that the reaction rate is maximal only in a limited pressure
range.
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Figure 8.5: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over various initial pressures pIB at TIB = 400 ◦C

2The reaction rate is determined by the average slope of the high-temperature oxidation regime slcomb

in the pressure history.
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8.1.2 Influence of initial pressure on heat release process at higher
constant initial temperature

In order to investigate the influence of initial pressure on the heat release process, a
similar test series with even higher initial temperature TIB = 600 ◦C is carried out.
The mass of injected fuel mfuel = 23.7 mg was kept constant and the initial pressures
pIB was varied. Again, air excess ratio depends on the other defined parameters and
will increase proportionally to the initial pressure (λ = f(pIB)). The results are shown
in fig. 8.6.
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Figure 8.6: Pressure histories (a) and temperature histories (b) of test series at higher
initial temperature TIB = 600 ◦C and various initial pressures; mfuel =
23.7 mg

Fig. 8.6 shows the chamber pressure history at different pIB, proving again, the
higher the chamber pressure is, the shorter is the delay. The rate of the fuel vaporisa-
tion process is almost constant, however, the lower the pressure pIB is, the longer is τv

and the lower is ∆pv. This is especially visible at lower chamber pressures pIB and can
be explained by the pre-ignition processes starting even earlier during the vaporisation
process at a rising chamber pressure. Both pressure and temperature histories show
multi-step oxidation processes in all investigated cases over various initial pressures.
However, a transition is visible from a multi-step process with three recognisable com-
bustion regimes at low pIB to a multi-step process with two combustion regimes at
high pIB.
The distribution of characteristic time tcomb shows continuously decreasing values

with rising initial pressure (fig. 8.7 (a)). The reaction rate depends on the pressure pIB

and increases from 14 bar/ms at pIB = 8 bar to 37 bar/ms at pIB = 20 bar (fig. 8.7 (b)).
Finally, as it can be seen in fig. 8.7 (c), the maximum temperature decreases continu-
ously with increased initial chamber pressure, depending on the air excess ratio (con-
stant mfuel).
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Figure 8.7: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over various initial pressures pIB at TIB = 600 ◦C

8.1.3 Influence of initial temperature on heat release process at constant
mass of injected fuel

This selected test series varies the initial temperatures TIB to show its influence on
particular processes. For this series, the mass of injected fuel is kept constant at
mfuel = 26.4 mg, and so is the trapped mass of air. Thus, the air excess ratio (λ = 1.5)
remains constant. Due to various initial temperatures TIB and all other constant para-
meters, the initial pressure rises with initial temperature pIB = f(TIB). The following
investigation has also been published by Weclas and Cypris (2012a). Fig. 8.8 presents
pressure and temperature histories of this test series at various initial temperatures.
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Figure 8.8: Pressure histories (a) and temperature histories (b) of test series at higher
mass of injected fuel mfuel = 26.4 mg and various initial temperatures TIB

The pressure distribution (fig. 8.8 (a)) after the start of injection shows different char-
acteristic regimes. The range of low temperatures (TIB ∼ 300 ◦C) is characterised by a
very long time delay at a range of 60 ms (out of range for display in fig. 8.8). However,
the process accelerates with increased temperature and pressure. The process accel-
eration is also visible in the distribution of temperature histories in fig. 8.8 (b), which
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are calculated by the pressure histories and isochoric conditions. It is also visible how
the heat release process changes in recognisable combustion regimes. At low initial
temperatures TIB ≤ 400 ◦C, the heat release process is characterised by a single-step
distribution. At higher initial temperatures a multi-step oxidation process with two
different combustion regimes can be recognised. At TIB = 600 ◦C, even three different
regimes are indicated (see in fig. 8.8 (b)). An initial part of the process (during τv) is
almost independent from chamber pressure pIB and temperature TIB. Only the dura-
tion of this process (τv and τ1) decreases with increased temperature and corresponding
chamber pressure, see fig. 8.8 (a). This is attributed to the reducing delay of pre-ignition
processes with increased temperature, leading to a clear overlap of processes.
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Figure 8.9: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over various initial temperatures TIB at constant
λ = 1.5 and mass of injected fuel mfuel = 26.4 mg

As it can be seen in fig. 8.9 (a), values of characteristic time tcomb rapidly decrease
with increased initial temperature TIB. At high chamber temperatures, this rapid
change in tcomb is significantly reduced. At temperatures from 400 ◦C to 450 ◦C, this
time delay is reduced to approximately 4 ms to 5 ms. At temperatures from 500 ◦C
to 550 ◦C, this time is again reduced to approximately 2 ms. At high temperatures
TIB > 600 ◦C, the time delay is even shorter in the order of 1 ms. Additionally, it is
necessary to mention that at the highest investigated temperatures, the time delay is
such short that the ignition process instantly follows fuel injection. Consequently, this
reduces the available time for mixture formation in the chamber.
As shown in fig. 8.9 (b), the average reaction rate rises continuously with increased

temperature, while for temperatures higher than 600 ◦C the reaction rate again de-
creases. In fig. 8.9 (c), the maximum average temperature of the process is displayed.
As it can be seen, Tmax rises continuously to almost 1200 ◦C at an initial temperat-
ure TIB = 600 ◦C. At even higher initial temperatures, the maximum temperature
is reduced to about 1100 ◦C and remains almost constant at initial temperatures of
TIB = 650 ◦C and TIB = 700 ◦C.
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8.1.4 Influence of initial temperature on heat release process at lower
constant mass of injected fuel

This test series is similar to that presented previously, but the injected mass of fuel is
reduced (mfuel = 7.5 mg). The trapped mass of air (mA) is also reduced for setting
the same air excess ratio as in the previous case (λ = 1.5). Moreover, to realise these
conditions, the initial pressure will also be lower (see also fig. 8.1). Fig. 8.10 presents
pressure and temperature histories at various initial temperatures.
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Figure 8.10: Pressure histories (a) and temperature histories (b) of test series at lower
mass of injected fuel mfuel = 7.5 mg and various initial temperatures

A first insight into the process indicates that at this low amount of injected fuel the
process is far more delayed as compared to above analysed higher amounts of injected
fuel. At low chamber temperature TIB < 400 ◦C, a very slow increase of chamber
pressure at an early stage of the pressure history suggests a very slow reaction of
cool-flames. This part of the process accelerates at higher temperatures. An increasing
temperature will rapidly accelerate the whole process, which clearly shows its character
of a multi-step process. As an exception, at maximum temperature the process is
characterised by a single-step reaction (see also fig. 8.10). This may indicate a further
characteristic area in the p-T-field as presented in fig. 8.2, but more experimental
data are necessary to validate this. As it can be seen in fig. 8.11, the distribution of
characteristic time tcomb shows continuously falling values of tcomb and tCF . The delay
of combustion (tcomb) is very long (∼ 75 ms) at low initial temperatures TIB = 300 ◦C,
while it decreases at rising initial temperatures. At temperatures TIB > 450 ◦C, the
characteristic time of the combustion process tcomb decreases almost linearly to a value
in the order of 5 ms at TIB = 700 ◦C.
The reaction rate increases at increasing chamber temperature (and pressure), ran-

ging up to 450 ◦C, where it reaches a local maximum. Further increase of temperature
and pressure reduces the reaction rate, while showing a local minimum at a temperature
range from 450 ◦C to 650 ◦C. Further increasing the temperature will again increase
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Figure 8.11: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over various initial temperatures TIB at constant
λ = 1.5 and mass of injected fuel mfuel = 7.5 mg

the reaction rate. Nevertheless, compared to the previous case with a higher mass of
injected fuel, the reaction rate is drastically reduced. The lowered amount of injected
fuel changes the mixture formation process as compared to the previous case. This, in
combination with the lack of air motion, may cause such low reaction rates. The max-
imum temperature Tmax shows a similar distribution over the initial temperature TIB,
see fig. 8.11 (c). The maximum temperature rises continuously with increased initial
temperature to Tmax = 1200 ◦C at TIB = 700 ◦C.

8.1.5 Influence of initial temperature on heat release process at constant
initial pressure

A last example of investigated test series without an application of porous media, shall
investigate the influence of initial temperature on the heat release process at constant
initial pressure. This test is performed under the following conditions: constant initial
pressure pIB = 18 bar, constant mass of injected fuel mfuel = 23.7 mg and varying
initial temperatures TIB. The air excess ratio also rises with the initial temperature
(λ = f(TIB)) (compare also to fig. 8.1).
The measured pressure histories of this test series and the corresponding temperature

histories are presented in fig. 8.12. The heat release process visibly accelerates with
increased initial temperature TIB, while at the highest investigated temperature the
pressure histories are close to each other, see fig. 8.12 (a). Additionally, the temperature
histories (fig. 8.12 (b)) show the characteristic shape of histories, changing from single-
step at lower TIB to multi-step at medium and high TIB.
Fig. 8.13 (a) shows the distribution of characteristic time tcomb as a function of cham-

ber temperature TIB. Due to a very long time delay (∼ 66 ms) of the process at the
lowest chamber temperature TIB = 300 ◦C, the lower limit of this diagram has been
set at TIB = 350 ◦C. The higher the chamber temperature is, the shorter is the time
delay. However, at a range of temperature TIB < 500 ◦C, this time gradually (almost
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Figure 8.12: Pressure histories (a) and temperature histories (b) of test series at con-
stant initial chamber pressure pIB = 18 bar and various initial temperat-
ures TIB; mfuel = 23.7 mg
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Figure 8.13: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over initial temperature TIB at constant initial pres-
sure pIB = 18 bar and mass of injected fuel mfuel = 23.7 mg

linearly) decreases at increased initial temperature. At higher temperatures, the time
delay tcomb is only slightly depending on temperature and reaches values of some 2 ms.
A similar behaviour is observed for the time delay tCF . The analysis of the reaction rate
as a function of temperature TIB is shown in fig. 8.13 (b). The reaction rate rises with
increased temperatures, reaching its maximum of 30 bar/ms at TIB = 600 ◦C, while it
is reduced to approximately 20 bar/ms at even higher temperatures. The reaction rate
is relatively low (< 1 bar/ms) at the lowest investigated temperatures (∼ 300 ◦C).

These chosen examples of combustion processes were measured in the combustion
chamber under free volume conditions, i.e. no PM was applied to the combustion
chamber. The collected data is used in the following section of this thesis as a reference
case for comparison to the combustion process performed in porous reactors.
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8.2 Combustion process in porous reactors

This section will present the first results of transient combustion in porous reactors.
This investigation is based on the same test conditions as the previously described free
volume case. In order to get a better understanding of the influence of different PM-
properties, various porous reactors are selected for experimental investigation. These
are on the one hand ceramic foams with different pore size and on the other hand a
unique new PM-structure – a ceramic macro-cellular reactor. The latter one has been
designed, manufactured and used specifically for this experimental investigation. In
table 8.1, the investigated reactors and their properties are presented.

Table 8.1: Overview of porous reactors, used for experimental investigation

Structure Pore density Material Pore size Porosity Mass
[ppi] [mm] [%] [g]

Foam 8 SiC 5.5 89.4 22.7
Foam 10 SiC 5.0 89.6 22.2
Foam 20 SiC 2.9 89.9 22.0
Foam 30 SiC 2.7 90.0 21.6
Macro-cellular – SiC – 84.8 31.1

The heat release process in these reactors is investigated under the same conditions
and test series as described earlier in the free volume case. However, the solid phase of
the PM-structure reduces the chamber volume for the trapped air. Consequently, not
all initial conditions like pressure, mass of air and mass of injected fuel (air excess ratio
λ) can be equally set as in the free volume case. In order to keep the energy supply to
the system constant and comparable, the same mass of fuel injected to the chamber is
defined as under free volume conditions. Due to the PM’s solid phase, the pore volume
is lower than the volume available under free volume conditions. Thus, the mass of
trapped air is reduced in the PM case in order to keep the initial chamber pressure
comparable to the free volume combustion process, as described in section 8.1. This
results in a lowered air excess ratio.

For the verification of the applicability of homogeneous combustion in porous reactors
to IC-engines, the heat release process in porous reactors is compared to the free volume
combustion as a reference case (see section 8.1). The time scale of the low- and high-
temperature oxidation processes is of special interest. Firstly, a description of the heat
release process in porous reactors is given for one selected PM-reactor, using the same
test series as in the free volume case. A foam reactor with a pore density of 8 ppi is
selected as a representative example (see also table 8.1).
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8.2.1 Influence of initial pressure on heat release process at constant
initial temperature in selected foam reactor

In the first test series, the heat release process in a 8 ppi SiC foam reactor is investig-
ated under various initial pressures pIB = 8 bar . . . 20 bar and constant initial reactor
temperature TIB = 400 ◦C. Furthermore, it is compared to the free volume combus-
tion process. Under these conditions, the air excess ratio must change with varying
initial pressure (λ = f(pIB)). The pressure and temperature histories are presented
in fig. 8.14. While the solid black lines represent the porous reactor case, the grey
background lines represent the free volume case, allowing a direct comparison.
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Figure 8.14: Pressure histories (a) and temperature histories (b) of test series at me-
dium initial temperature TIB = 400 ◦C and various initial pressures in
8 ppi porous reactor (black) and free volume (grey); mfuel = 23.7 mg

The heat release process in the porous reactor shows a similar shape in pressure
and temperature history, i.e. under both conditions the same combustion regimes
are recognisable. Among all investigated initial pressures, the heat release process is
characterised by a single-step oxidation process, similar to the free volume process.
The series of curves in fig. 8.14 shows that at lowest investigated initial pressure

(pIB = 8 bar) the ignition delay is similar under both conditions, free volume and
PM. With increased initial pressure the delay decreases under PM-conditions. This
is in contrast to the free volume case. Here, the ignition delay is nearly constant in
the investigated range of initial pressures, with a tendency towards increasing delay
with increased initial pressure. Again, it must be noted that no air motion in the
chamber may change the influence of air excess ratio on the process delay under free
volume conditions. A lower pressure and temperature change is recognisable under
PM-conditions, compared to free volume conditions, see fig. 8.14. Nevertheless, under
both conditions, the temperature change reduces with increased initial pressure pIB

(causing an increase of air excess ratio).
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Figure 8.15: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over various initial pressures pIB at TIB = 400 ◦C
in 8 ppi-reactor (PM8 ppi) and free volume (FV)

Fig. 8.15 gives an overview of further parameters describing the heat release process.
The characteristic time delay decreases continuously with increased initial pressure in
a porous reactor. Under free volume conditions, the time delay even raises again at
higher pressures of this investigated test series (see also section 8.1). The reaction rate
in the porous reactor increases with increased initial pressure, being far higher than
that of the free volume combustion at high initial pressures pIB. This is in contrast
to the free volume case, where the average reaction rate reduces with increased initial
pressure.
The maximum temperature is significantly lower in the porous reactor than in the

free volume case, while increasing initial pressure in both cases leads to a reduction
of maximum temperatures. It must be noted that, due to its large heat capacity, the
porous reactor is able to accumulate heat from the combustion process. This heat is
available for the next cycle, e.g. for vaporisation of the fuel. This ability of accumulating
heat plays a key role for heat release processes inside the PM-volume and must be taken
into account when analysing the heat release processes in porous reactors.

8.2.2 Influence of initial pressure on heat release process at higher
constant initial temperature in selected foam reactor

The next selected test series for analysing the heat release process in the 8 ppi porous re-
actor is defined by the following parameters: constant initial temperature TIB = 600 ◦C,
constant mass of injected fuel mfuel = 23.7 mg and varying initial pressures. Fig. 8.16
shows histories of pressure and corresponding temperature under these conditions.
The characteristic time delay continuously decreases with increased initial pressure.

Furthermore, the process’ characteristic shape changes from a multi-step oxidation pro-
cess with three combustion regimes at lower initial pressures to a multi-step oxidation
process with two recognisable combustion regimes only at higher initial pressures. An
early stage of the process (≤ 1 ms after injection begin) is almost independent from
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Figure 8.16: Pressure histories (a) and temperature histories (b) of test series at higher
initial temperature TIB = 600 ◦C and various initial pressures in 8 ppi
porous reactor (black) and free volume (grey); mfuel = 23.7 mg
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Figure 8.17: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over various initial pressures pIB at TIB = 600 ◦C
in 8 ppi-reactor (PM8 ppi) and free volume (FV)

initial pressure, showing the same trend for all investigated initial pressures pIB. With
increased initial pressure, the negative pressure change reduces due to a reduced delay
of pre-ignition processes. The temperature histories (fig. 8.16 (b)) show a reduction of
maximum temperature with increased initial chamber pressure. In fig. 8.17, further
process-describing parameters are displayed.
The characteristic time tcomb decreases continuously with increased initial pressure

pIB from shorter than 5 ms at pIB = 8 bar to shorter than 2 ms at pIB = 20 bar, as
seen in fig. 8.17 (a). At all investigated pressures under combustion reactor conditions,
the characteristic time tcomb is slightly lower than under free volume conditions.
The average reaction rate of the high-temperature oxidation regime shows increasing

values in the range of initial pressure from 8 bar to 16 bar (fig. 8.17 (b)). A further
increase of initial pressure does not increase the reaction rate. This is in contrast to
the behaviour under free volume conditions with a further rising reaction rate (after
a plateaux). Under PM-conditions, the values of reaction rates are clearly lower than
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those under free volume conditions. This behaviour in porous reactors can again be
explained by the heat accumulation in the solid phase, which avoids a drastic increase
of the temperature and hence limits the heat release rate.
As indicated in the temperature histories, the maximum temperature continuously

reduces with increased pIB from ∼ 950 ◦C at pIB = 8 bar to ∼ 850 ◦C at pIB = 20 bar,
see fig. 8.17 (c). Furthermore, it can be seen that the decrease of maximum temperature
over initial pressure is stronger under free volume conditions than under PM-conditions.
However, it also needs to be considered that the heat transfer to the system walls is
different under porous reactor conditions: in a free volume the heat is mostly transferred
by convection to the system wall, while under PM-conditions the heat is also transferred
by radiation.

8.2.3 Influence of initial temperature on heat release process at constant
mass of injected fuel in selected foam reactor

In the next selected test series, the initial temperature TIB is varied, while the air
excess ratio and the mass of injected fuel are kept constant (mfuel = 26.4 mg). These
constant parameters, in combination with the variation of initial temperature, require
the initial pressure rising with the initial temperature (pIB = f(TIB)). Pressure and
corresponding temperature histories of this test series are presented in fig. 8.18.
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Figure 8.18: Pressure histories (a) and temperature histories (b) of test series at higher
mass of injected fuel mfuel = 26.4 mg and various initial temperatures TIB

in 8 ppi porous reactor (black) and free volume (grey)

The pressure histories show a reduction of the process delay with increased initial
temperature, while the process history at TIB = 350 ◦C is out of range for display in
fig. 8.18 (a). Furthermore, the heat release process changes with initial temperature
from a single-step to a multi-step process with two different recognisable combustion
regimes, see fig. 8.18 (b). Additionally, it is visible that the maximum temperature rises
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Figure 8.19: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over various initial temperatures TIB at constant
fuel-mass of 26.4 mg in 8 ppi-reactor (PM8ppi) and free volume (FV)

with the initial temperature, but does only marginally exceed 900 ◦C at highest initial
temperatures.
Fig. 8.19 (a) shows the characteristic time tcomb over the initial temperature TIB un-

der both conditions (free volume and porous reactor with 8 ppi pore density). As it
can be observed, the characteristic time decreases with increased TIB. In comparison
to the free volume process, the characteristic time in the 8 ppi foam reactor has higher
values at initial temperatures lower than 550 ◦C. At higher TIB, the characteristic
time in case of the porous reactor is lower than under free volume conditions. The
reaction rate in the 8 ppi combustion reactor is displayed in fig. 8.19 (b). The reaction
rate has a local minimum at TIB = 350 ◦C, rises to a local maximum of > 25 bar/ms
at TIB = 550 ◦C until decreasing to ∼ 21 bar/ms at TIB = 600 ◦C. Compared to the
free volume results, it can be seen that at initial temperatures ≤ 550 ◦C under both
conditions the difference between the individual reaction rates is very low. However,
at the highest investigated initial temperature (600 ◦C), the reaction rate under free
volume conditions is far higher than under reactor conditions. Regarding the distri-
bution of maximum temperature in fig. 8.19 (c), the temperature is obviously reduced
under reactor conditions. At the highest investigated initial temperatures (550 ◦C and
600 ◦C), the maximum temperature of the process in PM shows almost constant value
of ∼ 900 ◦C. Under free volume conditions the maximum temperature continuously
rises to ∼ 1200 ◦C at TIB = 600 ◦C.

8.2.4 Influence of initial temperature on heat release process at lower
constant mass of injected fuel in selected foam reactor

The heat release process is investigated under similar conditions as in the previous
case. However, the mass of injected fuel is reduced to mfuel = 7.5 mg. Again, the air
excess ratio is kept constant, while the initial temperature is varied. The pressure and
temperature histories of such test series are displayed in fig. 8.20.
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Figure 8.20: Pressure histories (a) and temperature histories (b) of test series at lower
mass of injected fuel mfuel = 7.5 mg and various initial temperatures TIB

in 8 ppi porous reactor (black) and free volume (grey)
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Figure 8.21: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over various initial temperatures TIB at constant
mass of injected fuel mfuel = 7.5 mg in 8 ppi-reactor (PM8 ppi) and free
volume (FV)

As compared to the previous case, the heat release process is far more delayed and
characterised by a multi-step oxidation process, see fig. 8.20. The pressure change due
to pre-ignition processes (cool- and blue-flame reactions) reduces with increased initial
temperature, see fig. 8.20 (a) and correlates with free volume conditions, see fig. 8.20 (b).
Furthermore, in the free volume case, the duration of pre-ignition processes is longer
and the delay of first recognisable reactions is reduced. Additionally, the process under
PM-conditions shows reduced pressure changes as compared to the free volume case in
either direction: negative pressure change (vaporisation) and positive pressure change
(heat release).
Fig. 8.21 (a) shows the characteristic time tcomb in dependence on initial temperature

TIB. The characteristic time decreases continuously from ∼ 90 ms at TIB = 350 ◦C to
∼ 10 ms at TIB = 600 ◦C. In comparison to the free volume case, the characteristic
time in the 8 ppi porous reactor is higher for TIB < 450 ◦C and lower for higher initial
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temperatures. Nevertheless, compared to the previous test series with a higher amount
of injected fuel and same air excess ratio, the process is far more delayed in both cases.
The average reaction rate is displayed in fig. 8.21 (b) over initial temperature TIB. In
both cases, free volume and porous reactor, the reaction rate remains below 1 bar/ms
and is very low in comparison to the test series with a higher amount of injected fuel
and higher initial pressures. It must again be noted that the lowered amount of injected
fuel changes the mixture formation process, possibly causing such low reaction rates.
In a range of initial temperature between 450 ◦C and 550 ◦C, the reaction rate in the
8 ppi porous reactor is higher than in the free volume case, while at TIB = 600 ◦C
the reaction rate is higher in the free volume case as compared to the PM case. At
TIB ≤ 450 ◦C the reaction rate is almost similar under both conditions. A continuous
increase of maximum temperature with increased initial temperature in the investigated
range is shown in fig. 8.21 (c). Moreover, the maximum temperature in the PM case is
lower than under free volume conditions.

8.2.5 Influence of initial temperature on heat release process at constant
initial pressure in selected reactor

A final description of the heat release process is given under constant initial pressure
conditions (pIB = 18 bar), whilst the initial temperature is varied. Furthermore, the
mass of injected fuel is kept constant at mfuel = 23.7 mg.
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Figure 8.22: Pressure histories (a) and temperature histories (b) of test series at con-
stant initial chamber pressure pIB = 18 bar and various initial tem-
peratures TIB in 8 ppi porous reactor (black) and free volume (grey);
mfuel = 23.7 mg

The pressure histories in fig. 8.22 (a) show an acceleration of the process (reduced
time delay) with increased initial temperature TIB. Furthermore, a multi-step oxidation
process with two different combustion regimes is recognisable for all curves in the
investigated range. The pressure change due to fuel vaporisation is similar for all
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initial temperatures and histories follow the same trend. The temperature histories
(fig. 8.22 (b)) underline the process’ multi-step oxidation behaviour and show a reduced
temperature peak as compared to the free volume process. Furthermore, the process in
the 8 ppi porous reactor is accelerated, compared to the free volume case, recognisable
by a reduced time delay and an increased reaction rate. These parameters are closely
investigated in fig. 8.23.
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Figure 8.23: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over initial temperature TIB at constant initial
pressure pIB = 18 bar and mass of injected fuel mfuel = 23.7 mg in 8 ppi-
reactor (PM8 ppi) and free volume (FV)

The characteristic time tcomb (fig. 8.23 (a)) of the heat release process in the PM
decreases continuously from ∼ 45 ms at TIB = 300 ◦C to < 2 ms at TIB = 600 ◦C.
Moreover, the characteristic time is shorter under PM conditions than in the free volume
case under all investigated initial temperatures (except at TIB = 500 ◦C). However,
at high initial temperatures (TIB ≥ 450 ◦C), the difference in the characteristic time
between both cases is very small and in the order of statistical variations. Up to an
initial temperature TIB = 550 ◦C, the reaction rate in the PM case is higher than in
the free volume case. At the highest investigated temperature, the reaction rate in the
free volume case is higher than in the PM case, see fig. 8.23 (c). The reaction rate
in the PM case rises continuously from ∼ 2 bar/ms at TIB = 300 ◦C to ∼ 20 bar/ms
at TIB = 450 ◦C. At higher initial temperatures, the reaction rate fluctuates between
18 bar/ms and 26 bar/ms. The maximum temperature, as presented in fig. 8.23 (c),
rises with increased initial temperature in a range of TIB ≥ 400 ◦C. This trend indicates
that the low value at TIB = 350 ◦C is an outlier. In comparison to the free volume
process, the maximum temperature is clearly reduced by an almost constant value,
while at the highest investigated initial temperature (TIB = 600 ◦C) the difference is
higher.
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8.3 Comparison of heat release process in different porous
reactors

In the following section, the heat release processes in various porous reactors is analysed
and compared to each other. This process is performed in various foam reactors with
different pore densities, i.e. pore size. Furthermore, this is compared with a specifically
designed macro-cellular reactor (MCR). The selected foam reactors have a pore density
of 8 ppi, 10 ppi, 20 ppi and 30 ppi, while the reactor mass and porosity are similar
for all investigated foam reactors. Due to the different pore sizes, the inner surface
area of the considered foam reactors is different. This is an important parameter for
heat transfer that needs to be considered in the analysis. Besides the described foam
reactors, the heat release process is also investigated in a macro-cellular reactor in order
to present further possible designs of porous reactors. The advantage of the macro-
cellular reactor is that it can be designed in almost any kind of structure and pore size.
This provides the possibility for a purposive support of individual processes and other
thermodynamically important parameters. This is not possible with foam structures.
The comparison of the heat release process in different porous reactors is performed
in two steps. First, the pressure and pressure gradient histories of different porous
reactors and free volume conditions are compared under selected initial conditions.
Secondly, process characterising parameters of different porous reactors are compared
over complete test series.

8.3.1 Heat release process in foam reactors under constant initial
temperature conditions – a detailed investigation

It must be noted that the different pore density of investigated foam reactors results in
different conditions of fuel injection and spray interaction with porous structure (see
section 7). This has a strong influence on the mixture formation process. Additionally,
it is important to note that the higher the pore density of the foam reactors, the smaller
is the effective pore size and the larger is the specific surface area of the reactor. This is
relevant for the heat transfer between the solid and the gas phase of the porous reactor.

Comparison of different porous reactors at medium initial pressure and two
different initial temperatures

In a first comparison, the heat release process in foam reactors and under free volume
conditions is displayed in fig. 8.24. Fig. 8.24 (a) shows pressure histories, whilst 8.24 (b)
shows corresponding pressure gradient histories. The selected initial conditions are:
pIB = 10 bar at TIB = 400 ◦C and TIB = 600 ◦C.
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Figure 8.24: Pressure histories (a) and pressure gradient histories (b) at two different
initial temperatures in various foam reactors and under free volume con-
ditions at initial pressure pIB = 10 bar

The pressure history distribution shows a dependency of peak pressure on pore dens-
ity. The maximum pressure reduces with increased pore density. This behaviour can
be seen for both investigated initial temperatures (TIB = 400 ◦C and TIB = 600 ◦C).
However, the difference in peak pressure between reactors with low pore density (8 ppi
and 10 ppi) is very small. At TIB = 400 ◦C, the pressure in the 8 ppi reactor is
slightly higher than that of the 10 ppi reactor. At a higher investigated temperature
TIB = 600 ◦C, the 10 ppi reactor shows a higher peak than the 8 ppi reactor.
An investigation of the pressure gradient histories in fig. 8.24 (b) for both initial

temperatures basically shows that higher gradients are measured for lower pore dens-
ities. The pressure gradients in porous reactors are consequently lower than under
free volume conditions. The difference to the free volume process is especially visible
at TIB = 600 ◦C. The process-characterising recognisable combustion regimes are the
same for all investigated foam reactors as well as for the free volume process at both in-
vestigated temperatures. Consequently, this means that the characteristic combustion
regimes mostly depend on initial temperature but not on the presence of a porous re-
actor and its structure. At TIB = 400 ◦C, a single-step oxidation process is recognised,
while at TIB = 600 ◦C, the process is characterised by a multi-step process with three
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Figure 8.25: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) of the oxidation process in different foam reactors
at pIB = 10 bar and two different initial temperatures TIB

different combustion regimes. The time delay of pre-ignition processes is very similar at
TIB = 600 ◦C for all different reactors, even if the high-temperature oxidation regime
shows different delays.
The ignition time delay is represented by the characteristic time tcomb and is displayed

over pore density in fig. 8.25 as well as the average reaction rate and the maximum tem-
perature. It must be noted that the free volume condition is expressed as 0 ppi in these
figures. The differences in characteristic time between the different pore density foam
reactors are higher at TIB = 400 ◦C than at TIB = 600 ◦C (fig. 8.25 (a)). Furthermore,
the characteristic times of the processes in porous reactors are lower as compared to
the free volume process at both temperatures. Especially at TIB = 400 ◦C, the 10 ppi
porous reactor shows a lower value than the other porous reactors.
The reaction rate is dependent on initial temperature and shows higher values at

TIB = 600 ◦C than at TIB = 400 ◦C, see fig. 8.25 (b). Furthermore, the difference in
reaction rate between the porous reactor and the free volume process is very high at
TIB = 600 ◦C, while at TIB = 400 ◦C the differences are small. Moreover, the reaction
rate also depends on the pore density, showing lower values at high pore density reactors
than at low pore density reactors. This dependence of the pore density on the reaction
rate can be explained by the increased specific inner surface area, which has an influence
on the heat transfer between the gas and the solid phase in the porous reactor. This
reflects the ability of reactors to accumulate heat. The interaction of heat transfer and
heat accumulation leads to different results in different porous reactors and as compared
to the free volume case.
The effect of heat accumulation can also be seen in the distribution of maximum

temperature in fig. 8.25 (c). This again shows dependency on both initial temperature as
well as pore density. With increased pore density, the maximum temperature decreases
as a result of the increase of inner surface area and hence increasing heat transfer with
increased pore density.
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Figure 8.26: Pressure histories (a) and pressure gradient histories (b) at two different
initial temperatures in various foam reactors and under free volume con-
ditions at initial pressure pIB = 16 bar

Comparison of different porous reactors at high initial pressure and two different
initial temperatures

The heat release process under the same initial temperature conditions was also in-
vestigated at higher initial pressure pIB = 16 bar. The corresponding histories are
displayed in fig. 8.26. The pressure histories at both initial temperatures show signific-
antly different time delay for reactors with different pore densities and the free volume
process at TIB = 400 ◦C. At TIB = 600 ◦C, the time delay is almost similar for all
investigated configurations. Basically, the pressure peak decreases with increased pore
density at both initial temperatures. However, the low density foams (8 ppi and 10 ppi)
show quite similar temperature peak levels. The difference in pressure peak level to the
free volume process is clearly visible at both investigated initial temperatures.
The characteristic shape of the pressure histories (number of different combustion

regimes) is influenced by initial temperature, as it can be seen in fig. 8.26. At TIB =
600 ◦C, the process is characterised by a multi-step distribution with two different re-
cognisable combustion regimes for all investigated reactors as well as for free volume
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Figure 8.27: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) of oxidation process in different foam reactors at
pIB = 16 bar and two different initial chamber temperatures TIB

conditions. At lower initial temperature (TIB = 400 ◦C), the characterising shape can
not be described explicitly by the pressure history only. The pressure changes prior
to the high-temperature combustion regime are too low for an explicit identification
of low-temperature combustion regimes. However, the pressure gradient distribution
is more sensitive on little changes in the pressure history. Thus, the pressure gradient
distribution also needs to be taken into consideration. Here, the free volume process
shows a single-modal distribution, while at PM-conditions a slight increase of the pres-
sure gradient is visible prior to the main heat release. This indicates an intermediate
state between a single-step and a multi-step oxidation process.
The process-describing parameters such as characteristic time (tcomb), average re-

action rate (determined by the slope in the pressure history slcomb) and maximum
temperature Tmax, are displayed in fig. 8.27.
The distribution of characteristic time over pore density shows almost constant values

of tcomb ≈ 2 ms for TIB = 600 ◦C. However, at lower initial temperature (TIB =
400 ◦C), the characteristic time strongly varies. A local minimum is visible at 10 ppi
pore density, while the highest value is at free volume conditions (0 ppi). Generally,
the characteristic time is temperature-dependent for all investigated configurations,
resulting in a shorter time with higher initial temperature.
The average reaction rate of combustion is also dependent on initial temperature,

showing higher values at higher temperature. However, the influence of pore density
on the reaction rate shows different behaviour for both investigated initial temperatures,
see fig. 8.27 (b). At TIB = 400 ◦C, the reaction rate increases from ∼ 2 bar/ms at free
volume conditions to ∼ 6 bar/ms at the 10 ppi foam reactor. A further increase of
the pore density leads to a decreasing reaction rate to ∼ 3 bar/ms for the 30 ppi foam
reactor. At higher initial temperature (TIB = 600 ◦C), the reaction rate of the free
volume process is the highest of all investigated cases. It clearly exceeds the reaction
rate of porous reactors used for this investigation. The reaction rates in porous reactors
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fluctuate at a level of ∼ 15 bar/ms, while the reaction rate of the 20 ppi foam reactor
is the highest.
The distribution of maximum temperature over pore density shows influence of both

initial temperature and pore density. It increases with increased initial temperature
and decreases with increased pore density at both TIB.

8.3.2 Heat release process in porous reactors under different initial
conditions - a general investigation

The description above analyses the process of two selected pressures and temperatures
only. In the following, a wider range of initial parameters and test series for all selec-
ted porous reactors is investigated. A focus is set on the most important parameters
describing the heat release process; these are the characteristic time tcomb, average re-
action rate (determined from the slope in the pressure history slcomb) and maximum
temperature Tmax. These parameters are taken into account when comparing the heat
release process in different porous reactors in order to analyse the influence of individual
reactor properties.

Different types of porous reactors compared at constant initial temperature

In the first investigation, the process is described at an initial temperature TIB = 400 ◦C
and an initial pressure pIB = 8 bar . . . 20 bar. The process-describing parameters are
displayed in fig. 8.28. The distribution of the characteristic time tcomb in fig. 8.28 (a)
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Figure 8.28: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over initial pressure pIB in different porous reactors
at TIB = 400 ◦C

shows lower values in porous reactors as compared to free volume conditions. However,
at the lowest investigated initial pressure, the characteristic times of all configurations
range in a close frame of 8 ms to 9 ms. Even if the characteristic time of the heat release
process in some porous reactors fluctuates, a tendency of decreasing characteristic times
with increased initial pressure is recognisable. However, such behaviour is not visible
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for free volume conditions. Under free volume conditions, even increasing values of the
characteristic time are recorded with increased initial pressure. It must be noted that
no air movement in the chamber may change the influence of the air excess ratio on
the process delay under free volume conditions. A dependency of characteristic time
and pore size is not recognisable.
The distribution of average reaction rate over initial pressure (fig. 8.28 (b)) shows

continuously increasing values with increased initial temperature. However, under free
volume conditions the process shows opposite behaviour: the reaction rate continu-
ously decreases with increased initial pressure. The highest increase in reaction rate
is recorded for 10 ppi foam reactor. Again, a clear dependency on pore size or pore
structure cannot be recognised.
In fig. 8.28 (c), the maximum temperature is displayed over initial pressure. The

figure shows decreasing maximum temperature with increased initial pressure for all
investigated configurations, especially the free volume case. One exception is the 20 ppi
foam reactor, showing slightly increased values. However, this effect cannot be ex-
plained without further detailed investigation, especially due to the very low changes
of the maximum temperature. What clearly can be seen in fig. 8.28 (c) is the differ-
ent level of maximum temperature showing dependency on reactor pore density. For
foam reactors, the temperature level decreases with increased pore density and thus,
decreasing pore size. The macro-cellular reactor shows a temperature level similar to
the 8 ppi and the 10 ppi foam reactor. This can be explained by the large pores of the
macro-cellular reactor, which correlates to a low pore density of foam reactors. Hence,
the macro-cellular reactor shows similar behaviour due to a similar heat transfer and
heat accumulation.

Different types of porous reactors compared at higher constant initial temperature

The next comparison of the heat release process in different types of porous reactors is
performed under similar initial conditions as in the previous case, but at higher initial
temperature (TIB = 600 ◦C). The results are shown in fig. 8.29.
The characteristic time tcomb shows clear dependency on initial pressure pIB, see

fig. 8.29 (a). For all investigated configurations (free volume and all porous reactors),
the characteristic time decreases with increased initial pressure. Under all investigated
initial pressures, the characteristic time is the longest under free volume conditions.
The range of measured characteristic times (for all investigated configurations) reduces
with initial pressure from ∼ 3− 5 ms at pIB = 8 bar to ∼ 1.5− 2 ms at pIB = 20 bar.
At a higher initial pressure, the differences in characteristic time between the individual
porous reactors are reduced and all different reactors show similar values.
The average reaction rate of the combustion process is displayed over initial pres-

sure in fig. 8.29 (b). The reaction rate increases under free volume conditions from
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Figure 8.29: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over initial pressure pIB in different porous reactors
at TIB = 600 ◦C

∼ 14 bar/ms at pIB = 8 bar to ∼ 47 bar/ms at pIB = 20 bar. The reaction rate in
porous reactors is clearly reduced compared to free volume conditions and does not
exceed 20 bar/ms even at higher initial pressures. The differences between individual
porous reactors are less than the difference between each PM and the free volume case.
The clearly lowered reaction rates in porous reactors (compared to free volume) can be
explained by the heat transfer and heat accumulation in the reactor’s solid phase.
The heat transfer also has influence on the maximum temperature, which is visible in

fig. 8.29 (c). The highest temperature is recognised under free volume conditions, while
the temperatures under PM-conditions are clearly reduced. In case of foam reactors, the
maximum temperature clearly depends on pore density and decreases with increased
pore density (decreasing pore size). The macro-cellular reactor shows highest values
for the PM case, lying between free volume and other porous reactors. Under both
conditions (free volume and porous reactors), the maximum temperature reduces with
an increased initial pressure due to an increase of the air excess ratio. The temperature
decrease is clearly higher in free volume than under PM-conditions, which also depends
on the effect of heat accumulation in the PM.

Different types of porous reactors compared at constant air excess ratio and low
amount of injected fuel

The following comparison of parameters describing the heat release process in different
porous reactors and under free volume conditions is defined by the following conditions:
constant mass of injected fuel (mfuel = 7.5 mg), constant air excess ratio and varying
initial temperatures TIB. The resulting parameters are shown in fig. 8.30.
The distribution of characteristic time tcomb over initial temperature TIB shows a

strong influence of the initial temperature on the characteristic time, see fig. 8.30 (a).
In all investigated configurations (PM and free volume), the values of characteristic time
decrease with increased initial temperature. The difference in characteristic time for
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Figure 8.30: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over initial temperature TIB in different porous
reactors at constant mfuel = 7.5 mg

different porous reactors and the free volume case reduces with increased temperature,
while the 20 ppi foam reactor shows the lowest values.
The average reaction rate over initial temperature, as shown in fig. 8.30 (b), shows

strong scattering at low values (as compared to other test series) for all investigated
configurations. A tendency towards an increasing reaction rate with initial temperat-
ure can be recognised, whilst a significant difference between free volume and porous
reactor conditions is not visible. In general, it must be noted that the lowered amount
of injected fuel changes the mixture formation process in all configurations, possibly
causing such low reaction rates.
The maximum temperature increases almost linearly with increased initial temper-

ature for all investigated conditions. The temperature profiles are almost parallel lines
and the relative location is affected by the reactor’s pore density, see fig. 8.30 (c). The
higher the pore density, the lower is the maximum temperature, which must be correl-
ated with the heat accumulation in the reactor. The highest maximum temperature in
case of porous reactors is determined for the macro-cellular reactor, which has very low
pore density. It must again be noted that varying pore density and pore structure of
porous reactors results in changing conditions for spray distribution inside the struc-
ture. This defines the conditions of mixture formation inside the reactor during direct
fuel injection.

Different types of porous reactors compared at constant air excess ratio and
higher amount of injected fuel

Similar to the previous case, this test series investigates the combustion process un-
der constant air excess ratio conditions over increasing initial temperature, at higher
amount of injected fuel (mfuel = 26.4 mg). The process-describing parameters are
displayed in fig. 8.31.
The characteristic time tcomb reduces with increased temperature over all investig-
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Figure 8.31: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over initial temperature TIB in different porous
reactors at higher constant mass of injected fuel mfuel = 26.4 mg

ated configurations, see fig. 8.31 (a). Furthermore, the difference in characteristic time
between individual configurations also reduces with temperature. At higher initial tem-
perature TIB ≥ 500 ◦C, the characteristic time is almost similar over all investigated
configurations.
The distribution of average reaction rate over initial temperature shows continuously

(exponentially) increased values up to a temperature of 500 ◦C over all investigated
configurations (fig. 8.31 (b)). At a higher temperature, the behaviour of porous reactors
and the free volume process is different. Under free volume conditions, the rapid
increase of reaction rate is continuous, while under reactor conditions a maximum
is reached at 550 ◦C, showing the effect of heat accumulation in the PM. A further
increase of initial temperature leads to a decrease of reaction rate over all porous reactor
conditions. For the PM-reactor case, an influence of pore density on the reaction rate
is visible at higher initial temperatures. Low pore density reactors show higher values
than reactors with higher pore density. The macro-cellular reactor shows medium
values between 10 ppi and 20 ppi foam reactors.
An almost linear increase of maximum temperature is again recognisable over initial

temperature amongst all investigated configurations, as shown in fig. 8.31 (c). However,
in case of porous reactors, a change of maximum temperature increase rate is visible
for initial temperatures higher than 550 ◦C. This correlates with the behaviour of the
reaction rate in porous reactors for TIB > 550 ◦C and can again be correlated with
the heat accumulation in porous reactors. The difference in maximum temperature
between porous reactor and free volume conditions is clearly visible and this difference
increases with increased initial temperature.

Different types of porous reactors compared at constant initial pressure

The last comparison of parameters describing the heat release process in different porous
reactors and free volume is done in a final test series. The test series is characterised by
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Figure 8.32: Distribution of characteristic time (a), average reaction rate (b) and max-
imum temperature (c) over initial temperature TIB in different porous
reactors at constant pIB = 18 bar

constant initial pressure pIB = 18 bar, constant mass of injected fuel mfuel = 23.7 mg
and varying initial temperatures. The results are shown in fig. 8.32.
The distribution of characteristic time over initial temperature shows influence on ini-

tial temperature. The characteristic time decreases with increased initial temperature
over all investigated configurations, as shown in fig. 8.32 (a). At higher temperatures
(TIB ≥ 500 ◦C), the characteristic time is similar for all porous reactors as well as the
free volume case.
The average reaction rate also shows dependency on initial temperature by increas-

ing values with increased initial temperature over all investigated configurations, see
fig. 8.32 (b). Nevertheless, similar to the previous case, a maximum reaction rate is
visible at TIB = 550 ◦C in case of porous reactors, while under free volume conditions
the reaction rate showed further increase. Again, due to heat transfer and accumula-
tion in the PM’s solid phase, the reaction rate is affected. This is also visible in the
distribution of maximum temperature over initial temperature, as shown in fig. 8.32 (c).
The maximum temperature increases with increased initial temperature over all in-

vestigated configurations. The highest maximum temperature is recognised under free
volume conditions. In case of foam reactors, the maximum temperature decreases with
increased pore density and thus, decreasing pore size. The maximum temperature of
the macro-cellular reactor is again in the order of foam reactors with 8 ppi and 10 ppi
pore density.

8.4 Overall view on the process behaviour of different porous
reactors and free volume

Critical parameters which limit the applicability of combustion reactors to real engine
conditions are the rate and the time scale of low- and high-temperature oxidation
processes. These processes occur in the porous reactor after fuel injection begin.
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The investigation of the heat release process in different porous reactors and under
free volume conditions found several parameters which are describing the oxidation
process. These are the characteristic time tcomb, the number of recognisable combustion
regimes and the average reaction rate of the high-temperature oxidation regime. In
this section, these parameters are displayed over the complete investigated range of
initial pressure pIB and temperature TIB. In case of the characteristic time tcomb and
the number of combustion regimes, characteristic areas are defined and highlighted,
as shown in fig. 8.33 and fig. 8.34. This helps to analyse the results and to allow
a comparison between the different configurations. The displayed values result from
the analysis of individual test series and are presented quantitatively. However, the
displayed border lines must rather be understood in a qualitative manner. On the one
hand, a large number of additional measurements would be necessary to determine
precise borders in case of presenting characteristic times. On the other hand, the
borders are not precise by nature due to a transition of one oxidation process behaviour
to another (e.g. transition of a single- to a multi-step combustion process). The average
reaction rates of the high-temperature oxidation regime in case of different reactors and
free volume conditions are displayed as a three-dimensional surface diagram. In these
diagrams, isolines are displayed for a better comparison of the rates in different porous
reactors and free volume.

8.4.1 Distribution of characteristic time delay over all initial conditions

The distribution of characteristic time delay of the heat release process under free
volume conditions as well as for different porous reactors is presented in fig. 8.33.
The characteristic time delay of each investigated reactor and the free volume case is
displayed over initial pressure and temperature. In this overview the distribution of
characteristic time is divided into five regions which are defined as follows:

Region A is characterised by very long time delays tcomb > 20 ms. This region is
located at low initial temperatures over all investigated pressures.

Region B is characterised by time delays tcomb ≤ 20 ms. This region is located at
higher initial temperatures and low initial pressures. In a small range of initial
temperature the region spreads over higher initial pressures, too.

Region C is characterised by time delays tcomb ≤ 10 ms and is located in a medium
range of initial pressure and temperature.

Region D is characterised by values of tcomb ≤ 5 ms and located in a range of higher
initial temperatures and pressures.

Region E is located at the highest range of initial pressures and temperatures with
time delays tcomb ≤ 2 ms.
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Figure 8.33: Five characteristic regions of characteristic time tcomb over initial pressure
and temperature for different porous reactors and free volume conditions
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As it can be seen, the location of the characteristic areas is almost similar over all
investigated configurations. Nevertheless, the border line depends on pore density as
well as on pore structure (reactor type) and reactor heat capacity. In case of foam
reactors, an influence of pore density on the distribution of characteristic regions is
mainly visible (compared to the free volume case) in the distribution of region B. This
region is shifted to higher initial temperatures, while its width is reduced at higher
initial pressures. Additionally, both the foam reactor with 10 ppi and the macro-cellular
reactor show an exception by a bulge of region B, as compared to other reactors as well
as to the free volume case. Furthermore, also region E shows an effect of porous
reactors, being extended to lower initial temperatures and pressures, as compared to
free volume conditions. This effect is visible over all investigated porous reactors.
Besides the described slight differences between the conditions of free volume and

porous reactors, it must be noted that the time delay is basically almost similar over
all investigated configurations. Independent from the reactor type (at least in the range
of the investigated structures), the process accelerates with increased initial pressure
and temperature. The time delay shows similar behaviour in porous reactors as under
free volume conditions. Nevertheless, a tendency towards a reduced process delay at
higher initial temperatures is recognisable under PM-conditions.

8.4.2 Distribution of combustion regimes over all initial conditions

The distribution of combustion regimes (single- or multi-step reaction) over the range
of initial pressure and temperature is investigated in the following. Such analysis aims
at showing the influence of porous reactors on combustion behaviour. For this reason,
the number of recognisable combustion regimes is displayed over all initial pressure and
temperature. In fig. 8.34, the characteristic regions of combustion regimes are displayed
for porous reactors as well as for free volume conditions.
The displayed three characteristic regions are:

Region 1 , characterised by a single-step oxidation process, i.e. only one combustion
regime is recognisable. This region is located at low initial temperatures, while
increasing the initial pressure extends this region to medium temperatures.

Region 2 , characterised by a multi-step oxidation process with two recognisable com-
bustion regimes. The distribution of this region is like a band, starting at low
initial pressures and medium initial temperatures, spreading to high initial pres-
sures and high initial temperatures.

Region 3 , characterised by a multi-step oxidation process with three recognisable
combustion regimes. This region is located at low to medium initial pressures
and medium to high initial temperatures.
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Figure 8.34: Combustion regimes under porous reactor conditions in range over initial
pressure and temperature with characteristic areas of single- and multi-
step oxidation
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At a glance, the characteristic regions have similar distribution over initial pressure
and temperature for each porous reactor as compared to the free volume case. Only
slight differences may be recognised. Compared to free volume conditions, in case of
porous reactors region 2 is shifted slightly to lower initial temperatures at medium and
high initial pressures. Furthermore, this region is extended to lower initial pressure pIB

and temperature TIB in porous reactors as compared to the free volume case. As a
consequence, region 3 is reduced to lower initial pressures at high initial temperatures
in case of porous reactors. It is again recognisable that the distribution of characteristic
regions under PM-conditions is very similar to that under free volume conditions. Only
slight shifts of border lines are recognisable. As a consequence, it can be noted that
the number of recognisable combustion regimes and their distribution over the range of
investigated initial conditions is almost independent of the presence of a porous reactor.

8.4.3 Distribution of reaction rate over all initial conditions

The reaction rate of the high-temperature oxidation regime is investigated and displayed
over the full range of initial pressure and temperature. It is displayed over all invest-
igated porous reactors as well as under free volume conditions in a three-dimensional
manner, as shown in fig. 8.35.
Under all investigated conditions, the reaction rate is the highest in the range of high

initial pressures and high initial temperatures. However, the maximum rates differ in
case of investigated porous reactors and under free volume conditions. It is clearly
visible that the highest reaction rates are measured under free volume conditions with
values of up to 50 bar/ms. The lower values in case of porous reactors correlate with
the heat transfer and accumulation in the porous reactor’s solid phase. Furthermore,
it can be recognised that the highest reaction rate in reactors with high pore density
(20 ppi and 30 ppi) is lower than in porous reactors with lower pore density (8 ppi and
10 ppi). The reaction rate in the macro-cellular reactor (MCR) is similar to both low
density foam reactors (8 ppi and 10 ppi). This underlines again its similar heat transfer
and heat accumulation behaviour as already indicated in the previous section.
Basically, fig. 8.35 indicates that the maximum reaction rates are already reached

under PM-conditions in the range of the investigated initial pressures and temperatures.
The shape of the diagram indicates that the reaction rate will not further increase,
even at higher initial pressures and temperatures. This is in contrast to free volume
conditions, where the distribution of reaction rate over initial pressure and temperature
indicates a further increase with increased initial pressures and temperatures. The
behaviour of the reaction rate can again be explained with the heat transfer and heat
accumulation in the porous reactor. This limits the maximum temperature and hence,
the reaction rate of the high-temperature oxidation regime.
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Figure 8.35: Reaction rate under porous reactor conditions and free volume in range
over the range of initial pressure and temperature
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8 Analysis of Combustion Process in Porous Reactors under Engine-like Conditions

In summary, despite of significantly changed thermodynamic conditions in porous re-
actors (lowered maximum temperature), the heat release process is very similar to that
observed under free volume conditions. However, the reaction rate is limited by the
porous reactor at high initial pressures and temperatures. This indicates the plausible
applicability of this combustion technology to real IC-engine conditions. Furthermore,
the results indicate its potential to realise homogeneous combustion even at high loads,
which is not feasible with current HCCI concepts. Moreover, the great potential of com-
bustion in porous reactors for achieving a near-zero emission level makes its application
to IC-engines potentially attractive. Due to the improved mixture formation and va-
porisation of the fuel and due to the heat accumulation in the porous reactor’s solid
phase, the formation of emissions can be avoided. The homogeneous and lean mixture
avoids soot production, while a complete oxidation of HC and CO may be realised by
homogeneous combustion in porous reactors. Furthermore, the investigation and ana-
lysis have shown that the mixture homogenisation (including fuel vaporisation) can be
accelerated in porous reactors compared to free volume conditions (chapter 7). The ac-
celerated mixture formation also showed its effect in reducing characteristic time delays
of the high-temperature oxidation regime when the combustion is performed in porous
reactors. Additionally, the heat release rate is controlled and lowered by the presence
of a porous reactor (section 8.2 and section 8.3). Moreover, the results show that the
duration of combustion in porous reactors is in the order of that in the free volume
case, even if the maximum temperature is reduced in porous reactors.
All these findings underline the applicability of homogeneous combustion in porous

reactors to IC-engines. The characteristic time delay is mostly similar to the free volume
case or even shorter, while the reaction rate is limited at high initial pressures and
temperatures. This makes a realisation of homogeneous combustion even at high load
promising. In the next chapter, the thermodynamic models, as described in chapter 5,
are validated with the obtained experimental results.
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9 Validation of the theoretical model

This part of the work validates the theoretical models of chapter 5 with the experimental
results of the previous chapter 8. In chapter 5, three models were presented to describe
the heat release and heat recuperation in porous reactors. One model described the
thermodynamic cycle of an IC-engine with heat release and heat recuperation in a por-
ous reactor in comparison to a conventional engine cycle. Amongst other assumptions,
in this model was assumed the following:

• The heat transfer between the working and the PM is infinitely fast
• The temperature remains constant during the heat exchange

As the complete engine cycle has not been investigated in this work, the thermodynamic
behaviour of the considered ideal porous reactor was integrated in a second model. This
model describes the thermodynamic behaviour of a real porous reactor in comparison
to an ideal porous reactor and free volume conditions without a porous reactor. Finally,
the heat release process in a constant volume combustion chamber was described in a
third model. This phenomenological model was the basis for analysing the measured
pressure histories. Hence, its validation shall be given first.

The heat release model describes the heat release process and the corresponding pres-
sure histories after injection begin and defines parameters for describing the heat release
process. In this model three possible scenarios are considered. One scenario describes
the heat release process as a single-step process with only one recognisable combustion
regime in the pressure history. A second scenario is described as a multi-step process
with two recognisable combustion regimes. Finally, a third scenario describes the heat
release as a multi-step process with three recognisable combustion regimes.
The results of the experimental investigation confirm this phenomenological model.

The described three scenarios are visible under both free volume and porous reactor
conditions, see fig. 9.1. The experimental results further show that the characteristic
shape of the heat release process depends on the initial conditions (pIB and TIB) mostly.
Under both conditions free volume and porous reactors, the heat release process is sim-
ilar in shape at similar initial conditions, see also section 8.3 and fig. 9.1. Conclusively,
this model is valid for the description of heat release processes under free volume con-
ditions and in porous reactors. This model was used in the analysis of the measured
pressure histories. The defined process describing parameters were used to verify the
thermodynamic model of a real combustion reactor.
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9 Validation of the theoretical model
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Figure 9.1: Single- and multi-step heat release under free volume and porous reactor
conditions
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9 Validation of the theoretical model

The thermodynamic model of a real combustion reactor has been developed and
described in section 5.2. Therein, the thermodynamic behaviour of a real porous reactor
system was compared to an ideal reactor system and free volume conditions (without
reactor), see fig. 9.2. For all described systems, isochoric conditions were considered.

mfuel 

TG(FV) 
pG(FV) 
mG(FV) 

TA-IB(FV) 
mA(FV) 
pA-IB(FV) 

Free volume (FV)  Ideal porous reactor (IR) Real porous reactor (RR) 

TG(IR) 
pG(IR) 
mG(IR) 

TA-IB(IR) 
mA(IR) 
pA-IB(IR) 

mPM TPM 

TG(RR) 
pG(RR) 
mG(RR) 

TA-IB(RR) 
mA(IR) 
pA-IB(RR) 

mPM TPM 

a)             b)    c) 
mfuel mfuel 

Figure 9.2: Model of considered systems without heat losses through the system walls:
free volume system (a), ideal porous reactor (b), and real porous reactor (c)

In the experimental investigation in chapter 8, the combustion processes in differ-
ent real porous reactors and free volume conditions were investigated in a special
high-pressure, high-temperature test chamber. The investigated porous reactors were
ceramic foam reactors with different pore density as well as a novel and uniquely invest-
igated macro-cellular-reactor. The inner volume of the used test chamber was constant
at any time. Thus, the experimental conditions are comparable to the theoretical model
considering isochoric conditions. Fig. 9.3 shows a comparison of the theoretical model to
the experimental results. The displayed curves are chosen as representative examples.
Their initial conditions were: initial pressure pIB of 16 bar, initial temperature TIB of
600 ◦C and supplied fuel mass mfuel of 23.7 mg.
Fig. 9.3 shows that the model of the ideal porous reactors system does not describe the

measured results. In the model is considered that the gas temperature and pressure will
change only slightly during heat release. According to the model, the released heat will
be transferred immediately from the gas to the reactor’s solid phase. However, in the
experimental results none of the porous reactors showed this behaviour under any initial
condition. Consequently, this model is not valid for describing the thermodynamic
behaviour of real porous reactors.
The free volume system without any porous reactor will have the highest temperature

change according to the model. The released heat causes an increase of internal energy
of the gas only (no heat losses to the wall considered). Consequently, the temperature
change in a free volume system must be the highest as compared to any porous rector
under all initial conditions. This behaviour is completely confirmed by the experimental
results.
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Figure 9.3: Validation of the theoretical model with experimental results
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In the described real porous reactor system, the heat transfer from the gas to the
reactor’s solid phase is not infinitely fast. Consequently, the gas temperature and pres-
sure must change during heat release. The measured gas temperature often rose several
hundred degrees during heat release, however, always less than under free volume con-
ditions. All experimental results support this model and prove its validity.
The effect of heat transfer between the reactor’s solid phase and the gas is also visible

during the fuel vaporisation process. Under free volume conditions, the required heat
for vaporising the fuel (including heating up and vaporisation enthalpy) is provided
from the air trapped in the chamber. As a consequence, the air temperature decreases
as well as the chamber pressure due to constant volume conditions. In case of a porous
reactor, the heat for the fuel vaporisation is taken from both the PM’s solid phase
and the gas. Due to the porous reactor’s high heat capacity, the gas temperature
(and pressure) decreases less under PM-conditions as compared to the free volume
system, see fig. 9.3. Again, this effect is visible in the experimental investigation for all
investigated porous reactors and all initial conditions.
Furthermore, according to the model, in a real reactor system the gas temperature

change depends on the heat transfer between the gas and the reactor’s solid phase.
This heat transfer itself is dependent on properties of the porous reactor, as follows:

• Pore size
• Heat conduction of the PM’s solid phase
• Specific heat capacity of the PM’s solid phase
• Reactor mass
• Macro- and micro-porosity
• Content of closed pores

The influence of these aspects on the gas temperature change is considered in the model
by the factor K in the following equation:

∆TG(RR) = ∆TG(F V ) −K ·∆TP M (9.1)

∆TG(RR) is the temperature change of the gas in the real reactor system. ∆TG(F V ) is the
temperature change of the gas in a free volume system under similar initial conditions.
∆TP M is the temperature change of the reactor’s solid phase. During the experimental
investigation, different real porous reactor systems were analysed. The analysis of the
results confirms the model of a real porous reactor system, as expressed in the equations
above. Under all investigated conditions, the influence of pore density (pore size) on
the pressure and temperature change was recognisable. The higher the pore density
(smaller pores), the lower is the maximum pressure and temperature peak, see fig. 9.3.
This can be explained by an increase of the inner surface area with increased pore
density and thus, increasing heat transfer from gas to the reactor’s solid phase.
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Figure 9.4: Heat accumulation in 8 ppi and 30 ppi foam reactors and the macro-cellular
reactor (MCR) at various initial temperatures

The experimental investigation showed, that the model is not only valid for foam
reactors but also for even completely different porous structures, as the investigated
macro-cellular reactor. Furthermore, the results show that different PM-structures may
have similar heat transfer to the solid phase, see fig. 9.4.
Further conclusions of the experimental results in relation to the theoretical models

are given in the next chapter. Moreover, the next chapter summarises the most im-
portant results and gives an outlook to further research topics concerning this kind of
combustion applied to IC-engines.
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10 Conclusions and Recommendations

For the verification of the applicability of homogeneous combustion in porous reactors
to IC engines the present study provided unique results. This chapter concludes the
major findings and gives recommendations for future research.

10.1 Conclusions

In order to meet demands on both reduced exhaust emissions and reduced CO2-emis-
sions, internal combustion engines need to be further developed. However, conventional
diesel and gasoline engines are not capable of meeting future demands, even though
exhaust after-treatment systems are applied, as these will increase CO2-emissions as a
consequence. Homogeneous combustion has a potential for achieving both reduction of
CO2 and exhaust emissions (especially NOx and soot). A number of engine concepts
for homogeneous combustion have been developed and investigated and two expressions
are used commonly: CAI for gasoline and HCCI for diesel fuelled engines. However, a
realisation of homogeneous combustion in production engines was hitherto not possible,
even though efforts in research and development have been made over decades. For an
engine application of homogeneous combustion, the following requirements generally
must be fulfilled:

• Homogeneity of the charge
• Control of ignition timing
• Control of heat release rate (pmax, dp/dα)
• Control of combustion duration
• Lowering of combustion temperature for low NOx (especially at λ < 2)
• Controlled operation at variable loads (λ) and variable engine rotational speed

However, current HCCI concepts only partially fulfil these requirements and only in a
limited range of engine load and rotational speed. Thus, for further development of IC-
engines, alternative concepts should be considered. Homogeneous combustion in porous
reactors presents a promising alternative and shows high potential to drastically reduce
exhaust emissions. Under steady-state conditions, this technology has proven near-zero
emission levels (Trimis and Durst, 1996). However, under engine-relevant conditions,
this technology is rarely investigated. An initial engine set-up with the application of
a porous reactor by Durst and Weclas (2001b) showed promising preliminary results.
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However, this first test also made clear that further development of such a PM-engine
requires fundamental research on mixture formation and combustion in porous reactors
under engine related conditions. For an IC-engine application, especially the time scale
(delay, duration, rate) of these processes is crucial. Thus, their investigation of this
was one of the main objective of the present thesis.

For the experimental investigation carried out, two engine simulators have been built
up and used. Both simulate engine-like conditions in a simplified but highly variable
set-up and have the following focus:

1. Engine simulator for the investigation on direct fuel injection in porous reactors,
interaction of diesel spray with porous structure, homogenisation of the charge in
the PM-structure as well as the fuel vaporisation process

2. Engine simulator for the investigation on ignition and combustion processes in
porous reactors under engine-like conditions with a possibility of setting the initial
pressure and temperature independently from each other

For the investigation on diesel spray interaction with a PM-structure, the multi-jet-
splitting effect has been introduced. It describes the fuel jet being split up by the pore
junctions multiple times when propagating through the PM-volume. This investigation
showed that diesel spray interaction with porous media leads to:

• Reduced penetration length
• Increased radial distribution
• Reduced jet velocity after interaction with the PM
• Promoted three-dimensional distribution of the fuel spray
• Promoted fuel vaporisation in case of a hot PM and simultaneous mixing with
air inside the structure

Furthermore, the results show that the time scale of these processes is in the order
of a few milliseconds, similar to a conventional diesel injection and mixture formation
process. Hence, with a late injection strategy, the realisation of both homogenised
mixture and control of ignition timing is possible.

Prior to the investigation of the combustion process, a thermodynamic model of a
combustion reactor has been developed, considering the following:

• Free volume system: as reference case, no porous reactor applied
• Ideal porous reactor system: at any instant of time, the gas temperature equals
the porous reactor temperature TG(IR) = TP M (the heat transfer is infinitely fast)
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• Real porous reactor system: in contrast to the ideal reactor, the temperatures of
gas and PM material do not equal after fuel injection TG(RR) 6= TP M (the heat
transfer is not infinitely fast)

In the free volume case, no PM is applied to the system and the released heat is conver-
ted into internal energy of the gas only. In case of a porous reactor, the released heat
is converted into both internal energy of gas and the reactor’s solid phase. This heat
transfer changes the thermodynamic behaviour of the combustion system drastically.
For the description of the heat release process, a phenomenological model was used,

generally considering a multi-step ignition and oxidation process. The model includes
cool- and blue-flame reactions as low-temperature pre-ignition processes as well as the
high-temperature oxidation regime, releasing the major amount of heat. Furthermore,
this model also describes a single-step ignition and oxidation process. For analysing
and describing the heat release process in the combustion chamber, the model also
provides a description of characteristic parameters. These parameters were obtained
for the heat release process under each initial conditions. The major parameters are
the characteristic time delay and the average reaction rate of the high-temperature
oxidation regime. Furthermore, the number of recognisable combustion regimes is
a result which is obtained by the analysis of the measured pressure histories using
the heat release model. These results were later used for the analysis of several test
series and the heat release in different porous reactors, using the thermodynamic model
mentioned above.
During the experimental investigation on the heat release process, different configur-

ations have been applied to the combustion chamber (engine simulator):

• Free volume (as reference case): no porous reactor is applied to the chamber
• Different foam reactors with 8 ppi, 10 ppi, 20 ppi and 30 ppi pore density
• A macro-cellular reactor, proving an alternative new design of porous combustion
reactor, initially investigated during the present work

The measurement routine of the heat release process investigation is mainly split up into
two phases. Firstly, the initial conditions (initial pressure pIB and initial temperature
TIB) are set independently from each other prior to injection begin. Secondly, the
pressure changes due to the heat release are recorded after injection begin (defining
time zero) in a high time resolution. For all considered cases, the process has been
investigated in a range of 1 bar ≤ pIB ≤ 20 bar and 200 ◦C ≤ TIB ≤ 600 ◦C.
The process investigation of free volume conditions showed five characteristic areas

over the range of initial pressure and temperature:

1. At low initial pressures, even up to high initial temperatures, the heat release
process is characterised by a very low reaction rate (mostly < 1 bar/ms). The
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pressure histories clearly show three combustion regimes: cool- and blue-flame
reaction as well as the high-temperature oxidation regime.

2. The similar low reaction rates (mostly < 1 bar/ms) and very long time delays
(mostly > 20 ms) are recorded in a range of low initial temperature and of all
investigated initial pressures. However, in this area the heat release process is
single-step in character.

3. Area 3, at low to medium initial pressures and medium to high initial temperat-
ures, shows three recognisable combustion regimes, similar to area 1. However,
the reaction rate is increased to a medium range ∼ 5 bar/ms and the time delay
is shortened (< 10 ms).

4. A similar time delay (< 10 ms) is recognisable in area 4. However, the reaction
rate is lower (< 10 bar/ms) and only two combustion regimes can be recognised,
i.e. the low-temperature oxidation processes (cool- and blue-flame reactions)
cannot be separated. This characteristic area is located in the range of low to
medium initial temperature and medium to high initial pressures.

5. Finally, at medium to high initial pressures and medium to high initial tem-
peratures, the heat release processes are characterised by a very short time
delay (< 2 ms) and a very high reaction rate (> 20 bar/ms). Again, the low-
temperature oxidation processes cannot be separated from each other. Hence,
only two combustion regimes are recognisable.

Research on the combustion process in porous reactors was performed at the same
initial pressures and temperatures. Compared to free volume conditions, the following
effects of the combustion process, as performed in investigated porous reactors were
found:

1. Reduced change of pressure during the heat release in porous reactors as compared
to the free volume process. The reduction is visible for high- and low-temperature
oxidation processes: in maximum pressure as well as in pressure change due to
cool- and blue-flame reactions.

2. Reduced pressure drop due to fuel vaporisation at an early stage of the pressure
histories, after fuel injection and mostly prior to pre-ignition processes.

3. The average combustion temperature (derived from the pressure histories) is re-
duced under PM-conditions as compared to the free volume process. Additionally,
in case of foam reactors, the average combustion temperature decreases with in-
creased pore density.

4. The temperature level in porous reactors depends less on mixture composition
(λ) compared to free volume conditions, while the supplied mass of fuel is similar
under both conditions.
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5. Under PM-conditions, the characteristic time of the high-temperature oxidation
process tcomb as well as the characteristic time of the pre-ignition processes (low-
temperature processes) tCF is reduced, as compared to free volume conditions,
especially at higher initial temperatures.

6. The average heat release rate of the high-temperature oxidation process is affected
by porous reactors. At low initial temperatures and/or low initial pressures, the
reaction rate is higher in porous reactors, while at high initial temperatures and
pressures the average reaction rate is reduced in porous reactors, as compared to
the free volume case.

Furthermore, an overview of combustion processes under different PM-conditions and
free volume over the entire range of initial pressure and temperature shows that the
range of characteristic areas, considering recognisable combustion regimes, is almost
independent from porous reactors.

The above described effects mostly correlate with the multi-jet-splitting and im-
proved mixture formation as well as with heat transfer and heat accumulation in the
reactor’s solid phase. These findings also show that homogeneous combustion in porous
reactors is applicable to internal combustion engines as long as the reactor temperature
is high enough. This technology has high potential to realise stable homogeneous com-
bustion over wide (full) range of engine loads and rotational speed. The late injection
strategy and the rapid mixture formation in porous reactors (including improved fuel
distribution and fuel vaporisation) can make a realisation of both ignition control and
homogenised mixture possible. Furthermore, the following heat release process is fast
enough for IC-engine application, while the heat transfer to the porous reactor reduces
and controls the maximum heat release rates. As a consequence, homogeneous com-
bustion can also be realised at high engine loads, which is not feasible with current
HCCI engine concepts.

10.2 Recommendations

Even though the present work verified the applicability of homogeneous combustion in
porous reactors to IC-engines (provided that the reactor temperature is high enough),
further research and development prior to a real engine application is required as follows:

1. The exhaust gases should be investigated and analysed in the same range of initial
pressure and temperature to verify the near-zero emission level as shown under
steady-state conditions.

2. Deeper studies on fuel distribution and vaporisation inside a real porous reactor
would further increase the understanding of these processes. Thereto, the use of
high-temperature endoscopic measurement system could be suitable and useful.
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3. The mechanical stability of porous reactors need to be further investigated, con-
sidering the acceleration forces due to piston movement (especially at fast-running
IC-engines with high piston velocity). This also should be investigated under high
reactor temperature conditions, considering thermal stresses. Further improve-
ment of materials would further complete this research topic.

4. Investigation on positioning measures for porous reactors in different mounting
situations, considering mechanical resistance as well as heat transfer/insulation
to the walls (cylinder head, piston).

5. Research and development on macro-cellular reactors and other non-foam porous
reactors, in order to support relevant processes even more precisely.

This investigation generally verified the applicability of homogeneous combustion
in porous reactors to internal combustion engines. It shows that the time scales of
mixture formation and combustion process in porous reactors can be in the order of a
few milliseconds only, similar to the free volume case or even shorter. Additionally, it
is shown that the heat release rates are high enough for engine application, but limited
at high loads. These results make an application to a full range of engine load and
rotational speed promising. A further development of this combustion technology to
IC-engines is very reasonable. It provides unique features for the realisation of very
efficient internal combustion engine, with a near-zero emission level in the future.
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